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Shopper’s Directory.
Jeweler, Colonial

Thayer,

M.

V,

block

•*>, clocks, silver and plated ware, cut
china, etc.
Corner Drug Store.
Jane Todd’s
toilet
r.c- nade sweets, Christmas cigars,

jgtcr
jggji,

Norton &

Co.

Dodge Brothers’

Motor

s:-'

Whitten

&

Hayford

Co.,

Block,

hing in the grocery line for the Christdinner.

ie

McDonald, 75 Main street. Practigifts in furniture, and the
-Vac at greatly reduced prices,
’s Market. Native poultry, meats of
.is, home-made relishes and jellies.
ristmas

j

City

Government.

following proceedings

The

of

the city gov

meeting Dec. 6th were unavoidably
week, and followed the
passing of the roll of accounts:
deferred last

S. A.

Parker, tax collector for 1914, reported
at follows: Commitment, $76,844.33; cash paid
$67,150; discount, $1,398 56; Water
Co. rebate, $1,438.40; abatements certified. No.
1, $3,171.90, No. 2, $146 16, No. 3, $603.68; tax
deeds returned, $258.32; accrued commission
and postage, $£0; on book uncollected, $1,485.71; cash on hand and in bank, $1 111.61; total.
$76,844.33.
The report of the 1915 tax collector, Edward
Sibley.from July to and including Dec. 6th,was
as follows:
Total amount collected, $74 237.37;
treasurer,

paid city treasurer, $73,400; balance on
hand, $837.37, distributed as follows: Balance
in City National Bank, $366.30; Waldo Trust
Company, $462.39; currency, $8.68; discount
previously reported, $2 019 21; discount allowed
on partial payments, $5.74.
City Marshal George W. Frisbee, reported
27 arrests for the month, seven for intoxication and 20 who were furnished with night’s
lodging and food.
The following were chosen for the traverse

cash

jury

January term of Supreme court:
Carter, Harry Townsend, Charles O’

for the

P. D. H.

The

city

William L. Hall.
was

The mayor was authorized and instructed to
draw his order for $123.76, payable to Pendleton

Bros., and charge the

to

contingent
expense; also to draw his order for $30.03,payable to Hall-EUis & Co., and charge the same
to appropriations for highways.
The

board of

same

Electric

ordered to abate
taxes against the Frenchboro Land &
Fisheries Company for the years, 1913 and 1914,
on petition of H. C. Buzzell and others.

Ever-Ready electric lamps, steamer
tg-. ’•obes, foot-warmers, etc.
Butter-Kist
ih::v’s Chocolate Store.

the unlooked-for expenses of changes in school
buildinp-g to make for safety in case of fire,the

Watches, clocks, silver
-ind jewelry, decorated china and cut
Locke & Son.

i:-

Nutting

The

,as-

Garage

photographs.

colored

Machine Co.

and

-s.

c:;

best you
Sleeper &

rn—

0r

The school board

requested

the

city

to meet

addition of fire escapes, etc., by transferring
to the school contingent the amount of the

tasted.

ever

assessors was

the

Co., 72 Main street. Vic
»r.d Grofonolas, upholstery goods, win- bills, totalling to date $98.88.
--a
C. J. Pattee, city treasurer, was directed to
ades, sleds, picture framing.
A. Howes & Co., Groceries, Drugs and issue a warrant, according to the law in such
",es.
Everything in the grocery lines, oases against Wayland Knowlton for uncollect
articles in the drug department. Play- ed taxes for 1910.
! Chief Shute of the Fire department reportig _ards.

v

WouiMS

-T

suitable

k;

(

holidays.

the

for

Arta anrl

1 I' R

fraflu

Dainty

dinners served daily.
\n’s Bakery. Fresh food daily. Doughr;ed in lard 10 cents per dozen.
!it P. Palmer, Masonic Temple.
Furg goods, umbrellas, leather and brass
and 25 cent

:•

ina,

and

Field, Church street.

D.

s

pictures, books,

stationery.
A large va-

and finest quality of fancy groceries for

ones, as

Stephenson. Next door to Windsor
"mokers’ supplies for Chrismas pres-

nfectionery in bulk and in decorated
Peanuts a specialty.
McIntosh, 101 High street. Leather
handkerchiefs,
goods
to $2, novelties.
F. Swift, Masonic Temple. Confecin
fancy boxes for the ladies; fine
cigars for tfie gentlemen, bine line

hoisery,

shell

25 cents

m

ror tne

montn,

very small

all

follows

Nov, 1st, telephone call to the house of N.
H. Small, smoke filling house, no fire found.
Nov. 2nd, fire on lower bridge with slight
damage. Nov. 17th. false alarm from crossed
wires, Nov. 23d, gasoline torch exploded on
Nov. 25th,
top of Stewart house; no damage.
telephone call for chimney fire in F. B. Knowlton

tenement

The

Ins: mas.

:

ea mu nve nres

made

High street;

inspection

fall
and

on

of

no

damage.

buildings

has

been

the

particularly

recommendations carried out,
in the public school buildings.

Ladder drills in

Co. No. 1 have proved them

very efficient.
On account of the condition of the gasoline
engine men will be kept at the department
all night in severe or windy weather.
Trial balance Dec. 6, 1915.

Tax deeds.
$1,058 08
groceries.
! Stone, tarvia, city team, etc. 1,631 45
19 45
n L Curtis, 107 Main street.
Christ* E. M. Farnsworth Co.
Sewer assessments.
605 00
.ndkerc'niefs, aprons and novelties.
State of Maine, paupers, etc.
462 78
h
Brothers, 51 Main street. Full State of Maine, pensions, etc. *828 00
f Christmas poultry, meats of all kinds Swanville, use of fire apparatus.
20 00
v

>

iristmas

D.

I-PH

&OUTHWORTH

thd overcoats for

men

bags,

toilet

& Gillet’s

goods,

$712,735 27

and

boys,

mack-

Store, H. H. Coombs,
isonic Temple.
Practical merchandise
c
lor Christmas gifts for baby, little
big sister, sweetheart, muther and
l

■

Co., 12 Main street,

mackintoshes, neckwear,underwear,

in.i

rogressive

Howes, Odd Fellows block
hoisery, silk petticoats, apronB.
rellas, handkerchiefs, waists, etc., table
rugs, draperies and portieres.
ayside Tea House, Mrs. Ada L. Wildes,
room with lunches.
Special lunches to
H.

tS

silk

>?,

k’s
l';

Drug

Store.

Hudnut’s and

es,
in

Ladies

Roger

Discount on taxes.
General school purposes..
Sewers.

390 57
4,442 43
1,388 55
SidewalkB. 1,005 85
School charity.
112 44
Belfast Free Library. 1,032 52
Interest account.
696 68
Garrison Hill.
15 38
785 89
Highways.
School contingent.
26 62
State Road.
422 09
C. H. Sargent, collector 1908.
58 77
1909.
90 30
land
collector
1910.
Knowlton,
Way
1,120 31
F. W. Brown, collector 1911.
621 80
1912.
43 54
1913.
10 81
S. A. Parker, collector 1914
3,282 40
Edward Sibley, collector, 1915.$ 19,657 06
B. & M. R. R. Stock.600.000 00
T reasurer, Trust Funds. 69,076 90
Treasurer, cash. 11,276 03
Assets and liabilities account. 92,553 57

candy.

boxes of 12 and 25 and many useful

LIABILITIES.

facies.
Bonds

Mixer, Main street. Books and sta- Loans outstanding.$590,000
3 500
outstanding.
‘•ur.ery
Copyrighted books (400 different Cemeteries.
273 34
Ui- at 50c each; by mail 7 cents extra
Belfast Water Co.
2,020 00
2,810 25
County tax.
^rle & Jones, Main street, two stores,
-a-cpj;, Christmas cards and booklets, handP|;:.ted china, cut glass, toys, dolls, sleds, etc,
n diamond
point phonograph.
Erector,
l<;j
!’

Aunderful educational boy's toy. Over
pairs Godon dyed silk hose, 14 different
re
Prartical and useful things too numto mention in the

U6

greetings
around."
Dinsmore Store.

:nas

r-clook
IE

to

Nun teed to
f new

dry goods department.
everybody. “Come in

wear

six

Holeproof

months without

hose.
a

hole

hose free.

City National Bank. The Holiday
starts Dec. 27th.
uakry & Shales, formerly Shiro’s. Conin
bulk and fancy boxes. Cigars at
fectionery
in boxes. Smokersf,supplies.
Ice
| prices
for the Christmas dinner.
-akry W. Clark & Co., the Main street
[ iers.
Christmas sale on overcoats and
fand specials in staple furnishings.
Boys
*:pain week. Fur coats and fur lined coats at
l\'try low price.
H. Ferguson’s Millinery Parlors. Trimand untrimmed hats at half
price. Disluijr>t on ribbons,
P. Woodcock & Son. Fancy china,
•a-brac, cutglass, leather and brass goods,
box papers, Christmas cards and a thouhe

^ngs Fund

and

one

novelties.

Home Furnishing Co., 47 Main street.
line of electric and oil table lamps,
chairs, rockers, ladies desks, sewing
chines, record cabinets, dinner sets, book
41

:

-ive

and book cases, Hoosier kitchen

r-

cabinets,

& Doak, Jewelers. Established 1826.
patterns in watches, clocks, sterling and
t'late, cut glass, leather goods and
of all kinds.
Complete line of Koe

,IVef

^eiry

ii't Hrug
\
•“faeras and

Store, Read & Hills, proprietors,
photo supplies, cigars andChristcandies, Christmas booklets, stationery,

'•a'

25c and 50c tables.
■y A‘ D0 their
Trust Co. See

announcement of

r

Christmas Club, which opens Monday,
"/ 27th. You can join now or at any time
,3
Jan. 22nd.
J. Pottle, 5, 10 and 25 cent
store, Hay-

block,

\

Church street.

Something for

all.

rge assortment of useful thingB.

Mystic Grange, Center Belmont, at its regumeeting Dec. 11, elected the fallowing
®Cer8 for the ensuing year: Master,' L. L,
overseer, Earl Marriner; lecturer,Carrie
steward, W. S. Morse; assistant stew*
j^ch;
fred Hall; chaplain, Frank Hall; treasurer,
,•
[
Hatcbelder; secretary, Cora L. Hartshorn;
4keeper, George A. Hartshorn; Ceres,
‘‘Uie Morse; Pomona, Hattie Heald; Flora,
!ary Morse; lady assistant steward, Arline
r8e; executive committee, Frank Hall, E. R.
j'^ard, &. L. Murch; chorister, Arline Morse.

lr

officers will be installed Jan. 1, 1916, by

Brewster,
^und
bson and wife of

assisted

by Deputy M4O.

Riverside Grange.

00

State tax.
Trust funds.

15,891 84
68,076 90

Unexpended balances of-1915 appropriations
UU1IUCU

1ULC1CDI.f

Brown tail moth.

City park.

City

morning

team.

Contingent.
Fire department....
Free text books.
Free High school.
Little River bridge.
Memorial building.

Paupers.
department...

Police

Repairs and insurance.

%>,UUX OU

500 00
100 00
197 40
8,576 47
1,431 66
358 93
1,083 65
1,168 70
1,121 70
859 30
681 22
1C3 23
1,642 80
200 00

will be

appropriate

_

Stamford,

of

so

well

and

Methodist church next Sunday morning, Rev. Horace B, Sellers will speak on
“Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh.” The ser-

giving

cate

tribute to

pleasing account of a
Mr Richardson, when 200

parishoners and

will be

preceded by an address to the
children. Services in East Northport at 2 30

few

a

friends

j

grew old in her mind but had the full use of
all her faculties to the end.
The funeral service was held at her late home December

3rd,
Rev. S. E. Frohock officiating. The floral tributes were unusually beautiful.

recent
of his

called

Mrs. Elizabeth H., widow of the late
Feleg
Edward A. Matthews has been nominated
Griffin, died Nov. 30ih, in the 91st year of
her age.
She was born in Northport, January | for postmaster at Union.
The city schools will close tomorrow, Friday
4, 1826. In 1860 she was married to Mr. Griffin and came to Lincolnville where they lived 1 for a two weeks vacation.
and toiled together till his death in 1894.
Remember the benefit dance by Hook and i
They
had a family of twelve children, of whom sev; Ladder, No. 1, in the Opera House to-morrow,
en survive her:
Emery M.. Mis. Nancy A. Friday, evening with music by McKeen’s orLyon, Llewellyn E. of Rockland; Marcellus chestra.
and Sylvanus S. of
Camden; Miss Varona and
Osceola Sewing Circle will have a Christ;
Miss Lila of Lincolnville. Since the death of
mas sale in Memorial Hall
Saturday, afterher husband the two
daughters last named noon, Dec, 18th, followed by a social dance in !
have made their home with the mother and
the evening.
cared for her in her
declining years. Mrs.
Ihe Sons of Veterans and their Auxiliary are
Griffin was a woman of marked energy and
to give a flag to the High school and will make
strong personality. In her younger days she
a formal presentation Jan. 3rd under
the direccould take wool and and
put it through ail the tion of
the patriotic instructors, Fred A. Sewprocesses of carding, spinning and weaving
ard and Mrs. Goldie W. Curtis.
and make it into clothing for her
family. She
The assignment of judges for the
was a faithful wife and a
Supreme
good mother; a firm
friend and an excellent neighbor; fond of Judicial Court for Waldo county has been anchildren ana young people, interested in nounced as follows: Arno W. King of Ellseverything that concerned them. She never worth for January, Albert M. Spear of Gardi- i

his

at

Winslow H. Ryder died Dec. 9th in Brooks
completely by surprise.
Mayor John M. Brown presented a costly J at the home of his eldest son, where he was
p. m. The Junior League will meet at 3 p. m. Sonora Grand phonograph in behalf of the ! visiting.
He was bom in Bucksport Aug, 30,
There will be special music at the evening sercompany, a box of gold coins was presented j 1846, the son of the late Nathaniel and Nancy
vice with a sermon on “Investments.” Other from his
In early life he followed the sea and
young people's dramatic club, and a Ryder.
services for the week as usual.
time was engaged in the whaling busisilver ladle from the nineteen young
people at.one
At the Congregational church next Sunday he had baptized during the past year. The | ness. On retiring from the sea he engaged in
morning service will be held as usual at 1C.45 evening was spent socially and with music, farming in Monroe and was very successful.
He was an affectionate father, a kind huswith preaching by the pastor. Christmas ex- and refreshments were served.
band, and was ever ready to befriend to
ercises of the Sunday school will be held in
the church at 12 o’clock. Meeting ol’ the
j those in need. He was a charter member of
Fire on Phoenix Row.
i the Monroe Lodges of Odd Fellows and Reyoung peoples’ society at 6.30. Prayer meetbekahs and a member of Morning Light Grange
ing this, Thursday, evening at 7.30 with Mrs. Eaton Block
Badly Damaged. Colonial of Monroe. He had been ill for two
H. C. Pitcher, the pastor conducting. The
years
j
Theater Endangered.
Good Work by with hardening of the arteries, but the imsubject of the sermon Sunday morning, as anFiremen,
mediate
cause
of
his death was paralysis. He
nounced for a week ago, "The Strength’ of the
C.hiof Qlmta ranrl
T
T
PI._
Weak.”
| is survived by bis wife, formerly Nellie F.,
the fire department headquarters on daughter of the late John and Lucy Wales of
The young people of the Baptist church are entering
High street Sunday afternoon when their at- Belfast; by two daughters and three sons:
planning to give a Christmas pageant Sunday
tention was called to a blaze on the roof of the
Mrs. Lucy A. Bowden and George H. Ryder
night, Dec. 26th, in the church, including music,

readings, tableaux, etc.,

with 50

or more

in

home and

Eaton block opposite ana an alarm was sounded at 3.40 from box 34.
Many of the firemen
were near at hand and no time was lost in
getto
work.
The fire is thought to have
ting
started from the smoke pipe of the furnace
where it entered the chimney in the base-

the

cast, in costume,and with colored light effects,
making it one of the most elaborate entertainments of the kind ever attempted by the
society. Charles E. Rhoades, superintendent
of the Sunday school, is manager, assisted by
Mrs. Warren A. Nichols. Mrs. Ben Robertson
and Miss Edna Hopkins have charge of the
music and E. P. Michaels of the lighting. The
Sunday school classes of P. H. Benner, George
Robertson, Mrs. Nichols and Mrs. Robertson
will furnish a large part of the talent.
Next
mas

took him

ception

ing.

fought from

and

the upper stories.

as

follows;

Coenen
Trombone obligato, Mr. H. A. Drinkwater.
Anthem, The Angels are Singing,
Lacey
Sheidon
Authen., The Earth L.ay Wrapped,
Soprano Solo, The Star of Bethlehem, Piogsted
J. S. Witty
Carol, O, Come, Ail Ye Faithful,
Best
Christmas Postlude,

out”

ing services

Sunday evenOpera House Dec

series of union

a

was

held in the

12th with a good attendance, Rev. Arthur A
Blair. Universalist, conducted the services.
Mr. Harry H. Upton, Baptist, read tne Scripture lesson, and Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Unitarian, offered prayer. Several familiar hymns
were 6ung
by the congregation and R»»v.
Haraden S Pearl, Congregationialist, then introduced Prof. Calvin M. Clark of the Bangor
Theological school, who gave an interesting
and instructive address on Conscience, taking
his text from Acts 24th Chap. 16th verse and
held the close attention of his audience. Prof.
UlarK

occupieu

me

pmpn

ui

holes

in

the

midnight.

in the

annex

rear was
completely destroyed and the interior of the main building
practically ruined by fire, smoke and water.
The basement was occupied as a no
and billed room by Louis de Lemos, and his tableswere

not

!

Pitcher, and his piano in the Red Men’s hall
also saved. On the second floor were the
lodge rooms, etc., of Tarratine Tribe of Redwras

and

Daughters of jPoc.ihontas, and the
United Order of the Golden Cross also held
their meetings there. The rooms, furniture

man

fine

to

urday night from a visit with his parents in
Bangor, assisted in the services. Prof. Clark
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Pearl while in
Belfast.
At the

of

William P. Twomey,

and
Red

1

paraphernalia

were

badly damaged.

The

Mens’ loss will be about

$300 and the D
of P. $100. partially insured. The U. O G. C.
loss is about $50, not insured. The third floor
was not occupied.
The block was built in 1914 by Francis E.
Wood, who sold it to Charles B. Eaton. Mr,
Eaton

valued

the

building

and

contents

March, 1913. Her second husband, Mr. Amos
H. Graves, died in Boston in the fall of 1913.

The remains of James
his son,

at

$14,000, and the damage is estimated at
$5,000. The building was insured with Field
& Quimby, but there was no insurance on the
furnishings of the theater. Mr. Eaton was

Clough
vices of

bad

cuts

glass and both required the

ser-

and William

physician.

Gray

received

a

Charles

H.

“the

splendid

presentation. The

L. C. Putman will make the
flag pole was presented by

Mr. O. E. Frost.

Mrs. Annie Gilmore Newton of Boston was
Belfast last week to accompany her mother,
Mrs, Clara D. Gilmore, to Boston, where she I
will reside. Mrs Gilmore has been in feeble

in

for

health

some

time

and it is

hoped

the

!

the special attraction
the Colonial Theater will be Harold F.

at

Moon and his singing comedy
company presenting “On Broadway," a musical comedy.
This play will be given in connection with
the regular program of pictures.

wifetformerly Mary Augusta Simp-

a

number of years

was

steward

on

the

ist church
ed in the
The

officiating. The remains
receiving tomb at Grove

bearers

were

plac-

cemetery.

S, Achorn, Russell Stephenson, J. W. Burgess and Fred N.

work of

Savery.

department,” saying that he did not see
they could have done better, and Chief
Shute said that he was proud of the depart*
ment for their able, efficient and willing work,
and he certainly voiced the sentiments of all
the

were

Messrs. E.

Sanborn returned Saturday from visit®
Nahant, Mass and New York.

John
in

Mrs. Horace Chenery returned last
Boston and New York.

Mr. and

week from visits iD

Mrs. Harry Swett of Stockton
Springs is the
guest of her sister, Mrs Waiter H. Coombs.

Claude B, Jipson of Boston came home Frito attend the funeral of bis
grandmother*

day

Light.

Mrs. Bertha D.

Mr, and Mrs. George A. Gilcbrest left Dec
15th for Fruitland Park, Florida, where
they
will spend the winter.

Mrs. Annette Hooper of Biddeford, Grand
Secretary of the Maine Chapter of the Eastern Star, was the guest Tuesday of Mrs. 0. S.
Vickery.

B. 0. Norton went t
serve

the

on

> Portland
Monday to
grand jury of the U. S. court.

Charles Hemmingway

jf

Liberty

is

also

on

jury.

Mrs. Robert F. Russ left Monday to
in Lakeland, Fla., joining in
Rockland a party of 14 from that city, Camden
and vicinity.
iLr. and

spend

the winter

Miss Inez L. Barker, district nurse of Islesboro, spent Thursday night in Belfast. She
came to attend the annual meeting of the
Baptist church.

There will be a thimble party in the Woman’s
Club room next Tuesday afternoon under the
direction of Mrs. James S. Harriman. A
Christmas story will be read and ice cream,
cake
and light refreshments served.
A1
members and their friends are invited.

given there that night by local talent.
Simmons is a very successful reader.

Misses Belle Keating and Hazel Doak
give a Leap Year ball in Memorial hall
4th, with music by McKeen's orchestra.
hall will be decorated with evergreens

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B. Snow of Malden, Mass.,
formerly of Belfast, were in the city Friday
on their way to Winterport, where they were
called by the death of Mr. Snow’s father.

Arey

Roscoe

Miss Alice

will
Jan.

The
and

The ladies will do
the honors, escort the gentlemen and pay the
bills.
will cater.

Mrs.

Auliffe and his

big

Walter F.

part in

Chipman

entertainment

an

Mine

Monday
dajs' visit

returned

home in Poland from

to

her

few

in

Belfast, and was accompanied by little NorCoombs, who will make his home with

a

her.
Belfast friends of Mrs. George E. Evans of
Stamford, Conn., will be glad to learn that she
has recovered from a severe illness—a combination of grippe, laryngitis and bronchia:

leo, foreman; Drew H. Chaples’ assistant
foreman; J. E. Braley, clerk. Car! Noyes was
elected hoseman to fill the vacancy caused
Lewis F. Marden’s removal to California.

E. Simmons went to Freedom
to take

man

Co. elected officers Dec. 13th
follows: James Sholes, captain; A. B. Smal-

Seaside Hose
as

Tuesday

last

by

trouble.

W.

Brown, Esq., returned last week
trip to Boston, and also visited
his daughters, Miss Louise ami Miss Hester,
the latter a student at the Osteopath college
in Cambridge.
Fred

from

a

business

Rev. and Mrs. riosea W. Rhoades, who recently moved lrum Lee to Rockpor:, were in
Belfast last t nday for their sons Donald and
Roger, who had been visiting Mrs. George H
Robertson and Mrs. Charles L. Rhoades.
Mrs. William L. Cook

PorUand last

went to

Saturday to visit relatives and will be joined
there by Mr. Cook, who left Billings, Mont..
Dec. 15th for a two weeks’ trip east.
They
will spend the time with his relatives in Unity

musical show of seventeen

people for three nights—Dec. 23d, 24th and
25th.

and Belfast.

WrINTER

is

Here.

After

several

days ot

Camden and Mrs. Samuel
Linwood Salisbury and
Mr. and Mrs. Marden of Searsmont left last

two

temperature for the season the merlast Friday to 20 above and was
degrees lower Saturday. There was a

al

snow

gleams

around

in the air”

of

sunshine,

despite the
and

week for

occasion-

snow

fell

all

About

11

a.

sun came

m.

out.

the clouds

tins

season.

Universalist Fair. The ladies of the
Universalist church and Social Aid united in
The

giving

sale, chicken supper and entertainment in Memorial hall last Tuesday. The sale
opened at 2.30 p. m.. with the hall and booths
a

attractively

decorated in the season’s colors

red and green.
of Mrs. Sarah

Wilson,
wares.

who
At

a

The food table was in charge
F. Knight and Mrs. Frank I.

lound

dainty

a

ready

sale

for

little table Miss

their

Natalie

articles made by her Sunday
girls. Mrs. L. T. Shales
and Miss Loula A. Mason had charge of the

M.

Pottle sold

school class of 11 little

winter.

Mr.

left with

the

Petersburg, Fla.,
age

a

and

Mrs.

tame

Hobbs of

party for St.

where Mr. Hobbs will

man-

large hotel during rhe winter.

Marguerite Owen went to Lynn, Mass.,
triday to be the guest for a week of Mias
Helen Harrington. She wiii also visit Miss
Helen 11. Kittredge, B. H. S., 15. at the home
Miss

last

of

her aunt, Mrs. Noah

L. Page, in Beverly,
be accompanied home by her tne day
before Christmas when the latter comes for a

and will

!

The storm

was

of

Mrs.

Lakeland, Florida, where they will

Rockland

quite a heavy fail of snow, but it was followed by a driving rain.
Tuesday morning it
rained, snowed and hailed, making sloppy and
the

ami

the

spend

us

broke away and

Mr.

Bean,

dropped

“feel of

Young

Lincoln

moderate
cury

general and very severe throughout New
England, putting the electric lights and telegraph lines out of commission, in many places i
heavy snowfalls blocking traffic. Yesterday
was fair with the
temperature 18 to 20 above
and sleighbells were heard for the first time

His

PERSONAL.

the

change will benefit her.
To-night, Thursday,

lived for many years in East Belfast, where he
owned what was known as the Timothy Ellis

Belfast, and by two sons, Theodore of Manchester and James Adelbert of Gloucester,
Mass. The sons acompanied the remains to
Belfast and a service was held Friday after,
noon in the undertaking parlors of Charles R.
Coombs, Rev. Arthur A. Biair of the Universal-

Arthur Stevens

on

Manchester-By-the-Sea,

Bucksport-Camden steamboats. He is survived
by one daughter, Geneva, who lives in East

Field, insurance agent and ad-

mented Chief Shute

at

India, Louise Clark
Gifts. Box of candy, Annie
Saunders; drum,
Arthur Hazeltine; wreath Edna
Marden; doll,
Emily Kackliff; Teddy bear, Russell Knight.

Mrs. W. R, Pettangai of Augusta was the
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will forguest for several days last week of Mr. and
mally present a flag to the Peirce Memorial j Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at Ho:el
Walcott, New York
school this, Thursday, afternoon at 3 o'clock. !
city.
fast Commander

slippery walking.

for

found necessary to amputate the
the first joint. Assistant I. T.

finger below

Theodore,

died about five years ago and shortly after
Mr, Coombs went to live with his son. During
his young manhood he followed the sea and

fire.

was

Coombs, a former resiBelfast, who died at the home of

son

not

were injured in
Ralph Darby had the second
finger of his right hand caught in a shut-off
nozzle and was taken to the Tapley hospital,

where it

Portland

of

Mass., aged 81 years, were brought to Belfast
last Friday morning for burial. The deceased

place.

Several of the firemen

fighting the

worth of Boston, Mrs. Ida A. Strong of W iterville, Mrs. Rovena B. Burnham of Lawrence,
Mass., and Mrs. Mattie W. Bosworth of Boston.
She, with her sisters in Boston, were recent guests of their mother in this city, Miss

dent of East

about

ill at home at the time of the fire and had
been down town for several days.

George E. Bird

and sleighing was reported in some
nearby towns, wrhile there was only a sprinkEugenia returning to Boston last Saturday, ling here. Monday it moderated somewhat
arriving just previous to Mrs. Twomey’s and in the evening the wind increased to a
j death Sunday. The funeral and interment gale and dust was blowing in the streets. Durwere in Boston.
ing the night there was what must have been

|

slipped
sermon
a
Sunday morning, preaching
on an icy ladder and barely escaped falling to
large congregation. Rev. Haraden S. Pearl,
the ground by catching on a projecting roof.
the pastor, who with Mrs. Pearl returned Sata

wife

removed,but were insured. The
floor was occupied as a picture theater ! Last February she was united in marriage
and was under lease to Henry H, Maddocks- with Mr. Twomey. who survives her, with her
The picture machine and films were
mother, now Mrs, William J. Gordon of this
removed,
as well as the piano, which
belonged to E. S. city, and four sisters: Miss Eugenia E. Wentetc.,
first

from broken

me ivorm

the wail of the

cut

daylight to work in. “All
sounded at 5p.m. but the firemen

was

The

treasurer, Mrs. Charles E
committee, Miss Maude

Cross, Mrs. George Holt and Mrs. Ida
Mahoney. Pnnch and fancy wafers were
served.

on

the

dropped a fire curtain between the
blocks. Fortunately there was no wind,

worked until after

The annual meeting of the Baptist Woman’s Missionary society was held with Mrs.
B. B. Greenlaw, Dec. 8th and officers were
elected as follows; president, Miss Maude E.
Mathews; vice president. Miss Grace H.
Hayes; secretary, Miss Idella D. Knowlton;

The first of

butting directly

and the firemen

was

parting wall,

was no

M.,

and

for September.

died Dec. 12th at her home, No. 19 Vancouver
According to the registration, more automostreet, Roxbury, Mass., after a brief illness bile licenses have been
granted in Maine this
with pneumonia. She was born in Knox, May
year than ever before. The numoer of onera2, 1870, the daughter of William and Angelia j tors and of dealers in Waldo
county, with the
Wentworth. She came to Belfast when about amounts
paid are as follows: Machines, 656,
11 years of age and her girlhood and young
amount, $6234; operators, 780; amount, $1,560;
womanhood were spent here. She was a memdealers, 4, amount, $100; total for county,
ber of Golden Cross Temple, Pythian Sisters,
$7,894.
and had been their pianist, and was also a
The coming attractions at the Colonial
member of the Daughters of Pocahontas, I. O.
Theater are Harold F. Moon and his musical
R. M., and both orders sent flowers when she
comedy company Thursday, Dec. 16th; the
was in the hospital in Roxbury, where she
Tribune Motion pictures of the great
underwent an operation.
Her only daughter. Chicago
Miss Erma Adrian Tuttle, died in Boston in European war, Saturday, Dec. 18th; Jere Mc-

building through

Colonial Theater

Eaton block

there

Minnie

and the firemen had

prano, Mrs. E.
bass, Mr. Luther Hammons.

ence

The

as

two

Mrs. H. A.

Rhoades; program
E. Mathews, Mrs.
Geo. D. Mahoney, Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw;
membership committee, Mrs. George Holt,
Miss Frances A. Sargent, Mrs. Warren A.
Nichols, Mrs. L. C. Putnam, Mrs. B. B Greenlaw. The subject of study was "Work Among
the Indians in the West,” and short papers
were given by Miss Grace Hayes, Miss Ideila
Knowlton, Miss Frances Sargent, Miss Flor-

The floral offerings were abundant and
beautiful. The interment was in Brooks.
The bearers were Messrs. Albert
Ritchie,
Frank E. Littlefield, Walter Fairbanks and
Chester Clark, all of Monroe.

roof and

Drinkwater; soP. Frost; alto, Miss Emma Skay

Organist,

the front of the

endangered,
Colonial,

Voluntary, Come Unto Me,

noagaoD

at 2 p. m. under the auspices of the Odd Fellows, Rev. Frank S. Dolliff of Jackson officiat-

sermon

be

or

and had worked up through the
partitions to the roof. The building, with the ex-

time, paid for itself, as with
the old apparatus it would have been
impossible to have reached the fire, which had to be

appropriate to the season will be given
special music will be rendered by the
choir The Sunday school and Men’s Forum
will meet as usual. The musical program will

wue

ment

used for the first

Sunday there will be special Christat the Universalist church.
A

in.,

Buzzell, Esq., of Belfast, Cyrus R. Ryder of
Monroe, and Charles W. Ryder of Brooks; by
two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Chandler of Bucksport
and Mrs. Olive Marshall of Brewer, The
funeral was held in the Brooks church Sunday

of a brick front, is of wood, with corrugated iron outside and steel walls and ceilings, making it difficult to fight the fire in the
partitions. The new hook and ladder truck,

services

ixemc

uiuum,

ui

April,

for

ner

-n

Switzerland, Margaret Eaton
France, Dorothy Drinkwater
Japan, Doris Wilson
Scotland, Mona Burgess
China, Margaret Drinkwater
Italy, Julia Chalmers
Spain, Olive Morse
Dutch, Margaret Morse

D

favorably

a

The News of Belfast.
—

here, has written in the highest terms
of Mr. Richardson and his charming wife. She
spoke of the calls he had had, one to a large
parish in Providence, R. I., and another to
Cambridge, Mass., but said that he preferred
to come to “your beautiful little city.” She
enclosed a clipping from the Stamford Advo-

At the

nttmhfr

—

known

Schilling; “Out of the Depths,” Brackett;
solo, “The Gift,” Weatherly, Mrs. Wescott.
Sermon subject, “The Meaning of Christmas.”

annual meeting of the Baptist church
lights.
last Thursday evening a letter of acceptance
Superintendent of schools.
Transportation.
1,00100 of the pastorate was read from Rev. J. Wilbor
585 52
Overlay.
Richardson of Stamford, Conn. The follow$712,736 27 ing officers were elected: Clerk, Miss Maude
E. Mathews; treasurer, Charles H. Twombly;
Adjourned to Monday evening, Dec. 13th.
missionary treasurer, Mrs. W, B. Fletcher;
At the special meeting, held Dec. 16th Mayor auditor, W. B. Fletcher; superintendent of he
Charles R. Coombs [presiding, it was voted to Sunday school, Charles E. Rhoades; assistant
of
engage Russell M. Carter to remove the brown superintendent, Albert L. Cuzner; board
tail moths from the trees of the streets, the assessors, Messrs. O. E Frost, C, H. Twombly,
cemetery,the city park.and all property belong- B. B. Greenlaw, C. E. Rhoades and A. K. Braing to the city,under contract for $425. It was ley. The following committees were elected:
voted to engage George Weymouth for the Membership: Mrs. George H. Robertson, Mrs.
winter months as street commissioner at $10 L. C. Putnam, Miss Maude E. Mathews. W. B.
Fletcher and Gerald W. Howard; henevolent,
per month to arrange work for the city team,
collect bills for same, etc., and he is to be
Mrs. Idella D. Rich, Mrs. Benj. Robertson,
paid at the rate of $3 per day for any work in Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw, Misses Lulu H. Smalley
addition to the above duties. It was voted to and Grace H. Hayes, Mrs. Herman H. Coombs
rescind the vote allowing a license to Chas. and Mrs. Emma R. Knowlton; social, Mrs. C.
B, Eaton for the Nickel Theate as the build- E. Rhoades, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs, Miss
ing is deemed UDsafe.and also to notify Walter Della D. Knowlton, Albert L. Cuzner and
J. Clifford and Wm. H. Bray that if their
Edwin S. Perkins; Missionary, Misses Frances
A. Sargent, Ella I. Smalley, Bertha Z. Hayes,
licenses are not procured within 10 days they
Edith L. Burge8s and Mrs. George Holt; visitwill be dealt with according to law.
ing, Mrs. W, A. Nichols, Mrs. Goldie W. Curtis,
Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw, Mrs. William Holt and
How’s This?
Mrs. George D. Mahonoy; music, Mrs. W. B.
We offer Une Hundred Dollars Reward for
Fletcher, G. E. White and Carrie M. Greenlaw.
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by The church
membership is 188; one member
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
died during the past year, 5 have taken letters,
been
has
Catarrh
Cure
taken
Hall’s
|
by catar- 2 have been baptised and 4 joined by letrh sufferers for the past thirty-five years, and ters.
Thirty-eight are non-resiaent members.
as
the
most
has be come known
reliable remedy
Charles^E. Rhoades, superintendent of the
for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure acts thru
Sunday school reported a membership of 289,
the Blood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling with an
average attendance of 155. The home
the
Poison fiom the Blood and healing the
department has 35 members and the cradle roll
diseased portions.
36 names.
The school has raised $270.58 for
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Cure general
expenses.
for a short time you will see a great improve*
merit in your general health. Start taking
Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson, who will begin
Hall’s Catarrh Cure at once and get^rid of
his pastorate at the Belfast Baptist church,
catarrh Send for testimonials, free.
w
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, OhioSunday, Jan. 2nd, is a graduate of Newton
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
?
Theological Seminary land has been in th
Street

Evans

to the Christmas

season, and carried out by the choir and minister especially to interest the children. The
choir will render: Carol, "Ringing the Bells,”

16, 1915.

OBITUARY.

Stamford. Conn., he went to Plainfield, N. J.
where he held a pastorate for nine years anc
was then recalled to Stamford, where he hai
just finished the thirteenth year of his secont

A Christmas
party will be given in the par- pastorate. He tendered his resignation befon
lors of the Unitarian church for the children
coming to Belfast as a candidate, but th<
of the
Sunday school the Friday afternoon be- church voted not to accept it and only did 8(
fore Christmas, with a Christmas tree
when he had received the call here. Mr.
and
program.
Mrs. Wilmer J. Doiman is chair- Richardson has been very successful in hit
man of the committee in
pastorates in Stamford, having baptized over
charge.
The Young Men’s class of the
Baptist church 400 people. Mrs. Richardson is a college
held a “rubber” sociable last
Wednesday night graduate, and an active worker in the church,
in the vestry and a
large number were present. especially among the young people. The
The admission was a pair of old
rubbers, which pulpit committee of the Belfast church hac
will be sold later.
Candy, doughnuts and coffee received letters commending Mr. Richardson
were on sale in
prettily decorated booths, and and his work from the mayor of Stamford,
an
interesting entertainment was given, of from bankers and other prominent men and
women of that city, members of the church
which William Greenlaw had charge.
The service at the Unitarian church Sunday and pastors in the State. Mra. George. E

Choir.

RESOURCES

years. After a pastor
the Baptist church ii

ate of five years at

The Ladies’ Circle of the North
Congregational church has contributed the sum of
$i00
towards the expenses of the church.

mon

authorized and directed to pay all bills on the construction of Little
River Bridge when said bills are approved
by
the mayor and committee on finance.
treasurer

ministry about thirty

The Churches.

eminent at the

Connell and

perfumes.

:nd

!t»$
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Contents of Today’s Journal.

days’

ten

vacation

from

the Salem

Normal

school.
ccrur,T

cnru.1 ipc

Grand Chancellor Wilson was present
regular meeting of Waldo Lodge, K. of
P., of Burnham, Friday evening, Dec. 3d,and
there was a large attendance of members. An
oyster stew supper was served.
Past
the

at

Palestine

Tuesday

degree,

Commandery

afternoon
and

in

the

at

a

special session
Ked Cross

worked

the

evening

the

Temple

de-

gree. They attended the Universalist supper
in Memorial hall at 6 p. m.

special meeting of Victory Temple. PythiSisters, Burnham,was held Thursday evening, Dec. 2nd, with a large attendance. District Deputy Mrs. Godding of Brooks was present in an official capacity. Refreshments weie
served. The regular meeting was held Saturday evening, Dec. 4th, when the following
officers were elected: M. E. C., Lora Prescott
E. S., Maggie Reynolds; M. of R. and C„ Ethe
Kinney; M. of F., Georgia Cunningham.
A

an

Harry Howard Kichards died Dec. 9th in mystery table, in the center of which was
Bangor, aged 33 years. He was born in Cam- a large receptacle from which neatly tied
den, the son of the late Capt. H. H. Richards, packages, contents unknown, were sold at
and is survived by one son, Denmark Standis'a 5 cents each. At a table decorated in red and
Notwithstanding the fact that they were
of Camden; a brother, Capt. ErneBt H. Rich- green with a bouquet of poincettas, Mrs. B. \
who witnessed the work of the department on
burned out last Sunday evening. Tarratine
and
Mrs.
Tuttle
L.
A.
L.
Webber
sold delicious
ards of Pascagoula. Miss.; four Bisters, Mrs.
Tribe cf Red Men had one of the largest meetSunday last.
Flora B. Reeves, Miss Grace Richards, Mrs. home-made candies. The fancy work and useThe Colonial Theater fortunately escaped
ings of the fall season in Odd Fellows hall
Alice Cookson of Camden and Mrs. Lillian E. ful articles were combined on one large table
damage, save the wetting down of a toilet
Monday evening, some 35 membersbemg presof Bangor, and by an aunt, with whom and the wares were nearly all hand made and
Gray
ent for the observance of Past Sachems night.
room; but the picture machine and films anc
attractive. Mrs. Willis G. Haseltine, Mrs. J.
he spent his childhood days, Mrs. Edward S.
the office furniture, etc., of Dr. A. W. Lothrot
A banquet was served in the early evening, at
Robbins of Bucksport. He was a member of G. Paul and Miss Edith M. South worth were
and Horace Chenery were removed while the
which Past Sachem Mathew W. Welch was the
the
Fort Knox lodge of Odd Fellows at Bucks- in charge. The bag table was in charge of guest of honor and which was attended
by some
fire was in progress.
Mrs.
W.
Frisbee
and
ten
Past Sachems of the Tribe. The regular
Mrs.
The
George
Herbert
deceased
a
R.
was
telegraph operator
About 6 p. m. while the department were port.
in which plans wire made
meeting
followed,
and
Mrs.
Charles
and
was for several years a member of the
and
Knight,
H. Crosby
Mrs.
at work on the Eaton Block, there was a stil
for the future work and the annual nomination
Gladys Klark Company. He was a young man Fred Rack liIf presided at the apron table. of officers took place. The chiefs degree was
alarm for a chimney fire in the Frank Hal
At
6
o’clock
a
chicken
supper was served un- co .ferred upon one candidate and the applicahouse on Northport avenue and a few mer who had many friends, for he was always genial and kind, and his death will be sincerely der the direction of Mrs. Charles E. Johnson, tion of another was received and referred
went down by auto. With a liberal use ol
Every Past Sachem present spoke for the Good
Mrs. Percy A Bradford and Mrs. Guy L. Peamourned. The remains were taken to Bucksof the Order and District Depuiy Great Sachem
water the fire was soon extinguished without
and the funeral service was vey of the Circle; Mrs. G. G. Abbott, Mrs. j Orrin J. Dickey, in behalf of the Tribe, preport
Saturday
damage.
Welch a
Frank G. Mixer and Mrs. Eugene L. Cook ot sented to Past Sachtm Mathew W
held at the home of his aunt Sunday.
While the insurance has not yet been adPast Sachems s^sh, as a token of esteem
the Social Aid, with a large r. umber of assistfor the senior Past Sachem of the Tribe, and it,
justed, it is the intention of the owner of the
Capt. Matthew S. Hodgdon, a well known ants. Twenty-five of the Knights Templar was
accepted with fitting remarks. For a iodge
block to rebuild and of the tenants to reoccupj
seafaring man, died Dec. 8th at his home in were present in a body. The committee on without a home the Tribe certainly showed
the building, and as soon as an adjustment
Hampden Highlands after a short illness, aged I. the entertainment which followed consisted of good spirit and interest and the meeting was a
has been made repairs on the building will bevery enthusiastic one. Votes of thanks were
58 years. He had followed the sea for 46 years
Mrs. Arthur A. Blair, Mrs. W. G. Haseltine, extended to Waldo
Lodge of Odd Fellows and
gin.
making his first voyage when he was 12 years Mrs. C. M.Knowlton, Mrs.F !. Wilson and Mrs. Silver Cross
Lodge, K. of P., for the offer of
The inquest on the fire was held Tuesday old. He was a native of
Tremont,but had made Sarah F. Knight. The stage was arranged all their lodge rooms following the fire.
evening and the cause of the fire was found tc
bis home in
Hampden for 20 years, sailing in white with a bacuground of silver stars. The
have been an overheated smoke pipe in th« vessels in the
coasting trade most of the time entertainment opened with a song by Alice ! MAIL YOUR CHRISTMAS PARCELS
of
the buildbasement. The estimated value
from Penobscot waters. He is survived by his Roswell, Elinor
EARLY.
Bruce, Natalie Pottle and Floring was $14,0u0; damage, $5,000; insurance wife, Mrs. Alice M. Hodgdon; by one daughter, ence Donnell. A Christmas
song was then j
$9,000; value of contents. $600, damage, $150 Mrs. Carrie Edwards of Toronto,
The
Post
Office
Department at Washington
Canada; one rendered by Mona Burgess, Charlotte Knowl- !
no insurance.
Louis De Lemos’ property waf
is forcibly calling the attention of all postsister, Mrs. Edwina Dow of Surry, and two ton, Louise Clark,
and
Margaret
Dorothy j
valued at $1,800, damage $1,000, insurance brothers, Alonzo of Somerville, Mass., and Bert
masters to the necessity of urging the public
$700. H. H. Maddocks’ property, $100; tota
of Bass Harbor. Capt. Hodgdon was very pop- Drinkwater. Wiliis G. Haseltine sang a solo
to mail parcels early, wrap them securely, and
both
as
a
and
master
and
Knowlton
and
loss, and no insurance.
as
a
Russell
ular,
Stanley
citizen, and he
Knight !
address them plainly.
will be greatly missed by seafaring men and gave recitations. Then came the
“Christplay,
The Massachusetts Elections.
residents of his home town.
The Parcel Post business at this season is
mas Gifts of all Nations,” with the following
so great that unless the public generally coThe funeral services of Susan Palmer Craig cast:
Boston, Dec. 14. The forces of the Com |
took place at her late home on High street Father Christmas,
Government Association won each of the fou
Keith Weymouth operate with the Department and forward parDec. 9th at 2 p. m., Rev. Horace B. Sellers, Aurora Borealis,
councillor seats in today’s municipal election
Grace Mitchell cels for Christmas delivery well in advance of
License advocates were again in a considerate ) Methodist, officiating, in the absence of her Starlight,
Frances Bradford the 25th in many cases it will be impossible to
land
Rev.
from
Haraden
S. Pearl. The bearers Sleigh bells,
th< s pastor,
majority. Opposition to taking
Russell Peavey accomplish the delivery on time.
common to widen busy
thoroughfares pre were Dr, A O. Stoddard, Messrs. Robert F. American children,
In order to encourage patrons to send parcels
vailed.
Returns from other Massachusett
Dunton, Charles P. Hazeltine and Amos ClemRuth Knight, Winnie Marriner early the Department has issued instructions
cities show many Republicant“sweeps”fcand4a]
ent. The interment will be in Grove ceme- Children of all Nations:
that same may be marked ‘-Not to be opened
: increased no license vote.y
Wm**I nh. Germany. Charlotte Knowlton
until Christmas'’ or with a similar direction.
how

■

Reminiscences of

half-mile

our

or so

of ticket

andjchecked

baggage to 'Frisco and the ExposiWestern Travels. tion, we regretfully said goodbye to
our

Aunt Kate and the cousins and Snookin his sweater. With many invitations for them to visit the East, and

hi.

Northern California.
left the train at
Montague, a little junction town, and
here on the platform were waiting for
Toward night

us

we

Western uncle and two of his

our

SPECIAL

urns

many promises
again,
boarded the Shasta train as it thundered
to come West

we

daughters. Mutual recognition was made business in San Francisco.
easy by the fact that photographs and
The train was late, and owing to its
descriptions had been exchanged in ad- crowded condition we could get no Pullvance of our coming, and it was only a
man section until we reached Dunsmuir,
few moments before we were flying two hours down the line. We
passed
across the valley in a big automobile that
the intervening time rather uncomfortwas surely a welcome change from the
ably in the reclining chair car, which is

At the house another warm welcome awaited us from Aunt Kate and
another cousin Helen, to say nothing of
train.

ideas,

but

uncomfortable arrange-

head-rests,

of

ment

an

were

served

as

a

salad.

justify its

name

we

as

country in the machine.

vegetation delighted

us,

The strange
the air wa3

sweet with the faint fragrance of the
chaparral blossoms, in full bloom on the
bushes which covered the hillsides, and
with the manzanita, made the landscape
I shall have to cona thing of beauty.
fess that in my ignorance I tried to gath-

chaparral and manzanita blossoms for

er

bouquet, and that Cousin Blanche had
a good chance to laugh at me when I retired discomfited from their sharp thorns
a

and tough stems with only a few little
wisps to show for my trouble.

cold dredger which was at
work in the valley about a mile away
A visit to

a

The dredge opvery interesting.
erated in the field, digging up the earth
with an endless chain of buckets and

was

washingjthe dirt to remove the particles
of gold, then dumping the refuse dirt
and rocks—working on and on unceasingly through beautiful green fields, and
leaving behind a desolate heap of rocks
and dirt.
Financially, I suppose, it was
a paying proposition, but from an artistic point of view it was a hideous misfortune.
Next

day

the machine

ed again for a long ride
through alfalfa fields to
visit

to

were

out and take

a drink of Shasta water.
We decided that it very strongly resembled plain soda water, with plenty of

fizz

and

no

flavor.

bottled and sold
and

seems

..
---

to be

„1...

Shasta

water

throughout
West,
as popular and has as
_j

water

before darkness closed in

lingered along the way, taking pic-

in thousands of
effect of

tiny rivulets, giving

mill, which

are

made of three

pieces

of this

with

crossed

veneer

glued

grain.

This method of making the

allows

together

ve-

board any width, and the
cutting is absolutely without waste. At
the time we visited the mill there were

neer

a

chair

dalism

at

the hands

car

spectacle for
Rock, through

too

is

Capt.

of the

souvenir-

which

reasonable,

and the service and

dining

excellent, besides which, tbe location is central, in Union Square. Strange
to say I was recognized at breakfast
next morning by the wife of one of the
room

proprietors,
old Belfast

who turned out to be

an

girl, formerly Mias Rena

On the way back home we raced a
the day was cold, wmdy, and threatthunder storm, beating it by a narrow ened rair, and we decided to wait until
margin. This same thunderstorm prov- the next day before visiting the Expoed to be our hoodoo, for during the en- sition, so after unpacking and settling
our belongings we patronized the sightsuing two days the weather“cut a dido,
seeing auto. This time it was a fiftyas Uncle Sam
and
our
ideas
aptly put it,
which took
us
of California climate took a sudden tum- passenger machine,
ble.
For the remainder of our stay the through the residential district out to
weather was cold ar.d windy, with Golden Gate Park, the Cliff House, and
squalls of srow and rain at intervals, finally through the Presidio, or military
which was such a contrast to the balmy reservation, from the heights of which
we

had

a

truly

wonderful and

impressive

view of the Panama-Pacific Exposition,
and beyond to the harbor and the far

a

us,
a

and

cavity

the

Spouting

in the center of

white column of foam

splashed

up with the. impact of every incoming
wave, was also very interesting.

man

Shaw. She gave me a most cordial invitation to visit her rooms, and I should
100,000 doors in stock, which in itself have been glad to accept had our stay
been longer.
was a sight well worth seeing.

July weather that had greeted our arrival that we shivered and shook and
gladly stayed indoors by the fire. This

Here,

park irrigation.

when the train stopped at
and we could exchange our
for the more comfortable Pull-

was

a hundred feet
long, one-fourth
inch thick,and as wide as the log is long,
were of particular interest to us.
Door

panels

the scene, and are useful as well, since
they supply the motive power for the

great sheet of water accom- hunting tourist.
The many seals on the Seal Rocks in
modatingly close by the track, where
the tourist can get a splendid view.
We front of the Cliff House were a unique

This mill
very shadow of Mt.
makes boxes, crates, sashes and doors

veneer

picturesqueness of

windmills add to the

the

were not

auto

For Christmas

HI

Ladies

J

$3.00 and $4.00
The Best Shading Mirror Hade,
$1.50
Parisian Ivory Trays
75c, $1 25, $1.85

Bags

in Pin Seal, New

Styles,

“

Buffers,
35c, 50c, 65c
Nail Files, etc.,
35c
Vantines Perfumes and Toilet Waters,
liudnuts and Roger & Gallets Goods.
Cigars in Boxes of Twelve and Twenty-five.
And a Great Many Other Useful Articles.

1“

“

I

I

I
||
11

j^POOR’S

for

yourself.

P.

and

they

Stationery

The city has two large
obligations maturing in December
as follows:
The State tax of over
$15,000, and the
tax of over of $5,000.

Everything up-to-date.

Counts'

j

Palmer,

TEMPLE, BELFAST.

§

Bnd honor and you will have no cauBe to
be ashamed of us, your
descendants, for
the old flag wiil never lack defenders.
"I’ll

Bing my country s glorious flag.
The proud old flag of yore.
days long since gone Dy
Our patriot fathers bore.
The dear old flag! long may it wave!
'Twas bought with blood and scars—
The legacy our fathers gave.
God bless the Str.pes and Stars.”
That in the

taxes,

followed reading by Mrs. Isadore Esancy,
“Fifty years ago”; song by E. S. Adams,
“Just Before the Battle Mother”; dialogue by little Franklin Adams and Norman Davis, both
grandsons of veterans,
entitled a “TriDute to the Flag.” The
program was concluded by singing "God
be With You ’Till We Meet Again.”

and

the only way I can settle with the
present City Government js
to take advantage of the law
governing the collection of taxes.
All Real Estate Taxes must be paid on or before
December
20, 1915, and all other taxes on or before January 1, 1916
To those who have not paid their taxes,
my earnest request
is that they assist the city by
at
once
and avoid all
paying
trouble and expense.

s

EDWARD SiBLEY,
Collector of Taxes.

The response was by Comrade L. C.
Morse in his usual happy manner. Then

i

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1867

>

^r?

_____

,L

>

l

1

—

j»S

\

XMAS

|

1

GOODS

§

ORDER YOUR

■

fl

H

tered while at work in factories of which
narily wear in a Maine winter, and Germany disapproves. We are almost i
shivered; we wore rubbers and carried in a state of siege, industrially and com- I
umbrellas, and still got wet. All the mercially. CurIflabor is bribed, our passports forged.
Germany does not like
weather signs of wnich we had ever the
destination of our goods the torch is j
heard failed to work. The natives said mysteriously applied to them. The com- |
“unUBual” so often that they were modities that we send abroad to sell, if j
to Germany, carry with them
hoarse, and by the way, I hear that the displeasing
bombs that are expected to blow ship, I
California baby is taught to lisp “unuspassengers, crew and cargo to destruc- j
ual” before he can say “papa” or tion.
For a people at peace we certain“mama,” and the word is a by-word ly are not allowed to feel very comfortable.
There
is nothing conjectural about
among the tourists.
the fact that many German-Amencans,
Helen M. Todd.
so called, acting either by themselves or in
connection with the representatives of
German government, are promoting
Veterans
in South the
most of this mischief.
The tone of the
German American newspapers shows
how much love those people bear for
America, the land that has given them
The Waldo County Veteran Associa- their freedom and opportunity.
So we are glad to welcome you here
tion held its December meeting, Dec.
2nd, by invitation, with South Montville today, not only to show our appreciation
of the service you rendered our country
Grange. It was a pleasant day, but the in her hour of need
but alBO to gain from
roads were very rough and the travel- you inspiration to
help us to face the
trials
of
the
future that are threatening
ling hard and only twenty-five veterans
If treason is already raising her
responded to the roll call, and that num- us.
hideous head in our own fair land, if the
ber was reached only by counting comtime is approaching when those who love
rade Davis twice, at the suggestion of America, who love her better than they
Captain Crockett. In the absence of love creeds or dogmas or even political
the president the meeting was called to parties; who love her, first, last, and all
the time, must line up on one side, and
order by Comrade Crockett, past presithose who love some other form of govdent of the association, who appointed ernment better shall take the other side
the Rev. E. A. Dinslow to act as Chap- and measure sirength, we will look at
the record which stands to your credit
lain and Mrs. Eva
as

Fancy

j

j

Meeting

Montville.

After dinner the usual social hour fol-

The afternoon session was opened by singing America. The committee
'on time and place reported as the next
meeting at Monroe village the first Thursday in January, 1916. Then followed
lowed.

prayer by the Chaplain and the address
of welcome by Mrs. L. M. Sukeforth,
herself the daughter of a veteran and
the sister of a soldier.
ADDRESS OF WELCOME.
certainly esteem it an honor to be

I
selected by the Grange and community
of South Montville to express their
words of welcome to the veterans of the
great Civil W ar.
I remember, as a child, hearing people
say after that great struggle closed,
that probably it was the last great war
in which the people of the civilized world
would engage. They Bud war had become too terrible, the sacrifice of life

appalling. The cripples
left in its wake, the vast
too

that were
amount of

please

|

JP

vou.

w. h.

McIntosh,

101 High Street,

Belfast, Me.

Groceries
Christmas Goods

FOR

Christmas

Fine ConfectioneryFailcs
J

V

A large variety and
finest quality at

Ben D. Field’s

Fine

prices, call and

Line of

Fancy Groceries

CHARLES F. SWIFT,
Masonic Temple,

{Smokers’ Supplies!§

•

...FOR...

]

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

|

{ CIGARS In CHRISTMAS BOXES {

iof
I

#

25, and regular sizes.

D.

Decorated Boxes

|

f

•

PEANUTS A SPECIALTY.

F.

BELFAST
Corrected
PRODUCE

STEPHENSON,

Next Door to Windsor Hotel.

|9

PRICE

Weekly

uURRNET.
Journal.

Beans, Y. E.,
Butter,
Beef, sides,

PRODUCER.

PAID

3 75
28a30

gx
75
8

Lamb Skins,

Mutton,

52
75
10

22

Cheese,

Straw,
18 Turkey,

7.00

18|Tallow,

20'Veal,

Duck.
Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

40
16
18
PRICE.

Wool, unwashed,
Wood, hard,

26a30
2
12al3
3

Wood, soft,
RETAIL

are

10 001a41
06

8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
81 Potatoes,
Beef,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,

Red Cross S'
for sale at (

for The

MARKET.

!

Belfast, Maine.

Apples.per bbl,1.00n2.90j Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 76a4 to] Lamb,
Beans, pea,

RETAIL

CONFECTIONERY
Hhandsomely

them.

NUTS AND CANDIES FOR CHRISTMAS.

Church Street.

I

Bulk and in

see

TEA, COFFEE. OLIVES, FANCY CHEESE, PICKLES. MIXED

_

12 and

ctast“B#xes

FOR THE LADIES.

FINE BOIES OF CIGARS lor flu GENTLEMEN
at low

5.00
3.60

MARKET.

110
Lime,
Beef, Corned,
6
Blitter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 Oat Meal,
4
85 Onions,
Corn,
80 Oil, kerosene,
12al3
Cracked Corn,
7
Corn Meal.
80 Pollock,
13
22 Pork,
Cheese,
2 00 Plaster,
1.13
Cotton Seed,
4
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
145
Cranberries,
47
Clover Seed.
19Sugar,
6 50n8 76,Salt, T. I.,
40
Flour,
8 76 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
3
Lard.
141 Wheat Meal,
18

Children Cry
FOR- FLETCHER’S

CASIOR I A
%

♦

When tne taxes were committed to me
July 1, 1915, the
commitment warrant commanded me to collect all the
taxes
and make settlement before the 5th
day of March, 1916.
The law favors the collector in the collection of

..

“

DRUG STORE

m

l,Re d oose ot

___

us

|

!•«

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
sight-seeing
in the Best Equipped
Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
)
congratulated us on having such an “unRemarks both witty and sad were
<
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.
J
usually” fine day for our trip around the
made
Comrades
by
Morse,
Davis,
Jones,
j
city, and as in our opinion the day was charity.
COMPANY. NEW YORK
Anderson, Maddocks and the President.
f THE COE-MORT1MER
about as fine as a March day in Boston
a*j.--Anrf
„<_ I__1
A rising vote of thanks was extended to
with a raw east wind, we laughed at filled with pity for the unfortunate, who
South Montville Grange and all others
what we supposed was his Barcasm. But have always given freely from our own {
who had helped to make the day so pleaswho
in
times
have
welsupplies,
past
when next day and for many days therecorned to our shores vast multitudes of ant and enjoyable to all in attendance.
after we woke to find it“cold and rainy,” alien
people and given them every op- j The exercises cioseti with prayer by the
“cloudy with showers,” “threatened portunity and privilege that we ourselves ! Rev. E. A. Dinslow. All
parted thinkrain,” and so on until the weather clerk’s possess we must now prepare to de- j
m
fend ourselves and must submit to enor- j ing the day well spent and wishing the.
must
have
been
exvocabulary
entirely
mous taxes and heavy burdens (for pow- Veterans many more such days in the m
(™
hausted of “cold and wet” adjectives, erful navies and fortifications and
large future. E. N. Ripley, Sec’y pro tern.
§§ We
armies cost money) and all because of
we decided that either the San Franinvite
to visit our store and see our line of
cordially
you
South Montville, Dec. 6, 1915.
cisco climate was much overestimated, the greed and ambition of a few people
obsessed with the desire for world emor else the people had lived there so long
pire. Even now an uncomfortable susthat they had forgotten what real weathpicion is creeping into our minds that a
Such as Leather Bags, Hosiery, Handkerer was like.
I yearned to find the man nest of traitors is at work right here in j
who wrote in the advertising matter our own land, trying to involve us in Eu- i
chiefs, Shell Goods, and a fine line of
rope’s awful ruin. We are assailed on j
relative to the Exposition, to “leave
every side by organizations notoriously
Dolls from 25 cents to $2.00.
umbrellas and rubbers at home, from operating in behalf of
Germany. Never
April to November,” that I might tell before have we suffered so much from 1I
If you are undecided what to buy for a Present
just look
him exactly what we thought of his ad- assassination, bribery, forgery, incenover our Novelties.
diarism. We have had workmen slaugh- !
You will surely find something to U
vice. 'We wore all the clothes we ordiggi
The driver of our

Secretary.
Ripley
altogether sorry to do, as it famed Golden Gate to the Pacific.
more opportunity to know our
gave
Golden Gate Park is a shining example Remarks were then made by Comrades
California courins, and more regretful of what can be done by faith—and irri- Davis, Hatch and Maddocks. One death
the last month was reported, that
when the time came to leave, as it did gation.
Only a few years ago it was a during
all too soon. On the last day of April waste of sand-dunes, now it is one of of Comrade Jeff Nealey of Co. D. 26th
Dinner was then anwe
motored to the Junction again and the most beautiful parks in America. Me. Regiment.
nounced and the company adjourned to
after the station master had
It
so
the
chauffeur
assured
contains,
us,
carefully
read and reread from beginning to end over 2,000 different varieties of trees, the pleasant Grange dining room, where
the wants of the inner man (and woman,
too) were well supplied by the Sisters of
the Grange.
we

for, or who has any bill against tht
pay the day after the Roll of Accounts ate
passed and it is right that they should have it.
The only way a city can pay its
obligations is by assessing
taxes on property and
and
individuals,
every citizen should consider it not only a duty but a privilege to assist their
city ja
which they reside and
enjoy the protection and privileges that

grow less with age, and the best way is to
pay them at once,
get them out of the way and out of
your mind and let the cih
have your money which
need.

Variety,

treasure required, and the enormous
debt and taxes piled on the shoulders of
future generations, were more than enlightened human beings would endure.
But—other wars did come!.- And today,
this beautiful world is receiving another
baptism of blood and groaning under
the scourge of a war more terrible than
its predecessors.
The fertile plains of
Europe, formed by nature’s hand to sustain multitudes of people in comfort and
luxury, are devastated and desolated by
the monster, War! their beautiful cities,
rich with the treasures of antiquity and
famous works of art that have delighted
the eye of civilized man, their busy
centers of useful industry, all heaps of
ruins, their wonderfully productive farms
that had been brought to such high efficiency by the ceaseless toil of industrious workers, all desolated
and their
homeg in ashes. Their inhabitants, that
is, the feeble old men and women and
children, driven like cattle from the
region that had been their home from
childhood, are now wanderers on the
face of the earth, pleading for America’s

among them many specimens of the now
familiar eucalyptus. Two quai it Dutch

a

operated under the up across the water, with the legend
“California Invites the World! 1915,
fjhasta.
Panama-Pacific Exposition,” in huge
from pine logs averaging 18 inches in letters, illuminated at. night, over the
diameter. The band and circular saw waterfront, that could be read at a great
together cut a million feet of lumber in distance. Inviting the world seemed to
three days; this is cut up, kiln dried and be like undertaking quite a contract,
then manufactured. The bandsaw, cut- but quite characteristic of California.
ting logs two feet in diameter and 16 We took a taxi direct to the Hotel Plaza,
feet long into two inch planks at the rate which had been highly recommended to
of a log a minute, and a machine that us, end a hotel to which I should unhesiliterally unrolls a log by shaving off a tatingly go again, as the rates were
the

see

altogether

sleeper, and a visit to the diner was
imm diately in order. It was California
tures of cattle in the streams drinking,
and other characteristic views, particu- Raisin Day, and in honor of that we
were
served with a delicious raisin
larly of Mt. Shasta, which rose from its
and the menu contained raisins
about
immense base
twenty miles away, bread,
looking like nothing so much as the Jap- served in all sorts of ways, new and old.
anese mountain Fujiyama in shape and
Early next morning we arrived in San
general appearance, and seeming to me Francisco; or, at least, arrived in Oakthe very ideal of what a mountain should land to take the ferry to San Francisco,
be. They told us it was a two-days’ which is somewhat in the position of
journey to reach the top, and a very ar- Peaks Island as far as we could judge
duous trip at that. We had no desire to since one has to take a ferry to get into
attempt the climb, but preferred to ad- o." out of the city in every direction save
mire its 14,000 odd feet at a respectful one. Uncle Sam had left us at Port
distance as it stood sentinel above the Costa, to go to Sacramento, but had
valley with its snow-covered head in the promised to meet us in San Francisco in
a day or two.
clouds.
We ate a hurried breakWhen we finally reached Weed, a very fast on the ferry, and were on deck to
courteous gentlemen showed us about get our first view of the city as it loomed
We

Come in and

Roald Amundsen’s sloop in which he
was Mossbrae Falls, where the water Bailed
through the Northwest Passage,
comes down through moss and tree roots
wisely fenced in to protect it from van-

saw

who works

one

medicine, you look at it and make
up wry faces over it, but you have to take it, and the best
way
is to gulp it down at once.
So with taxes, they do not improve

the East.

In spite of the gathering
and my fervid exhortations
that the train would go off without him,
Will posed the camera on the car step,
and succeeded in getting a bulb
exposure of the Springs, which turned out
very well. The last interesting spot we

Every

;

city, expects their

rT'—__
1QA“ a,c

iij

darkness,

ment.

taxes pay for.

Shirt and

China, Pictures, Books

MASONIC

n

upuig

Brass Goods in Great

|| Dwight

is

the

The City of Belfast is very much in need of
money to pa,
the Roll of Accounts passed each month
the
by
City Goveriv

or

|

commodatingly stopped ten minutes,
giving everyone an opportunity to get

'*

Party Bags,
Travelling and Manicure Cases, Pocket Books, Writing Cases.

|

really goes through the canyon twice at
different levels. At Shasta Springs, in
the bottom of the canyon, the train ac-

anything

In Leather Goods- "Collar,

1

did not try to test
the truth of this assertion, but it undoubtedly could be done, as the train
we

i

to be found at first-class haberdashers

Find Line of linlirellas Ever Shown in the City,

||

requisitionwere glad
down the valley
Dunsmuir,
we
where
Weed,
was

mammoth lumber mill.

a

Needless'to say

or

I

evening was fully occupied by a Shasta had its lofty head in a cloud as
long auto trip through the valley in the we passed, but the Shasta Canyon was a
moonlight, a most delightful experience.' revelation of beauty. At one point one
Next day, which was as warm as July,
might leave the train, take a ten-minwe devoted to getting acquainted with
utes walk down the mountain, and beat
our new cousins,
and riding about the the train to its next
stopping place.
The

jI

Shirts, Ties, Gloves, Hosiery, Mack Coats,
Sweaters, Angora Coats and Vests,

|

proceeded to
journeyed. Mt.

j

BATH ROBES FROM $3.50 UP

I.

arm-rests and foot-

Snookums, the French poodle, and Tom- rests that may be of service to the unmy, the cat. Our trunk, which had fol- fortunate individual who has to sit
up
lowed us over from the Junction via all
night, but is decidedly inconvenient
motor train soon arrived, and having un- if he Bhould
happen to have any bagpacked we did full justice to the delicious gage. The scenery, however, helped us
supper that awaited us, in the course of to forget our discomfort, and the “Road
which we had our introduction to arti- of a Thousand Wonders”
chokes, which

I Furnishing Goods in the City I

I

not at all the “chair car” of our Eastern

NOTICE|

ABOUT TAXES

in from the north, taking with us Uncle
Sam, who much to our satisfaction, h: d

Drug Store, i
CornerDrugSti:
Poor’s Drug Stor
H.
H.
Coomi
James H. HowiJ
and Carle & Jones
■

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
States for

In the District Court of the United
the District of Maine.

In the matter of Frank
D
Oakes, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Frank Oakes of Thor
dike, in the County of Waldo and District
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:

[^Bankruptcy.

Notice is hereby given that on the 4th day >
December, A.D. 1915, the said Frank Ouk<was duly adjudicated
Bankrupt; and ilithe First Meeting of his Creditors will be h«-iJ p
at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank
Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 31st day
December, A. D„ 1915, at ten o’clock in n- I
^
forenoon, at which time and place the
creditors may attend, prove their claims, ar
an'
examine
the
a
Trustee,
Bankrupt,
point
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, December 9, 1915.

=■'

5

1C

Belfast Free

■-\

NEW BOOKS.

Quantity and Quality Characterize Crops Raised With
the business farmers* STANDARD FOR
OVER fifty-five years

A TRIBUTE TO
Probably

the

remarkable tribute ever paid to the
any one line of fertilizers is the
present offering of numerous fertilizers said to be “just as good”
as E. Frank Coe Brands.
most

•Shadwell, Arthur.
Drink, temperance and legislation 1916.

“nearly

still be Christians? 1914.
‘FiBher, George Park.
The Christian religion. 1886.
•Hurst, John F.
Short history of the early

QUALITY

one

the best

‘Steele, George M.
Outline study of political

of the

largest

and best

equipped factories in the country.

Almanacs.
Collection of almanacs.

in

THEY ARE SOLD

always

found

/

THE

I

LOCALLY BY l

Your copy of

I

are

A* B.

Write to-day.
=—

THE COE-MORTIMER
Bequests To Rockland

COMPANY, 51 Chambers St., NEW YORK CITY

Maine Live Stock Breeders.

Women.

Rockland, Me,, Dec. Bequests of
j.OOO each to Misses Clara M.Lucy and
ircia W. Farwell of this city are connei in the will of their aunt, Mrs. Derail Milliken of New Orleans, made
blic here today. Mrs. Milliken, who
ethe widow of Richard F. Milliken, a
talthy sugar broker, was widely known
s
philanthropist. Her Rockland
res. remembered
in the will, are
^liters of the late Ex-United States
rator Nathan A. Farwell.
Miss Clara
Far cell has been recording secretary
to .Maine ,W, C. T. U
more than 25

Lewiston, Dec.

9.

THE

The Maine Live

Stock Breeders’ Association elected th

e

nd

Comment on the message of President
Wilson diverges very largely on politica
and racial lines. The German-American
press, as a unit, is unqualified in its hos-

Mrs. Susie Lord

Neuralgia.

Entirely vegetable.

Pretty, Practical, Useful and
Necessary Articles.
We do not carry side lines of articles found in department stores,
but we do carry everything to be found in an

sluggish

liver

can cause a

person

an

It may be for Christmas gift
or for your own personal use.
It may be a strong
flower extract, a dainty sachet,
a nice bottle of Toilet Water, a
Favorite Toilet,Soap or a Favorite Face Powder.
Whatever it is in the line of Toilet
Goods, we certainly have it,
and in large assortments of the
various kinds of commodities.
Our prices are extremely low on
thege goods
We gell all the
popular advertised brands at
the lowest market prices.

giving

Waters

I Oliei Qaano
ooaps
CUauShm O

onaving ooaps
U

Hair ionics
Paro f AUfrlare
rdie r owaers
vomos and

Blake of Searsport has been
week with her parents, Edwin

spending a
Boody and wife.

MAINE

DAIRYMEN’S

men are

here

wiring the houses

stopping

are

the

Maine farmers
busy men, all the year ’round, and
have so much to do, that
they don't
always take time to look after their
health. They say they haven’t time to
be sick, so many of them
go about
their work, even when
they are feeling poorly. As a matter of fact, most
farmers could keep well, most of the
time, if they would take somethin™
occasionally, to keep the stomach and
iver in order and
the bowels regulated.
arc

the

ASSOCIATION.

At the annual meeting Dec. 7th in
Lewiston the Maine Dairymen’s associaFor many years, “L. F”
Atwood’s
tion elected officers as follows: H. M.
Meaicine has been a friend indeed to
Tucker,Canton,president; L. C. Hoiston, ! Maine farmers. It is a remedv
that
Cornish, vice president; Leon S. Merrill, i quickly corrects the little
ailments
Orono, secret ary; Frank S. Adams, Bow- and keeps a man
feeling readv and fit
doinham, treasurer; Dr. John A. Ness, for a good day’s work.
Auburn, trustee; Frank S. Adams, exreceipt of a yellow outside wrapperiment station committee; L. C. Hois- per with your opinion
nf the medicine, we will
send one of our Needle Books
ton, visitor to Agricultural College; H.
with a
h‘gh g"de
M. Tucker and A. C. Pope, representafamily
tives to Federation; F. S. Adams, L. F.
Mcintire, Aimer E. Harris and J. H. “L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.
Blanchard, standing committee on dairy
and
G.
F.
Adams
S,
exhibits;W.
Hunton,
Dr. Raymond Pearl, breeding committee. Peavey, is helping Becky Tripp with her
boarders for a short time.

j

Brushes

Surely this is the best place
to buy Toilet Goods

A, A. HOWES & CO.

Yoo

useYHi!

Children Cry

Bowden has gone to Florida, where he
has done market fishing for several winters.
His son Ray accompanied him.

CASTO R I A

Mrs. Grace Bachelder opened her school in
the Jackson town house Dec. 6th. Our
village
High school also began on that day, after the

Ira

FOR FLETCHER’S

and Medicines.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR

[

Christmas Dinner

Thanksgiving holiday.
Ezra Carpenter and wif*, entertained a
pirty of twenty or more with Flinch Monday
evening, Dec. 6th. Fruit punch, grapes,
bananas and confectionery were served.
Geo. Ryder’s father and mother are about
to move into the small rent near Mr.
Ryder’s
shop, to be near a doctor through the winter,
as

the old
Mr-

gentleman is in very poor health.
Sanford Emery of Monroe

and Mrs.

the guests for two (fays last week of
Miss Addie Davis. They were on their way

were

WE ARE NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

home after

some

weeks

to 7

spent in

Pittsfield

with relatives.
NORTH

Weighing from 5

pounds,

ISLESBORO.

Capt.

O. F. Coombs arrived home last week.
Mr. E. G. Coombs has been confined to the
house by illness.

Nellie Rose spent the week-end with
Zoa Coombs.

Miss
M

Native Waldo

iss

Mm. Helen Ryder has returned irom
Belfast.

County Geese, Turkeys, Ducks

an ex-

tended visit in

Mrs. William

Farrow

and

Emily were recent guests
Manley Hart in Rockland.

Boston Market

Celery, Lettuce, Cranberries, Tomatoes
Red Cabbage for Salads

Rudolph Hatch

daughter Miss

of

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Marcellus Beckett have
leased what is known as the A. H. Parker
store and gone into the grocery business.
and

L)

*na

Banton of Freedom is

George M. Patterson, who is employed as
collector for the Central Power Co., and is
paasing several weeks in Belfast and vicinity on business, passed the week end with his
family in town.
Mt. and Mrs. J. Gilbert Oakes, who had
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Oakes. Mr. Oakes had
been employed at Belfast as brakeman on a
passenger train.—Fairfield Journal.

Prepared by Mrs. J. W. Vaughan of Citypoint.
Attractive and Appetizing Curd Cheese-Small Sizes.

inHM A
Ivflll
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•
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tor

Pimples—Eruptions—Eczema quickly

Christmas.

HOWES BLOCK,
MAINE
BELFAST

You’ll find it here,
Ttings from far and
Mice, but not dear.

T 42.9 R 8

Choice
and

Cried and Fresh Fruits.
Canned Goods and Goods in Glass.

Fancy Biscuits in great variety.
Christmas Candles and
Lettuce and
dinner.

GROCERIES,
H 873-4

Anne of the island. 1915.
Smollett, Tobias George, (1721-

M 759 6

AND

j

Juvenile Books.

*

yield
to the soothing and healing qualities of Dr.
Hobson’s Eczema Ointment. No matter where
located, how bad or how long standing, Dr,
Hobson’s Eczema Ointment will remove every
It will restore the skin
trace of the ailment.
to its natural softpess and purity. Don’t let
your child suffer—don’t be embarrassed by
having your child’s face disfigured with blemishes or ugly scars. Use Dr. Hobson's Eczema
Ointment. Its guaranteed. No cure, no pay
60c at

your Druggist.

BELFAST WOMAN’S CLUB
ARE

BEAUTIFUL

HAND EMBROIDERED LINENS, LUNCH SETS,

DOYLIES, HANDKERCHIEFS, TABLE RUNNERS, BAGS, COLLaRS, CROCHETED SLIPPERS, BRIDGE JACKETS,SHAWLS,
HANDWOVEN BASKETS, TRAY3 AND RUGS.

J-St 437-3

•Presented.

MAKING AN UNUSUAL SHOWING OF

Arts and Crafts Goods
Suitable for the Holidays

J-F84

All out of town shoppers are cordially invited to make this room
their headquarters while in the city.
Dainty lunches and 25e. dinners served daily.}

HUMPHREYS’
Book—in

MEDICINE.

THE MEMBERS OF THE

12 vols.

Random. 823 6 Sm-l
Peregrine Pickle. 823.6 Sm-4
Count Fathom. 823 6Sm-8;
Sir Lancelot. Greaves. 823 6 Sm-10
Humphry Clinker. 823.6 Sm-11 !
Tompkins, Juliet Wilbor.
Diantha. 1915.
T 593 3
Wales, Hubert.
W 14
The Brocklebank riddle. 1914...

Franchot, Annie Wood.
War babies. 1914.
Stevens, William Oliver.

Belfast Woman’s Club, No. 66 Church Street.

cele-

have
published a’revised edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
diseases, giving in minute detail
treatment
and
of
care
the
the sick with
Humphreys’
Remedies.
we

Notice of foreclosure,

Fresh Food

Price
Ko.
roe
1 Fever*. Congestions, Inflammations.25
2 \Vonus, WormFever.25
3 Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
7 Cough*, Colds, Bronchitis..25
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia. 23
9 Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.22
lO Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13 Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14 Salt Itheum. Eruptions.23
15 Rheumatism, Lumbago.23
16 Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 23
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.23
20 Whooping Cough.25
21 Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing. ....23
27 Kidney Diaeaae.25
28 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
30 Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34 Sore Throat, Quinsy.2"

[17 HERE AS, Willie O. Mathews of LincolnVw
ville, in the County of Waldo and State
>f Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
seventh day of March, A. D. 1893, and record?d in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 236, Page
L84, conveyed to Fred M. Boardman of Natick,
in the County of .Middlesex and Commonwealth
3f Massachusetts, one undivided half part of
a certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated in said Lincolnville,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Lot
No. 17, Range E, in 6aid town; beginning at
the northwesterly corner of said lot at land
of.Otis Eugley’s; thence north 66 degrees E. by
sa:d Eugley’s land, to land of Jaiiieu Mathews;
thence southeasterly by land of James and
Levi Mathews tc land of Elizabeth K. Montgomery; thence southerly by land of said Montgomery to land of F. E. Wiley; thence southwesterly by land of said Wiley and line of main
road, to land of William Moody? thence northwesterly by land of said Moody, to the place of
beginning; meat ir.g to convey the premises
occupied by said Mathews; said grantor to keep
said buildings insured for the benefit of said
grantee to the amount of five hundred dollars;
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefsre, I, the under
signed, administrator of the estate of said Fred
M. Boardman, now deceased, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
September 14, 191f.
3w49
FRED C, BOARDMAN, Admr.

EVERY DAY AT THE

Hogan
Bakery j

77 La Grippe—Grip.2$
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
EUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corn?*

TRY THEIK

Streets.New York.

Mote tat Bread

We Examine

The

Eyes

And

Pit

the

the

FRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

j;i

10c. per doz.

;

DOUGHNUTS

By Modern Scientific Methods
(without

aid of drugs)

Most

Up-to-Date

Optometri sts,
25 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine,

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF. THE

James H, Duncan. C. E„

BCYIMiTON OPTICAL
44 South Main Street,

ISEARSPORT. MAINE,

j

Chase & Doak,

t. H. BGYINGTON

-1--!

At Reasonable Prices.

Broken Lenses Replaced

DRUGS

j

Roderick

privateersman. 1910.

Fancy

T 73 R 73

Empty pockets. 1915.
Montgomery, Lucy Maud.

Ann

Staple and

A. A. Howes&Co.

1912.

bration of sixty years

regular size

523 M-2

Hughes, Rubert.

WUliam aud

and

Groceries.

Fiction.

Free Medical

small

Everything in

copies.

The young

Celery

Tobacco and Smokers’ Articles.

Martin, Martha Evans.
The ways of tHe planets. 1912.
Ross, Edward Alsworth.
('hanging America; studies in

1771)
Complete works.

in

Holly.

for the Christmas

boxes.

T 73 M 11

contemporary society.

near.

Confectionery in bulk, glass
fancy boxes.

Cigars

BABY’S SKIN TROUBLES

Pickles, Red Peppers, Small Beets, Cucumbers--the crisp kind-Mixed
Mustard Pickles and Catchups. All kinds of Jellies at the
now

79 U

copies.

2

Street, Belfast.

the.guest of his

been passing four months in Belfast, arrived
Tuesday morning to visit Mr. Oakes’ parents,

Order

T

973 H 2-10

2

Co.

T 78 U-2

Hart, Albert Bushnell.
Social and economic forces in
American history. 1913.
Mabie, Hamilton Wright.
American ideals, character and
1913.

Sleeper &

78 U

sister, Mrs. Charles Danforth.

Home Made Relishes

“Wonder How” Prices.

T

Chautaquua Literary and Scientific Circle.

life.

FRAMING-

808-2 D 56

French in the heart of
America. 1915....:.
973 F 49
•Lynch, Frederick.
Through Europe on the eve of
war.
1914
940.91 L 9
#Norton, Oliver Wilcox.
The attack and defense of Little
Round Top, Gettysburg, July
2, 1863. 973.83 N 8
*
Parker, Gilbert.
The world in the crucible. 1915. 940.91 P 22
•Wheeler, Arthur M. Compiler.
Sketches from English history.
1886.
942 W 56

FAIRFIELD PERSONALS.

Home Made Mince Meat—The real thing.

I

1

for you.

Upholstery (roods, Couch Covers,

72 Main

1915-1916.

tvery

Drugs

at

Miss Eva Young, granddaughter of Chas

I
I

of

electric lights and
Tripp boarding house.
for

awful

digestion. Purifies the blood and clears
complexion. Only 25c at your Druggists.

Perfumes
Sachets

Mrs, Gwen

crew

J. L.

The

Miss Marian Pratt, a former teacher here,
was in
town last week, stopping at Kate
Lane’s.

play

T 37-6

Finley, John Huston.

Miss Doris Roberts is spending two weeks
relatiyes in Old Orchard, Portland and
Saco.

to

-PICTURE
626

Aberystwyth.

to

delighted

$200.00

Drapery, Window Shades, Sleds,

W

History.

with

A

620

1911.

on

Mrs. Gaifield Goddard and children have
Massachusetts to visit a sister.

lot of misery. Spells of dizziness, headaches,
constipation and biliousness are sure 3igns that
your liver needs help. Take Dr, King's New
Life Pills and see bow they help tone up the
whole system. Pine for the stomach too. Aids

UP-TO-DATE DRUG STORE

Chepstow

in Belfast Dec. 7th

gone to

MANY PEOPLE DON’T KNOW
A

was

Brooks.

shopping expedition.

a

is generally noted, and some critics declare that he has not, even now, gone far
enough, or deeply enough, into the question of preparedness. The Republican
press very largely disagrees with the
passages dealing with our merchant marine, and the measures proposed for enlarging R.

Safe.

For All the Year Around

_Groceries,

The News of

following officers yesterday: President,
Charles Pope, Manchester; treasurer,
A. H. Ellis. Fairfield; seer etary, R. W. tility, and bitterly attacks that portion
Redman, Orono; executive committee, dealing with disloyal citizens of alien
Dr. J. A. Ness, Auburn; Henry Beyer,
birth. The Staats Zeitung in New York
Jr., Portland; W. 0. Briggs, L. E. Mc- considers
the message to be the most
Intire, Waterville; C. A. Pike, Manchester.
Important resolutions were adopt- “shameless document” in American hised by the Maine sheep breeders.
tory. The reversal of the President’s
views on the subject of national defense
Dean's Rheumatic
Rills for Rheumatism
a

Toilet

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.

J

are

We also carry

675 M 6

Travel.
•Government Documents.
Guidebook of the Western U. S.
Northern Pacific Route.
Guidebook of the Western U. S.
Santa Fe Route.
Guidebook of the Western U. S.
Shasta Route and Coast Line..
Rhys, Ernest.
The South Wales coast from

~

I

1915

We

on us.

to

681D 2-2

Literature.

HALL, Belfast, Me.
A, E. CHASE CO,, Brooks, Me.
CARPENTER, Brooks, Me., Gen. Salesman for Northern Maine
ST ANTI AL, Belfast, Me., Gen. Salesman for Western & Sou'hern Maine
course.

Call

Dickinson, Thomas Herbert.
Chief contemporary dramatists;
twenty plays from the recent
drama of England, Ireland,
America, Germany, France,
Belgium, Norway, Sweden

&

ready—Free of

Victrolars and Columbia Machines from $15.00
Records 65c. to $7.00.
Needles 5c. per hundred.

vola.

Useful Science.
‘Thompson, Slason.
The railway library for 1914.

and Russia.

1916 Calendar is

our

Therefore, don’t be imposed upon by those who recom“accessories,” sucb as “tone modifiers,” “permanent needles,”
“attachments,” etc.

428 T 66

Darwin, Charles Robert.
Insectivorous plants. 1900..
iiitchell, Peter Chalmers.
Evolution and the war. 1916.
Warren, Henry White.
Recreation in astronomy. 1886..

Experiment Station says in reporting the results of
experiments with no-potash fertilizers: “On the results of this one year’s experiments it seems probable
that even if commercial fertilizers should contain no potash next
year a slightly reduced but still profitable
yield of potatoes may be expected. The Station recommends that growers in Aroostook do not reduce their
acreage next year on account of the potash shortage.”

|

mend

1793-1867.. 629 5 Al-3

his

/ JACKSON

29

salesman tries to make you believe that any phonograph is
to the Victrola. DON’T LET HIM FOOL YOU. It is true

PRETATION.
380 St 3

Science,

careful management, high grade materials
in the goods, all combine to furnish the best fertilizers and
excellent service.

a

that Caruso, Farrar, Melba. Schumann-Heink, Tetrazzine, and
other great artists, have chosen the VICTOR and VICTOR RECORDS
to carry their voiceB all over the world, because it is the
only instrument
that produces music in exact accord WITH THE ARTISTS' INTER-

econo-

Studies in
1886.

poetry and prose.

a

equal

9-6

270 H

1885.

Townsend, L. T.
The art of speech.

woods, director ot the Maine Agricultural

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS
the hands of first-class reliable people.

HEN
270 H 9 4

Grafonola

or

WARNING

a

F 5 2

270

Philology.

Belfast, Me., is

at

Eu 2

239

Sociology.

buy.

to

Superior facilities,

probably not surprised therefore that imitations and
good” are being offered you.

ur. v-nas. u.

we

1884..

THE COE-MORTIMER WORKS

are

as

Can

my.

Every progressive farmer in the Eastern United States is
familiar with the wonderful record that E. Frank Coe Brands
have made for themselves during the past fifty-seven years.
You

Eucken, Rudolf Christof.

1 Q1 ft

are

A Victrola

178 Sh

Religion.

s

Church. 1886.
Short history of Reformation.

Fertilizers with many imitations
Imitation is recommendation.

uniformly superior quality of

FOR CHRISTMAS

NOVEMBER, 1915.
Ethics.

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS
1 Hh7

/

■

Library.

Land

OH ICE DAYS,

Surveying,
Valuation^ Timberlands,

w

MONDAYS

CO.,

interport, Maine.
AND

ll’ESDAYS

TO LET

7

Tenement of 7
at 49 Cedar Street.
Topographic and
tty water, flush closet, good cellar. VV ood
Hydrographic Surveys, aCnd
coal all under cover.
General Engineering Work.
J Inquire the premises.
rooms

on

lyrll

j

tf45

THOMASG ANNON.

NEWS OP THE GRANGES.

Republican Journal

The

Seaside Grange held an interesting meeting
last Friday evening. The program opened with
quotations by the members. Then followed a
story. What Constitutes a Good Citizen, by J.
W. Wallace; reading by Mrs. Nettie M. Meriithew; story,What’s in a Name, by Mrs. Lura H.
Ritchie; remarks by Brother Morse of South
Montville Grange; remarks for the good of the
order by Worthy Master Lucy A. Cochran; remarks by past master Augustus D. Hayes.

BELFAST. THURSDAY. DEC. 16. 1915.
PUBLISHED

EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

[ Bu^ fianagsr

CHARLES A. PILBBUBY.

square,

Advertising Terms. For one
one
loch length in column, 25 cents for one week
25
cents for each subsequent insertion.
and

is one o!

many bad

Germny’s

It is reported that reindeer meat is
coming into the American market. We

already

have dear meat.

“Republicans sweep”—follow with the
name of most any city that has held an

have

cans

Well,

that

says that

only the tariff for an issue.
to be sufficient.

ought

Westbrook elected
last
ye

Republi-

Monday

ars, and 9 of the 13 aldermen

on

Re-

are

The

publicans.
Curtis says: "I feel that the
Portland election has no great significance of anything to do with the State
or national campaigns.
But what does
he really think about it?
nas

‘off color’’

been

cannot

needed

get the coloring matter

to make

“made in

white

paper,

as

it is

INow the United States has demanded
of Austria reparation for American lives
of the

Ancona,

and

punishment of the submarine commander, What of liae demands on Germany?
Has any reparation been made?

European

The

war

news

may be

briefly

On the eastern and western fronts

told.

important movements; at
the Dardanelles beseiged and beseigers

there

are

no

alike are suffering from the inclement
weather; Germany is evidently beginning
to feel a shortage in the food supply; the
Allies have been driven out of Serbia
with heavy losses of men and munitions
and the Bulgarians are within a few
miles of the Greek frontier
The Allies
hope to maintain a footing in Greece and
will defer the attempt to free Serbia until next spring. The expected aid from
Italy and from Russia has not materialized. Unless some unexpected and unlikely happening brings about peace what
may be the decisive battles of the
will be tought next spring.
THE
To

BELFAST
the

allowed

a

Editor

FIRE

word in

appreciation

and the officers and

Department.

men

of

of

war

CITY DRUG STORE,
Postoffice
B®“Come in and look

around,

OBITUARY.

j

j

Ann Amelia, widow of the late Benjamin A.
Gowen, died at her home in Thorndike, Dec.
8th. She was born in Montville, Aug. 30.
1844. the eldest child of the late Ithamer B.
and Dorcas

(Clement) Thompson.

After her

marriage she lived

in Freedom and Thorndike.
She was the mother of three children, two of
whom died in their infancy and the third, Mrs.
Fred Rich of Thorndike, died 18 years ago.
Three brothers and three sisters survive: Vol-

Thompson of Montville, Selwyn Thompson of Belfast, Maurice
Thompson of Brockton, Mass., Mrs, William M. Engle of Holyoke,

ney

Mass.,

Frederick W. Brown of Belfast
H. Morgan of Wollaston, Mass.
Mrs. Gowen was an active and influential
member of the Congregational church and asI
sisted materially in building their chapel in
Mrs.

and Mrs. Fred

I be

j

j it. because

j

taxpayers

no

formula

or

and two and

Northport

willingness to
city, last
a vastly differ-

wish to thank all for kindness to me in my
bereavement in the loss of my father, James
Coombs, and for the beautiful doral offerings

Shoe Situation.

from

neighbors,

Traveling footwear salesmen

liam, Nora, Charles

and

James, the oldest

MISS GENEVA COOMBS.

NOTICE
1

A bike buggy in good condition can be exchanged for a good cow, heifer, or sheep.
For

| The Time to
§A

particulars apply

to

E. S. SHUMAN,
Belfast.

Telephone 171-2.

Savings Account is

|

to start

I

strong, reliable and successful institution.

A

2

Savings

Z

X

X

nor

nor

pain;

sorrow,

|

at the corner of Main and
Bridge streets, aged
69 years and 8 months. She was
born in Wash-

mgton, Maine, the daughter of the late Richand Mary Achorn Daggett and was the

ard

Where the flowers never fade, and the clime 1 widow of El well Light of Waldoboro. who was
always vernal.
the Civil War. She is survived
i killed
by
We shall meet, and our
parting be never two sons and one daughter—Prank of
Boston,
again."
Herbert of Waterville and Mrs. Hattie B.
JipJoseph Verrill of Rockland, who was con- son of Belfast. The funeral took place at her
sidered one of the best
ship carvers in the late home Saturday at 1 p. m., Rev. Arthur A
State, died Dec. 10th of heart disease while Blair of the Universalist church
officiating.
enjoying an after-dinner smoke in a Main
street store.
Mr. Verrill was 76 and a native
The funeral of John F. Stephenson, who
of North Haven, but had lived in
Rockland aldied at his home on Swan Lake avenue, Dec.
most since infancy.
Of the 200 vessels which
14th, will take place today, Thursday, at 2 p.
that port boasted 30 years ago, he had made
a
Rev. Arthur A, Blair officiating.
An
majority of the figureheads. His services in m.,
obituary will be given in our next issue.
that capacity were in demand at
many other
shipyards along the coast. He was a life
member of Rockland Lodge, F. & A.
M., and
formerly held office in the other local Masonic
bodies, including Claremont Commandery.
He is survived by a wife.

10

t

KINDS OF

Waist Patterns
Dress Patterns

.

We mention but

J

j
1

ij

For

^

j1

NEW HOLIDAY 8AVING8 FUND

Z

I

lUE CREAM for your CHRISTMAS DINNER

2
^P
Z
S

.for the lull amount of yeur payments and interest.

CITY NATIONAL BANK,
Fund Starts December 27th, but
Accounts may be opened now.

Sg

S?

B

§1

a

At the
check

B

Mr.;2

BELFASTf

and

Children,

Christmas shopping by

Shopping
Early.

j

mail

:

telephone.

or

Make
Stove
lake this
tins .btore
Your Home.

An experienced person will an.
your 0rfiersThe-V wil1 be

j|

t0

ped promptly.
51, ring 12.

I

Telephone

B,

I

..

:

THE MOST ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY OF USEFUL CHRISTMAS CIFTS
IN BELFAST

JAMES H, HOY ES.

j

Also the largest line of Stationery / have
from 25c. to $2.00 per box.

F.

G.

ever

carrit

MIXER,

»——————————

ERECTOR
The Wonderful Educational Bovs'
-TOY--

SHIRO’S.

mi

Shoppers §

J

At Old Stand, 2 Doors from City National Bank

SHALES,

Already our store is being visited
by many Christmas shoppers who
are finding it easy to, select, gifts
from our well arranged stock of
practical merchandise.
ZUZST

Stationery j

700 Latest copyright Books, 400 Different Titles at 50c
each, by mail 7c. extra.

CAN BE ORDERED OF

j

j

j

|

Advertised in all the leading publications #
^
and sold in Belfast by

CARLE & JONES.

\

>•••••••••••••••••••••••**•
lurnham

Grange, Burnham,

has

elected offi-

ensuing year as follows: H. E
nney, Master; Errold Hamlin, 0.; Emma
Allister, L.; Percy Perkins,S.; Arnold Hunt.
b

for the

3.; Augusta Hunt. C.; Elmer Mitchell, Sec ;
r, Winn, Treas.; Ethel Kinney, Ceres; LotWinn, Pomona; Ida Cole Morse, Flora; Etta
e, L. A. Steward. A supper of baked beans
pastry was served.

Union

Harvest

has elected

Grange,

officers

Center

for the

ensuing
Jackson; O M M
worth; L.f Kitty Tibbetts; S., G. K. !
S., F. L. Gay; C„ M. L. Howard; T
betts; Sec’y-. Annie L. Clement;
Mehuren; C., Louisa Jackson; P.,
worth; F Carrie Mehuren; L. A. S
organist, Cora Gay.
follows:

M

J.

V.

are

_

CARLE &

H

Si

B

I

Z

!

I

Masonic

■

COMPANY,

Temple, High Street, Belfast,

Maine.

China, Glass, Lamps
Aluminum

goods are not allowed to grow old on the shelves, the store that advertises and
tells you what it has to offer and stands behind everything it sells.
Remember that our store is Christmas Headquarters for Gifts for Baby,
Little Sister, Bia Sister, Sweetheart, Mother and Grammy.
Again we invite you to make our store your waiting place, a place to leave_
all your bundles and wraps, you are surely welcome.

H. H. COOMBS

_

Christmas Cards, Booklets, Hand Painted China, Cut Glass, Brass
Goods, Indian Basksts, Leather Goods, Silver Ware, Nlckle Ware.

come to tne store to snop wnere

t*

j
JONES’j

CHRISTMAS

day.

It has been our ambition to make
each Christmas better than the last
one in the way of new ideas in the
selection and arrangement of stock
and Ihe quality of merchandise,
and we feel we have succeeded
better than ever.

B

ACCOUNT'S

taik, where their money will earn 2 per cent interest.
irsti’iity cf the scceunt, on December 18, 1916, we send you

Women,

Do your

j

Christmas Eve.

II

this

gifts.

styles.

receiving new goods about ^
every day and have engaged extra
help, and have fully prepared for
the Rush Days from now until

2
B
Z

B
Z
W
B
Z

many useful

Make Practical and Useful Gifts.
You can buy them at
Moderate prices in the season’s latest

Goods

Complete Line of Smokers’ Supplies.

FORMERLY

our

♦

$

|

few of

Coats, Suits, Dresses j
Misses

;)

CONFECTIONERY >nbll]K

DARBY &

a

FOR CHRISTMAS

•

!

and Scarf Sets

Books and

Special Makes in Fancy Boxes.
CIGARS at all Prices in Boxes.

$

year.

CARLE & JONES.

l Christmas
| ALL

t

Sweaters
]
Bath Robes
<
Bath Blankets
; /
Rugs,
Draperies,
!1
Portiers, Couch Covers

INSPECTION OF OUR

|

Napkii«
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WE INVITE YOUR

We

S

Fund Account.

_

{ THE

Where darkness ne’er cometh,

!

I

Christmas two weeks from Satur1

#

Too many people make the mistake of thinking that they must have
considerable sum to start a savings account.
In the New Holiday Savings Fund just starting at this Bank, you
can open an account with 2 pennies the first week, 4 the second, 6 the
third, and so on for 50 weeks; or, 5 pennies the first week, 10 the second,
15 the third, and so on for 50 weeks; or, 10c. 25c., 50c., $1.00 and $2.00
weekly; or, you can reverse the incieasing payments of 2c. and 5c. and
start with $1.00 and decrease 2c. each week, or start with $2.50 and decrease 5c. each week.
By adding to it persistently every week, your account, with the
2 per cent interest that we add, will soon grow to proportions that will
make you g.ad.
Open an account now, and pave the way for a merrier Christmas
next year.
We expect at least a thousand men, women, boys and girls in Belfast and Waldo County will b. gin paving the way to success by putting
their money in the

i\

in the land where the Spring

with

Only 13 days remain and everybody should improve each one.

%

a

2

N. J.
"We shall meet
is eternal.

1 The Practical Store for Christinas

B

today.

i The Kind to Start Now

B

Mrs. Bertha Light died Dec. 9th at
her home

Linens

match. Luncheon Sets and Doili*
Guests Towels, Towels full
aj2f'
A practical gift.
Useful all th,
?

Cap
Hammonton

Table

Aprons

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE I 1 \

|

Start

The Place to Start

B
Z

in

Linens

Beautiful White and Colored Blankets with blue, pink or yellow
borders. Range in price from 59c
to $12.00.
Nothing better for a
Useful Gift.

?

H_:_

,»»

{is

was

For Men, Women and Childr^A great variety of handles
covered with the best materials

New Blouses and Waists

I

state that
business is booming and some manufacturers
claim to have sufficient orders on hand to
keep their plants actively employed until next
Seasonable weather has imparted
spring.
impetus to dealings in retail lines and wholesalers are receiving many supplementary contracts calling lor prompt shipment.—Dun’s
fteview, Dec. 11th.

stripes and plaids.
“Onyx” Hosiery is the best wearing hose made.

always welcome.

The interment

ss

man,

ideas.

ncuKwear

CARD OF THANKS

yours,

Haraden S. Pearl.

the New Holiday

sickne

Bags

Umbrellas

All colors, new

I I;

half years ago he came to
and bought the Mona Flanders farm.

He was a native of St.
John, N. B., the son of
James and Catherine Dunn
Murphy. He is
survived by his wife, formerly Miss Nora
Barter of Boston, and their four children,Wil-

EAT A SQUaRE MEAL AND
NOT i EAR INDIGESTION

1915

t this

£

one

[

a

>

Square, Belfast, Maine.

you are

Hosiery

tK

Glov",

large variety showing

new

ages.

>

HILLS, Proprietors,

L. Rollins, Annie E. Rollins
children,
and Mrs. Ivy M. Gordon of Belfast.

culosis contracted when employed at stone cutting in Boston.His physician advised farm life

other medicine has the

ingredients. Accept
no substitute, but insist on
having
Hood’s, and get it today.
same

j

it is

READ &

A

; Blankets

25c. and 50c. Tables.

Frank

and the youngest 3
years of age. The reThere are hundreds of people in Belfast who mains,
accompanied hy his wife and youngest
were not the least bit surprised wher.
they ! child, were taken on the noon train
Monday to
read in The Journal that A. A. Howes & Co. I
Boston, where the funeral will be held. His
are selling Mi-o-na on a guarantee to refund
sessed of grave doubts as the situation
j
prethe money in case it did not relieve.
This re- death is a severe loss to the family. Mrs.
sented itself within a minute of the
sounding markable dyspepsia remedy will relieve the |
of the alarm. Many volunteer departments worst case of indigestion, headache, dizziness, Murphy’s sister. Miss Mary Barter of Boston,
who has been with her for some
time, remainwould have fallen flat and helpless in the face or the general played-out condition that af- !
ed in Northport with the children.
diets every one suffering with stomach trouble.
of such a menace.
And the men met the
M:'-o na aoes not simply relieve.it aims to cure.
emergency, only because they are intensely I
A. A. Howes & Co. can tell you of many well
known people in this city who this remedy has i
Frank Burgess died Dec. 3d in
interested in this work and keep in trim for it
Hammonton,
restored
to health, often after they have tried
N. J., after a few days illness of pneumonia.
all the time, day and night, week in and week 1
many other methods of treatment with little
He was born in Belfast April 8, 1859, the son
out. They are deserving of the hearty and j or no benedt. No other
dyspepsia remedy has
wide support of every citizen who has the in- made so large a percentage of cures as Mi-o- ; of the late Capt. Henry M. and Lydia J.
na.
It is so large that A. A. Howes & Co.
terests of the city at heart. They should be
(Banks) Burgess. He was an honest man and
stand ready to refund the price to any customrespected by all who knew him. He is survived
given the tools they desire to work with. Sun- er whom it does not heln.
by one sister. Mrs. Elsie S. Clack of Belfast,
The best kind of advertising is the praise of
day’s fire was handled not only with great
spirit, but with a scientific skill that is unus- a pleased customer, and there are hundreds in and by one brother Isaac Burgess of Emilville,
Belfast today praising Mi-o-na because it does
N. J. It was a great shock for his sister when
ual in a city of this size. With its
flimsy and what it is advertised to do. A few months
careless construction Belfast is an ideal con9he received the sad news of his death and
ago they could eat nothing without wondering
flagration hazard; and some day it is probable what the result would be.
Since using Mi-o-na 3he regrets that she could not Nhave been with
that it will again suffer as it has in the
past.
eat what they want and when they want him to give him her
Meantime we should be grateful that we have they
loving care in his last
with with no fear of suffering.
the security of such an unselfish and devoted
lot of volunteers.

The

>

Hand

for fancy work.
Ribbons for your Christmas pack-

iWHHHBWWB T1-M-—_

Sunday’s fire would have had
ent ending. There was every chance for a serious conflagration, and spectators were
pos-

December, 14,

;

I |j !

a

risk limb and life in service of the

Respectfully

>

Prices 39c. to $2.00 per Box.

our

assortment for
All Gifts of
will be fitted after Christmas.

Holidays.

Special Ribbons

_

time and comfort and strength as displayed by the local body of volunteers; but it is
scarcely ever that full credit is given in such
cases as deserved.
However, had there been a
lack

■

tVhen your kidneys are weak and
-j
torpid they do not properly perform | Thorndike, She was a
member of the Thorntheir functions; your back aebes j
dike Club of Women and of Harvest Moon
and you do not feel like doing much
Grange. She was a frequent visitor in Belof anything. You are likely to be
fast and had many friends here who extend
and
to
borrow
despondent
trouble,
1
to the bereaved. The funeral was
sympathy
if
hadn’t
alas
just
you
enough
held at her late home at 10 a. m., December
he
a
victim
ready. Don't
any longer.
Over 300 pairs Gordon Dyed Silk \
Harrison B. Rollins,
well known resident
10th, Rev. David Brackett officiating. The inThe old reliable medicine, Hood’s
of the town of Troy, passed away at the Banterment was in Freedom.
Hose, 14 different colors—50c. 1
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
gor State hospital, Saturday evening. Dec.
tone to the kidneys and builds up
4th, aged 76 years, 6 months. His daughter,
$1.00 ana $2,00.
Annie
E.
was with him at the last.
Rollins,
the whole system.
The funeral was held at his home in Troy,
William Joseph Murphy died
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a peculiar
suddenly Dec. Tuesday, Dec. 7th, at 1 o’clock. Rev. Ernest
I
Exchanged if not right in color or size.
12th at his home in
combination of roots, barks and
Northport, aged 43 years. E. Dunnack of Augusta officiating. The burii
Very
truly
yours,
He
had
been ill for several years with tuber- al was in North Dixmont. He leaves three
herbs. No other medicine acts like

own

spirit—any

Forget

A complete

chine.

For Christmas i

may understand and give full value to the intense interest and willingness to give of their

different

Don’t

Gloves

Hand embroidered, hemstitched,
pure linen,
colored, crepe de

; Ribbons

XMAS BOOKLETS FROM lc. TO 25c.
Xmas Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco a specialty.

FROMJACKACHE?

Belfast Fire

the

•

matter of seasonal water rates is in-

DO YOU SUFFER

of Chief Shute

of the

majority

A

May

into this store.

came

Case.

charge.”

DEPARTMENT.

Journal:

of the

ever

SUGGESTIONS

>
\ > Handkerchiefs

Biggest Line of Candies
that

A FEW

i\

\l

!

A troe Holiday spirit is here.
Here you will find a fresh stock of
carefully selected USEFUL GIFTS, attentive service and prompt
delivery. We shall make this an enjoyable store in which to do
your Christmas shopping.

\

-JUST RECEIVED-

Mr. Colcord in closing the complainants’ case said: "In fact the Searsport
water-takers aren’t kicking very much anyway, but this is a petition drawn up nearly
wholly by the summer people, and they would
like to know whether under the contract they
are obliged to pay for a whole year’s water,
when they use it only three or four or five
months. That is all there is to it.”
In dismissing the complaint the commissioners say that the issue really resolves itself into
one between the permanent residents and the
summer people.
"Not how much shall be puid
the water company but who shall pay it? So
far as it costs more to serve the 12 months
taker, he should, of course, pay more. But
such items are not modified by the length of
time of actual use and should properly be distributed among all of the users whom the public utility must stand ready to serve. It is the
same principle
that underlies the minimum

|

sinking

Searsport

the

>

__brz=_

complete in tt e following:—White Ivory, Leather Goods, Thermos
Bottles, Metal and Rubber Hot Water Bottles, Mirrors, Manicure Sets,
Comb and Brush Sets, Sewing Sets, Safety Razors,
Stationery, Cameras,
Perfumes and Toilet Water, Etc,

|

| Howes’ Dry Goods Store
1

rre

not used.

Germany.”

lost in the

Our lines

complainants and the respondent in the case,
"B. F. Colcord, et als., vs. Searsport Water
Company” was the requirement of the respondent that full rentals be paid for each
half-year during any part of which water was

of late,but only in the paper stock used,
and many other papers are tarred with
the same brush. The paper makers say

'they

__

volved in the decision handed down Dec. 7th
by the Public Utilities commission in the case
of B. F. Colcord, et als., complainants, vs,
Searsport Water Co., and is of interest here,
where the same issue was made by summer
residents and called out a reply from Mr.
Wheeler of the Belfast Water Company.
The gist of the controversy between the

Gov.

The Boston Globe

---—■

Decision of the Public Utilities Commission

mayor
for the first time in five

we

Goods Marked at Prices that will Move Them

A QUESTION OF WATER RATES-

Republican

a

For all the Family and Friends at

do cla im that if you do
!
not look over our line of Xmas Gifts you will
certainly
miss a lot of good things.

W. S. Parker, F. I. Cronkhite, and H. R. Clem,
ents. The officers will be installed on Saturday evening, Jan. 1st, by the present master,
Annie B. Clements, and a baked bean supper
will be served.

election this fall.
President Wilson

To have the best of everything in town, but

At the regular meeting of Morning Light
Grange, Monroe, Saturday evening, Dec. 11th,
the following officers were elected: master, D.
M. Kimball; overseer,' F. I. Cronkhite; lecturer,
Helen A. Cooper; steward, A. G. Larby; assistant steward, Frank Dickey; chaplain, Lydia
Woodman; treasurer, Frank P. Clement: gate'keeper, Anson Ellingwood; Ceres, Margaret
Kimball; Pomona; Effie Cronkhite; Flora, Albra
Larby; lady assistant steward, Mildred Curtis;
board of directors, G. M. Twombly, O. B. Dow,

Subscription Terms, in advance, $2.00 a
months: 50 cents for three

year; $1.00 for six
months.

Eojeci
boys.

We do Not Claim I

Terms cash.

gjg
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Ware,

Sleds, Flexible Flyers, Books, Pictures, Picture
Framing, Toys, Dolls, Etc.

Edison Diamond Point Phonograph
and

ERECTOR,

Tho wonderful Educational Boys’ Toy. Write

or call for Free Booklet

The most complete Xmas line in town.
and see us.
Yours truly,

*
§

f
f
#

|j
$

Come in

CARLE & JONES.

\

$

The Best of them all, The EDISON DIAMOND DISC PHONOGRAPH at Carle A Jones’
Mrs. A. 1. bay has been appointed an aid to
the National President of the^Ladies’
Auxiliary
Mrs Libby Meis of Philadelphia.,

Tue next meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua
A discharge from bankruptcy has been
Circle will be held with Mrs. Annie
Black, 194
Fred I. Walker of Swanville.
High street. Monday afternoon at 2 80. Roll- granted
Belfast Free Library. Special list No 4.
call, Current Events; leaeon from C. L .S. C.,
Autobiographies of three southern women.
book Social and Ecnomic
Forces in American

D. Jones has bought a fourth interest
|
in Riverside cottage at Lake Quantabacook of
| Mrs. Carrie May Upham of Lowell. Mass. The
other owners are Fred T. Chase, Miss Edith M.
Fred

Ralph
Thompson.
and

!

D.

Southworth

History," chapters nineteen

and twenty.
The North Church Guild met last
Monday
evening with Mrs, Fred R. Poor with 17 present. It was voted to
from the
pay

Carroll A.

and

$25

|

One of the windows in Arey’s Chocolate
store has been enclosed by glass doors, the
i lower panels of mirrors, and a fine display is
made of Christmas candies in decorated boxes.
In the other window is the electrical corn
popper, which always attracts the attention of

son,

Prophetess

ject

of

of New

Eagland”

is the sub-

be given by Mrs. James H.

paper to

Howes.

paper on her work with the Red
in France before a meeting

That’s the best part of Christmas;
receiving is the second. When you
think aDout giving, you think most
of the one who is to, receive. You

study

the

gift

from that

point

Marian Hamlin of Augusta, Superinof the Waldo County hospital, read a

Miss

CroBS society
of Augusta

Dec. 15th.
Arrangements are being
made for the paper to be given in Belfast
nurses

later.

of

Letters. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Bellast postoffice for the week ending Dec. 14th: Ladies—
Advertised

view.
When you give what somebody
wants, something that will suggest

Mrs. A. J. Dow, Mrs. Hattie Newton. Gentlemen—George Ford, George Hanson, George
Patterson, Arthur Thayer, Roy Thomas, Capt-

thoughtfulness and good taste
—you’ve done the thing perfectly.

your

HERE’S A SUGGESTION: Give

everybody

a

box of

Dr. Adelbert Millett, president; Dr. Eugene L. Stevens, secretary, and Dr. Harry L.
Kilgore, treasurer. The place of meeting bas
been changed from Dr, Milieu’s office in Masonic block to Dr. Eugene L Stevens’ office in
with

Holeproof

hose.

the Chase

You know beforehand that

stockings

highly useful.

are

block, Main street, where the reguthe last Wednesday in

Branch R.

pairs

Grove street, has bought the Alfred M. Fer-

will remain in

Percy

perfect condi-

tion for Six Months.

Holeproof

box of
answer

guson farm

Hose is the

to that bothersome

of "What to give.”
sive—for instance:

serious

one

his

$2.00

The

3.00
1.50

Municipal

Christmas tree

will be fur-

from the

Vaughan woods

and wili be

corated with hundreds of electric lights and
by a big eiectnc star. The program will be as follows: Selection by the
Belfast band; prayer by Rev. A. E. Wilson;

surmounted

singing by

exercises will take

DELIVERED FREE.

the tree at 7
mas eve.

From

a

until after Xmas we will
Parcel

lighting

candy

and nuts to each little

girl

store that has the wonfor

sale and that is

carried

of

a crew

seven men.

This is

and

I

|

I

Gilbert company fleet bought by PendleBros, when that company went into bankruptcy... .Sch. Adelia T. Carleton, which reS cently made a voyage to the African Gold
The News of Belfast.
Coast, has been sold by Carleton Norwood &
Co. to New York parties. The price is said to
Mrs. Rena Perkins Sholes has bought the
have been about $10,000. The Carleton was
$150 Edison diamond disc phonograph recently built at Camden in 1892.
advertised by Carle & Jones.
A Truancy Case. A complaint against EdMrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore has had planted
ward E. Wood of Monroe, was made by Truant
at the corner of Church and Pearl streets an
Officer Frank A. Littlefield of that town under
elm tree to replace the large and very handthe truancy law. for neglecting to send his four
some

Jhorsechc-stnut

tree

destroyed by

a

cent storm.
Evaporated

Pitcher,

city,

son

has been

of

Potatoes.
Mr.
Kalph L.
Mrs. H. C. Pitcher of this

engaged

potato business in

for many years in the

Aroostook county,

as

|

ton

re-

a

I

f

|

children from six to 12 years of age to school,
and a hearing was held in the municipal court \
in this city last Friday afternoon. The testia mile and
mony showed that Mr. Wood lives

|
I

I

two-thirds from the schoolhouse, across bleak,
no transportation is
open country, and that
provided, although there are transportation
teams in some sections of the town. Mr. Wood
claimed that the distance was too great for
his children, all little girls, to travel, as the
road is a particularly bad one. The superintending school committee has tried to compel
He pieaded
him to send the girls to school.

large shipper and owner of starch factories.
He recently became interested in the new
method of evaporating potatoes and after investigating in New York went to Canada and I
visited factories which were
turning out large
quantities of the article for shipment abroad.
On his return to Aroostook he
began evaporating potatoes and has already shipped several not guilty as a matter of technicality and was
carloads and it promises to
develop into a fined $16 and costs. He appealed and gave
large and profitable business. Last week Mr. bonds in the sum of $100 for appearance at the
C. W. Lancaster of this
city received from January term of supreme ccurt, when it is
Mr. Pitcher a sample of this new
product* hoped that the case will be tried and the disIt resembles fried potatoes reduced to
coarse tance that children shall be compelled to walk
grains.
to school determined.

j

!

I !

|

|

Men’s Suits and Overcoats at

$5.95, $8.75, $11.95
$12.50, $15.00, $16.95, $18.00 and $20.00.

Mon

!
j

Warm

buy

and we would

Carle &

Mackinaws and Sheep lined work
coats, all at great savings.
Umbrellas and Gloves
Pants and Pant

KKbSbiNIS rOK

Hangers

At

One-Half
$25,00

OVERCOATS

20.00
18.00

Any

15.00
12.00
10.00

“

5.00

D.

BOYS

67-2_BELFAST,

The Main Street

Clothiers, Belfast.

day only,
Saturday
MATINEE

I

|

matinee and
NIGHT

EVENING 7 AND 8,30 P.

prize

Caroline Gilmore and each

was won

guest

—

■

iainty handkerchiefs
:onsolation,

a

and Mrs. S. A

Their

were

taken

on

fraTg

they

are

f)

Successful sale,

q

auspices of the Woman's
the|First Parish,(Unitarian) church
in Memorial hall Thursday afternoon,
9th, was very successful, netting over
The tables were filled with dainty Christ-

UJ

gifts and useful articles, which found a
eady sale,and tea, toast and sandwiches were
erved. The fancy work table, of which Mrs.
ra M. Cobe was chairman, was presided over
n her absence by Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman, ast
isted by Miss £1. Maude Barker and Miss
I:' ilarian Heal. Mrs. Cobe telegraphed greetnas

M.

P«

ngs and best wishes from New York.

<S>

—

Some

txtremely dainty

f

rom

articles, including gifts
out of town friends, were sold at this
Mrs.

William B. Swan and Mrs. Ben
over

the apron table.

t

I

|

H.

he center of the hall

j

was

the

mystery tree of |
direction of

he Junior Alliance under the

A. E. Wilson, with its numerous packages
lone up in bright colored papers, and which
lid a thriving business. The hail was attracively decorated with evergreens.
firs.

I

prices

v

t

I

Weigle risked his life to get.
the actual battlefields mid shot and

jj

Shows the very latest in the jeweler’s
line.
Watch our
window daily for new goods and articles
selected now mav
be laid away until Christmas week.
We carry the best of the kind, fair
prices, and the
same prices to each and at all
times.

JI
11

i
$

♦
♦

Iit

^Bracelet Watches^

H

J

COME IN

Jones, Belfc&,n..

._

;;

boxes. vanities,

dollar up

;;

Piiotographs,

coin purses, toilet sets, to be
old English should be selected

Pro-German

Smashing Reels

6

17 Main Street,
MDSIC MDSE.

__

»

RENTING

Belfast, Maine.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

•

J.

LEE

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

f

|

If
£
£

£
£

I

D‘strict Watch Inspector M. C. R. R.

PATTERSON’S
MUSIO SHOP,

£

£

*

H. J. Locke & Son,

Stupendous Pictures

J

X

YOU THE FAMOUS

engraved with monogram or
early. Positively no trouble to show goods.

■.

£

i

♦
one

Watches, fobs, cuff buttons, lockets, signets,
cigarette

cases. match

£

!

BOTH FRAMED AND
UNFRAMED.

...

1
■A Jfe',•'

♦

Landscapes, Quaint [ Interiors and Sea Views,

<.

PICTURES ACCOMPANIED BY LECTURE

I

AND LET US SHOW

“Wallace Nulting Hand Colored

;i
J|

Phonograph,

6

Sets of

^Notice the New**-

\

Should Miss these

Containing;

Seed Pear! Pendants and Brooches, Cameo Pins
and Pendants,
Solid Cold }>endailts set with Pearls and other
Stones, from
Bracelets in Cold and Gold Filled.

j j;

the most wonderful pictures ever shown to the people of AmerThey
ica. There are no other pictures like them in existence. You stand beside the
trenches and see what Weigle saw. You see the 30-centimeter guns do their
deadly work on three battle fronts. You seethe marvelous efficien cy of Europe’s vast armies. You see how they fight as they stand man to man.

f

<>

(WITH NEW DIAL)

I
J

are

ii

Gentlemen’s and Ladies’ Watches

Gentlemen s Chains, Cuff I.inks, Tie
Clasp and Stick Pins.
Gentlemen's Chains, Cuff Link and Tie
Clasp.
Gentlemen's
Chains wifh v*w,d riucd 01 Silver
..'-un
Knives.
Gentlemen’s Chains with Fountain Pens.
Gentlemen’s Chain with Gold or Silver Pencil.

!

These

I;

H. J. Locke & Son

Cases

j

j

I

:

♦

———

Europe.

1

♦

|

“Great European Conflict.”

I

J

~EZ-5j

-OF-

I

lr

The Chicago-Tribune’s Motion Pictures

into uying a needle using
talking machine of any make

5

& Son.

i The Christmas Window

i

All Seats, 25c

M_jclnlJren.Mat.

Authorized by the governments of
the pictures you will see.

Mrs.

'■

Conant, Mrs. James H. Howes,
drs. George I. Keating and Miss Mel vena V, !
*arker were at the food table, which had a
empting array of cakes, cookies, doughnuts, j
>tc.
The tea tables were under the direction !
•f Miss Marian Hazeltine, who was assisted by
dieses Clara and Belie Keating and Hazel
Joak. Misses Marian Waterman and Julia
Jttlefield of the Junior Alliance had the candy
able and some delicious candies were sold. In
Bancroft

^ A

or

U

|H

I

l^WWB

No One Pro-Allie

Woodcock

lOL-

o

found about 50

<

Goods bought from us bear the
stamp of good taste
Our customers can rest assured
that they have the best.
Join the good taste club.
Come in.

ihe Christmas sale

Alliance of
1 leld

H

The best assortment of LEATHER
and BRASS GOODS
BOOKS. BOX PAPERS. CHRISTMAS CARDS
and a
thousand and one novelties,
unique and different, not
found elsewhere.

destination is

ready to start

fa £2

Our stock of FANCY CHINA,
BRIC-A-BRAC and CUT
GLASS is better than ever and it has
always been the
best.

spring.

in the

bj

we

Palm

)ec.

shell.
are

Look us over before
purchasing. If you want a picture
have the best, both framed and
unframed. We do
a,so’ AND 00 1 r EIGHT, but would
request that
you bring your work in early.

cT

01

About two months ago Mr.

U

REASONABLE figure.

0

Arey and bis wife left Belfast for a trip south
n
a 35-foot launch with a 10 horse power
Knox engine
They wrote home from Camlen, Portland, Boston and New York, and reCumnock.

H

U

Arey recently received a letter from
brother. Walter E. Arey, from Cumnock,

North Carolina

o

Parker the

Roscoe
ais

-FROM-

Our stock is larger than ever, in fact
as long and broad
trie store. If there were
any more we should have to
IeaVe !t outside- QUALITY and PRICE
are the two
things we have considered.
The BEST GOODS at a

a

week-end toilet box.

——

That

given

confections,
glass
rhe Monday Club was entertained last Thursiay night at dinner at 6:30, followed by bridge.
Mrs. George I. Keating and Mrs. Edward A.
Wadsworth received the first and second prizes,
:ui"

The Pictures that Edwin F.

j

was

Christmas Reminder [J]

as

by Miss

bon bon basket filled with

i33[WAR PICTURES!SI
■'

MAINE.

M. P. Woodcock & Son fl

|

ind fair under the

iJ,
|

7

|

lesday night,

A

|

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

1

Pierce.who had been the guest
for a few days of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brad)ury,returned to Bangor last Friday morning.
During her visit her hostess entertained the
Octagon and Monday clubs, the first on WedMrs. Frank S.

when the

|A
[J

17th.

tome

T

biggest selection of Men’s and Boys’ wearing apparel to be found in the city at unusually low prices.

I

mprovements in their quarters. The Hook
Ladder Company had a meeting Friday
svening to arrange for their annual ball Dec.

ind

will sell his boat when

f

The

Practical Present,

it their

i;: iazeltine presided

Reduced Prices.
Mackinaws at $3.95 to $6.00
Ties, Gloves and Mittens.

39c to $3.00
25c to 50c
Knickabocker Pants at low prices

Washington Hose Company had a collation
meeting Friday evening, with Hodglon C. Buzzell, Esq., and William F Jellison
Mr. Buzzell made some interesting I
is guests.
“emarks and congratulated the boys on the I

a

Southworth Co.,

Telephone

i!

f

7.50
5.00

“

Beach' Fla., where they plan to pass the
winter, and where Mr. Arey intends to let his
joat or take out excursion parties, etc.
He

1

9.00

of these Coats would make

one

Price

“

f
I

25

$12.50
10.00

“

“

Ralph

able.

Sweaters,
Bell Blouses,

frequently
needle using

Edison Diamond Point
be pleased to have you buy it of

Cuff Buttons, fins and Tie Holders
Bath Robes ana House Coats
Pajamas and Night Robes

Widow Jones Suits and Overcoats at

are

an

Long Overcoats

I

z

duster Brown Hose

asked if we would take some well known
make of
machine in part payment for an Edison,
and we can give you some instances where we have done so.
DOES THAT mean anything to you?

but

39c to SI.00
49c to $5.95
50c to $1 50
39c to $1.50

uocruL

DOES THAT SIGNIFY ANYTHING TO YOU?

DON’T BE FOOLED

Caps,

Arm Elastics and Garters
Ali Silk Hose and Fibre Silk Hose
Heavy Woolen and Worsted Hose

With the Pure,Tone and unbreakable records—an Edison Disc
record has been played, 5,000 timeB without
showing any appreciable wearing.
we

one

Convertible Collars, Gray and Brown Mixtures,

;110.

Hats at Christmas Sale Prices

s

Sweaters,
Dress Shirts,
Underwear,

EDISON DIAMOND
POINT PHONOGRAPH

We

25

:ently from

|

(SPECIALLY REDUCED FOR THIS SALE

2,30

IF YOU BUY A NEEDLE USING TALKING MACHINE
you have to change or put in a new needle EACH time you
play a record and then you have to be careful of the record
or
jt will break. You also have the so-caded modifying doors to
adjust just right. ITS NOT NECESSARY FOR ANY ONE
TELL YOU that a SHARP NEEDLE continually wearing
?n any surface will begin soon to SCRATCH. While the agent
is showing
you the needle using talking machine it may sound
v We^ but soon the
sharp needle will begin to do its work.
on!r
The records get husky and
you wish you had bought an

In our recent canvas of Waldo County
Edison Phonographs to any other make.

bet-

Useful Presents for Men

i

I

|i |

f

or

Colonial Theatre b^
One

Warning!
1

?nt

;

the

0B3SS^tSSE!SW

owns

y°“
°Uy~and get more Soods ;for .less
Jmoney. too.
ter makes of goods for the same
money. Just look over this list.

I

of

one

Library already

| What Can I Buy For Dad I
And the Boys?
I
|
x-.r.rs j&zz
I !
I

of

Pendleton Brothers of 130
Pearl street, New York, are having a fivePalmer
masi wooden schooner built at the
yard in Noank, Conn. It has not yet been decided whether or not the new vessel will be
equipped with an auxiliary oil engine ...Sch.
Elizabeth Gilbert, which left Santa Cruz,Cuba»
Aug. 9th, for New York with a cargo of mahogany, has been given up as lost She was
commanded by Capt. Charles Chipman and

ed.
one

of

with the

Shipping Items.

Hose.
In ordering
please state color and size want-

non-mending Holeproof

bag

place

o'clock Friday evening, ChristSanta Claus himself will distribute

boy.

Post all

Holeproof

Only

the

BY PARCEL POST

by

the

.1

congregation, “Joy to the
World;” remarks by Mayor Charles R. Coombs;
singing by the congregation, “America.” The

HOLEPROOF

derful

week with acute indigesSawyer of Waterville took
train, but he has recovered

set up in Custom House square, where it will
remain until after Christmas. It will be de-

Hose. 3 pairs Guaranteed Three
months, Men’s $2.00 a box; Women’s
$3.00 a box.

now

ex-

Belfast to live with them.

nished

2.00
alst have the Genuine Silk

deliver free

with the

buildings, and will
Mr. Bradford had a

place on the
| and is on duty again. Mrs. Bradford’s paI rents, who nave been living in Pejepscot, will

Not expen-

Let Uncle Sam DO IT.

avenue

j

ill turn last

come to

we

Northport

on

tion and Howard

question

6 prs. Women's Cotton Hose,
6 prs. Women’s Silk Lisle,
6 prs. Men’s Cotton Hose,
6 prs. Men’s Silk Lisle,
And

Bradford, engineer on the Belfast
R., who has been living at No. 12

A.

ception of the poultry
move there this week,

Think it over and you will very
soon come to the conclusion that a

Pryor, Sara Agnes. (Mrs. Roger
A. Pryor.)
My day. Reminiscences of a
long life, 1909..

are

porches!

each month.

gether with this usefulness, is an
iron-bound Guarantee that the six

offering

Sale

of the Biggest Inducements
Ever offered at this time of year.

B- H 242

[

lar sessions will be held

To-

We

j

Williams.

J. Fred

treas-

B C 58

..

B-P 96
The Once in Awhile Club
were guests last
Gift of Valuable Bor ks to The Belfast
afternoon of Mrs. V. L. Hall at her |
home on Congress street. On
Free Library. The Belfast Free
account of the |
LiDrary has
illness of her mother. Mrs. John
received from Mr. Ira M. Cobe two
recently
Thompson,
Mrs. Hall entertained at the
I valuable giftB of books, Coknial Architecture
Woman’s Club
room for lunch at 6
in twelve portfolio volumes and -Universal
p. m. The menu included
cold chicken,
cranberry sauce, mashed pota- Classic Manuscripts.” The architectural books,
toes, hot rolls, olives, ice cream ana cake. which are entitled “The Georgian Period," are
They adjourned for the evening, some to the a history of Colonial or Eighteenth Century arColonial Theater, others to the Guild
chitecture in the United States. The work conmeeting sists
with Mrs, Fred R. Poor.
of 451 full page plates of
photographic
views and measured drawings,
Mrs. Eugene R. Conner entertained the
accompanied by
Oc- a
descriptive and historical text it is edited by
tagon Auction Club last
Monday evening at William Rotch
her home on Miller street.
Ware, Fellow of the Boston SoMrs. George I.
Keating and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine substituted ciety of A rchitects,working under whose direction are a corps of eminent architects as
for Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman and
authors
Mrs. Samuel of the
text, and by whom the measured drawH. Lord, who were unable
to attend. Confecare made. The
examples of Colonial architionery and salted nuts were served. Miss ings
tecture
given are houses and churches in
Carrie E. Gilmore won the first
a
silk
prize,
bag, and Mrs, Charles Bradbury the consola- Salem, Mass,, Norfolk, Virginia, the estates on 1
the James River, Virginia,
tion, a picture of a goat. Miss Grace A.
Charleston, S. C.,
Lord
Savannah,
Georgia, and other places.
will be the next
hostess, the date to be announced.
.ins wora will be of
interest to students of
the history of the architecture of our
country. I
those
Among
who will take part in the
and
0
those who have visited the cities in
j
vaudeville between the acts at the
perform- whicl these beautiful
are located. !
ance of “Sally
Lunn,” the play to be given in ■But its greatest value tobuildings
the community will
the Colonial Theater Dec.
31st. under the be the accurate
drawings of architectural de- j
auspices of the North Church
will
be
Guild,
tails, which will enable local builders to
!
Arthur Johnson, the well known
copy
tenor, who the artistic work of the
early masters of ar- |
will sing the minstrel
from
the Mikado; chitecture.
song
These measured drawings include’
Miss Sabra Dyer, reader,
Mrs, S. A Parker
besides views of entire
*
buildings,
reader; the Curbstone Male quartet,
composed doorways, staircases,
of Arthur JobDson,
fireplaces, arches, and j
Ralph I, Morse, Ethridge
gates and gateposts. There are also several
S. Pitcher and John Parker
and Vaughan
pages of designs in leaded glass,
Hayes in a vocal number.
comprising
fan lights and side
lights for outside doors. 1
New Advertisements. The
This set will be of assistance to those
who are
Shopper’s Directory on the first page covers the
new houses or
remodelling buildings
holiday planning
announcements generally and should
"Unive.sal Classic Manuscripts" is a de
not be
luxe
overlooked by those
looking for Christmas volume, folio size. It presents
photographic
glf‘e.Five-room ground floor
fac similes from originals in the
apartment
Department
with modern improvements
to let.
Apply to of Manuscripts, British Museum, of royal, hisMrs Chas. A. Ludwick, 2
Primrose street....
toric. and diplomatic documents, letters and
Miss Geneva Coombs
publishes a card of autographs. Accompanying each
plate is a
thanks....See offer of a bike
buggy in ex- translation and explanatory notes. English hischange for live stock. Apply to E.’s. Shu- tory and literature are well
represented by
ms" ...Special saie of
overcoats by the
Ralph familiar names, so that this volume will be a
11. -Southworth Co....See
announcement of valuable reference book for students.
Lidies Nightjat the Coliseum rink.
...The A
This gift from Mr. Cube is much
J. M. Fyru and the
appreciated
Pyrene Fire Extinguishers as the
volumes are an important addition to
at The Read
Garage & Machine Co., 70 High the collection of
books of special value which
street. Let them show you.

Women’s Alliance of the First Parish
(Unitarian) will meet at the home of Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Church street, this. Thursday*
afternoon at three o’clock. “Jemima William-

tendent

belle of the fifties. 1904
Harrison, Constance Cary. ( Mrs.
Burton Harrison.)
Recollections grave and gay.
A

Monday

The

“GIVING”

Special Overcoat

Clopton, Virginia Clay.

ury to complete their pledge of $76 for church
expenses. The tickets for
Sally Lunn, the
Play to be given in the Colonial Theater Dec.
31st under their
auspices, were given out for
Bale.

the passer.

a

j

|

For Sale
New

six-room

cottage house

with shed and three-fourths
sold at

a

bargain.

modern conveniences

Apply

to

on

Waldo Ave.

land to be
Six-room tenement with
on

acre

of

Water street to rent.

Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co

A

•

Journey Through the South. |C=.°--...I

proprietor, soundly

sleeping.

Feeling

that he would much p efer to finish his
morning nap to making so small a sale as
a trunk strap we took one last look and
silently passed out.
A little later, when in quest of post
cards, we were waited on by a pretty
girl who in speaking had the soft
southern accent that is so fascinating.
After a few
moment’s conversation
about the cards she said, “You are
from up north.” We admitted that we
were, and from Maine. She said: “Oh,
are you?
Do you live near Eastpori?”
When she was told we did not live very
near there, and we asked her what she
knew abou: Eastport, she said: “I look
at the weather report every day, and
when we are suffering from the heat it is
always cold there.” A little farther on
We saw several negroes working on the
street under guard of an officer who carried a rifle.
Noting that each man was
dragging a ball and chain from his ankle,
we asked what crime they had committed, and were greatly surprised when
told it was for drunkenness. We felt,
being in the south, that it undoubtedly
applied only to negroes, and could hardly
feel that “the
punishment fits the
crime.”
there are many nne oia residences
here, but the most interesting place is
Christ Episcopal Church, where George
Washington worshipped. It is smal,
of red brick, with white trimmings,
and is enclosed, together with the old
burying ground, by a high fence of brick
and iron.
On both of our visits here the
same old sexton showed us the church.
The altar, which is of solid mahogany, is
very plain, with tall silver candlesticks
on either side.
The communion service
is of heavy Sheffield silver,and both were
brought from England long before the
Revolutionary war. After showing these
to us the sexton asked us to follow him.
He took us down the center aisle about
half way, opened the door of a pew and
asked us to enter and be seated. After a
moment he said: “You are sitting in the
pew which George Washington occupied
during his life.” The pew was unlike the
others, it being twice as large. Across
the end opposite the door were two seats,
and the entire woodwork was covered
with red brocade, as were also the
cushions, much faded and worn.
When he thought we had been suitably
impressed he opened the doors and asked
us to pass out.
He then took us down
the aisle a little farther, opened the door
of another pew, and again asked us to be
seated. He then told us that Gen Robert
E. Lee occupied this pew,and was sitting
here one Sunday morning when he handed
him the telegram from Jefferson Davis
summoning him to take charge of the
army of the Southern Confederacy.
Services are held in the church every
Sunday, and visitors, who are always
welcome, are seated in either of these
(to the old sexton) sacred pews. When
we left the church we thanked him for
his kindness nd expressed much interest
in the church and all he had told us. He
returned our thanks by saying, “So many
visitors come in laughing and talking and
show so little interest in what I tell them
that I wonder why they come.”
He walked down the street with us and
pointed out the tavern where Colonel
Ellsworth was shot. In 1861 a Confederate flag was flying over the tavern, and
young Ellsworth of the New York Zoua-

accompanied by

ves.
to the

two

soldiers,

went

top of the house, tore down the
and was returning to the street
with it when the proprietor suddenly appeared and shot him. The next instant
the proprietor himself was shot dead by
one of the soldiers.
This-was called the
first invasion of the sacred soil f Virginia, an expression that became a byword.
The sex’on had a sal and reminis'en’
manner as he told us all this, for he had
lived here through the horrors of the
war and the sadness of it all seemed to
cling to him. Here we hade him “good
bye,” feeling that the pleasure of meeting a courtly southerner nad been ours.
I looked after him as he passed down
the street and felt that he must be the
counterpart of Thomas Nelson Page’s
“Old Gentleman With the Black Stock.”
We wonder sometimes if all the guides
tell is true, but no one could doubt the
word of this gentle old sexton.
The ride from Alexandria to Richmond
is uninteresting; past negro cabins sprawling in the sun, and shacks where “poor
white trash,” as they are called, just
exist. At every station there was a
queer looking crowd that seemed as
though they might have been relics of

flag,

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
company; for there was always among
some

broken-down

I-rs 1

She Baked

Today
With

THE

1

f A paper read by Mr«. Thomas B.Dinsmore
before rhe Unitarian Alliance Dec. 2nd, and
published by rtquest of The Journal.]
If one wished to take a trip of a few
weeks daring the winter,there could be
What could
no mistake in going south.
be more interesting, (it was to us)t.han a
sail down the beautiful Potomac river
from Washington to Alexandria, Va., a
quaint old place which has the look of
having been forgotten. Some of its
streets have paving stories which it would
be impossible to drive any sort of a team
over, except a mule team, this being a
common sight. The stores, at least those
we went into, had the appearance of beAs we were in need
ing places of rest.
of a trunk strap (some one having reii ved us of one of ours) we went into a shop.
There was no one in evidence, so we kept
on toward the rear, being attracted in
that direction by the sound of a person
Bleeping. A window was open, with the
morning sun shining brightly through the
Virginia creeper which covered the
screen.
Tipped back in a comfortable
chair sat an elderly man, presumably the

whom we had given the check. The
WHITE’S CORNER. (Wlntorport)
porter maintained that the trank had
never been brought to the houae, and
Mr. sad Mrs. Harold Littlefield have gone
the other man insisted it bad been, and Orrington to reside for a time.

=—T

|

described the trank by saying he noticed
the trank especially for it had only one
atrap, and on the end ‘‘Belfast,” and
he thought, ‘‘There is a trunk from the
old country, but it’s from Maine, and
where ia Maine anyway?”
When that day passed and no trank,
imagine my feelings. Then I said to
i myself: “Now listen, you have always
wished to be in New Orleans, and here
Are you going to let this
you are.
spoil your visit?” Ahd indeed I did
not.
When after five days had passed,

1 Christmas Jewelry Store |
Colonial Block,

n

Cordially invite you to inspect an elegant line
pretty goods suitable for Christmas gifts.

=
=

n

We have WATCHES in great variety and
very low

2

y
!n

j

or

some

$20.00.

Gold Beads from $8.00 to

Plated

ever shown

ones

T

Alexandria

i

(]
^

the whites.

j

Since hotels are such a great factor in
one's pleasure and comfort in travelling,
it may not be amiss to speak of them.
The Jefferson, of which Richmond has
claim
reasons to be proud, is all it makes
to be—a magnificent house of hospitality. The management offers its guests
all that we have hec#d so much of, a true
southerners welcome. We arrived there
late on a Sunday afternoon, and when
room word
we were well settled in our
was sent from the office that if we wishAs we walked down the shaded quiet
ed a table would be reserved for us in
the* balcony for dinner; tables being in street with the old houses set back in
the
for
custom
the
it
is
their
as
big yards full of fine old trees and
great demand,
F. F. V.'s of Richmond to dine on Sun- shrubbery, it all seemed so peaceful and
where a
Jefferson,
the
at
quiet that it was difficult to imagine that
day nights
promenade concert is always enjoyed. It it had ever been the scene of such a
certainly was a brilliant affair,and we ap- dreadful conflict.
Trains over southern railroads are not
preciated the thoughtfulness of theofmanthe expected to leave on schedule time.
In
agers in seeing that the guests
muthe
to
hear
as
house were so seated
fact, it is printed in the folders: “Arrival
came
in
who
of
the
trains on time is not guaranteed.”
sic and watch
people,
evening dress, making a brilliant spec- However, we made very good time until
tacle. Another example of their cour- this run into New Orleans
This train
tesy is the offer of guides to the noted fid not, like the Southern Pacific, use
battlefields,or whatever places of enter- oil in its engines, but burned wood, containment most appeal to the sight-seer. ! sequently there was much smoke and
Then the water gave out, the
Richmond, the capital of Virginia, and j fust.
electric lights and fans went out of comonce the capital of the Confederacy, like
The
hills.
city
seven
on
mission, and then to add to our discomRome, is built
has many places of interest. The old fort, we got a hot box, so of course we
l'his
State house, built in 1796, contains many ill got out of the car for fresh air.
fine portraits of celebrated men whom
happened in a most uninteresting place,
the State has produced, and busts of ce- just a sand hill and a few old shacks.
lebrities, the most notable being that of j What few people there were gathered
iround the tram full of curiosity.
Lafayette.
A
Q f f
W fMISP 1
I saw in the distance, 1 did not know
an
old
what to call it, a herd or a flock, coming
mansion,
stands the governor’s
house of massive aspect, dear to the j toward us; but anyway I asked a native
neart of every Virginian on account of j whose hair was sticking out through the
crown of his hat, what those
its historic associations.
things were
We visited the home of Jefferson Da- approaching, and he said; “Why them’s
vis, the Wnite House of the Confeder- | hogs, don’t you know a razirback? They
meetwon't hurt nothin’.”
acy, and there had the pleasure of
Then I felt safe. They were very
ing Miss Susan B. Harrison, the House
who
a
woman,
gave
black, very tall, very thin, plain of
Regent; delightful
Pres- countenance, and on a side view looked
us much interesting information.
like an old fashioned black leather vaident Davis lived here with his family,
lise.
I felt as the countryman did when
also using the house for official business.
We were shown into the room he used he saw a camel for the first time: “There
as a study, called the Mississippi room,
for in restoring the house women from
Do you remember that F. Hopkinson
the different Southern States took it up- Smith makes Col. Darter,one of his most
on themselves to maintain a room, givdelightful characters, say in urging a
ing it ihe name of their State. Miss guest to have some bacon: “It’s fine,
Harrison spoke of President Davis with of our own raising, on sweet acorns.
much feeling, and wished to impress up- If a hog is so fat he can’t git through
the picket fence he’s no good.” I think
on us the fact that the story of his escaping from Richmond disguised as a these hogs would have suited the Colonel,
that
us
told
She
for' they were so thin they might get
woman was untrue.
his daughter, to whom he was devoted, through a window screen.
The conductor called out “All aboard,”
was born in this house, and here little
Joe died from the effects of a fall from and we again started on our way. The
the back porch. She spoke with much train approaching New Orleans runs
On
feeling of the sorrow and cares of State through marshes and swamps.
which came to him; and to stand in this either side are tall, live oak trees, their
it
111, branches outstretched like arms, covered
house where he had lived through
and to hear it told by one who had a with the light gray southern moss which
and
brought
heartfelt
loyal interest,
swayed gently in the soft breeze, lookhome to us most forcibly what this man, ing like ghostly sentinels. I was so
who was refined and educated, was ob- glad we didjnot get the hot box here,
liged to endure. The house is now a for I feel sure there were unpleasant
memorial to President Davis, and a mu- things living in that swamp.
seum of the never-to-be-forgotten days
We arrived in New Orleans about ten
of ’61-65.
in the morning, several hours late, very
The ride from Richmond to Savannah tired and very dusty, and I was looking
forward to a black teffeta suit which
we took in the meht, reeling tnat we
would be an agreeable change from a
missed nothing in the way of scenery,
callbroadcloth, as we now were so far south
for I cannot imagine anything being
ed scenery that has neither hills, moun- that it was hot. We went directly to
tains nor water, and these are what one the Grunewald Hotel, where at the entrance stands a most magnificent colormisse3 in travelling throueh the south.
Savannah is one of the most interesting ed man, more than six feet in height, in
and handsomest of the Southern cities.
mulberry colored livery, who on the arThere are drives through rows of live rival of guests sounded the castanets
which
he carries in his hand and two
of
oaks, from which hang long pendants
gray Spanish moss, so low that they can, colored boys came rushing out and took
in places, be reached by the hand; de- our bags. We were assigned a room
lightful pines, and beautiful magnolia with everything to make us comfortThen we telephoned to the office
trees. But the part of the city which able.
to have our trunks sent up.
was most interesting to us was the old
Presently
residential section. The hotel, the De- there came a knock on the door and the
here
a
porter left trunk which did not belong
Soto, where we stayed, is located
and is elegant and homelike. On the to us; bo it was taken back, and after a
face of one of the huge fireplaces is cut long wait, during which no trunk apthis inscription: “Shall 1 not take mine peared, we were called to the office to
listen to an animated discussion between
ease in mine Inn.”
of the the porter of the hotel and the man to
"That describes the
Q

.4

number from this vicinity attended
held in Monroe on the afternoon and
evening of Dec. 1st, under the auspices of the
Rebekahs.
EAST

H. H. Ginn entertained the H. H. Club
Dec. 2d.
Mrs.

Mrs. J. M. Cummings visited relaBsngor recently for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Avery, who have been
on the sick list for some time, are
improving.
Harold and Buford Grant of Sandvpoiot are

The Kind You Have

a

day

in

Camden

Ernest Mahcney of Boston

was

in town

re-

cently.

THU

school in

a

H

The

At
It is

house.

After

days

of

Her bread
would take the
blue

r

ibb

o

n

at

any domestic
science exhibition, her cake is
a marvel of fine
and
lightness
her pastry —you
ought to taste id
All because William
Tel! is milled from
Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by our own
process. Goes farther too—both
economy and good eating
served by ordering
—

!

^

William'
Tell

Flour
FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS

a

living

COUCHES OF ALL KINDS

ANDIRONS, FIRE SITS AND SCREENS
LADIES DESKS, MIRRORS
Eveiything kept in

A house directly opposite attracted my
attention.
It set back from the street,
enclosed by a high fence, and there was
a brick walk that went up a lane of lilac
bushes to the house, which was three
stories high with great columns supporting the portico. The wide front door
had a look of hospitality, with a fan of
glass over it, and a huge brass knocker.
Beside the portico was a magnolia tree
and a little rustic bench. In the garden
back of the house was a smaller house
connected by a bridge with the second
story, which was the servants quarters.
As I was wishing for some one who
knew who could tell me something about
the house—it looked so interesting 1 felt
sure it had a history—an open barouch

well stocked

Rheumatism g

j

5
Sprains
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Street,

Just Received
The Latest

-

Belfast, Maine.

Whist
Dodge Brothers know exactly how
every part should be built—not in

Cards

theory, but from practical experience in manufacturing the vital
parts for more than half a million

Picket Cards
Two Packs for 25c

simple
They have reduced to
science the problem of using the
best materials and the best methods
money can buv, and still saving
a

7he long evenings

are

now

here and card playing is in

order, and

to meet the de-

mand we have
stock in all the

time and money at every step.
skilled specialists in large
and small economies,
who hold the quality of the car at
the highest possible level.

a

complete
styles.

new

are

production

A. A. Howes & Co
Groceries, Drugs and
Medicines.

statement of fact is
evidenced by the car itself.
a

TO THE PUBLiC
is 30 35 horsepower

I have installed an up-to-date grinding
plant and can now replace your broken
lenses while you do your shopping.

The price of the Touring Car or Roadster, complete
is $786 (f. o. h. Detroit)

If fitted by Dr. Adams a complete record of the condition of your eyes as well
as the glasses you wear are on file here
for reference.
In any case the broken lense will bring
an exact duplicate, simply bring or send
the pieces

C. B. NORTON & CO.

Yours

Tel. 307.

for quick and accurate service,

FRANK F.

GRAVES,

GPADU*T£ OPTOMETRIST,
Adams,

Rest Rood I Do Not Overlook
'M

I

THE FACT that

everything you
WITH LUNCHES

Soups,

Cake of all kinds and
Lunches to order.

special

People visiting Belfast during
Holiday season are cordially invited.
the

ill1 IIS
OPPOSITE PUBLIC LIBRARY.

KmtCUISUKE NOTICE.
11711 ERE AS, Charles B. Sampson of FreeVV
dom, in the Coun y of Waldo, and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the fifteenth day of May.A.D 1914,and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 304. Page 294
conveyed to one Bertha 11.Sampson,a certain lot
or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon,
situated in Thorndike in the County of Waldo
and State of Maine, bounded and described as
follows, iii wit: —Beginning at a slo--e !> ing on
the northeast line of the railroad where it intersects the west line of the town road running north by William Barlow’s house, running
north from this said stone on the west line of
said town road to a stake and stone five and
one-half rods; thence westerly six and onefourth rods to northeast line of said railroad;
thence southeasterly on said railroad line
seven and seven-eighths rods to place of be-

ginning, containing twenty rods, more or less;
being the same premises conveyed to Charles
B. Sampson by Thomas S. Keene, by his deed
of warranty da^ed April 13, 1903, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 267, Page 440.
Aiso one other certain lot or parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Freedom, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning at the middle of the road or
way leading by what is known as the upper
grist mill, at a point in line with the northwest
corner of the stand of buildings known as the
Edmund A. Fuller stand and Elm Tree; thence
by said tree and the corner of said buildings
on a course west twenty-seven degrees north
nine rods and six and one-half links; thence
west thirty-seven degrees north three rods
and eight links; thence north nineteen degrees
west four rods and nine links to corner of land
owned by Woodman McDonald and the
of lot now occupied by The Lake Houso
Hotel; thence west forty-two and one-half degrees south eleven rods and eleven and onehalf links; thence east thirty-two degrees
south sixteen rods and eighteen links to the
center of highway first mentioned; thence by
the center of said highway to the point of beginning and containing one acre, more or less.
Being the same premises conveyed to Charles
B. Sampson by Addie L. Fuller und Anna L.
Stephenson by their deed of warranty, dated
October 3. 1900, recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 261, Page 213.
And whereas, the said Bertha H. Sampson
by her assignments, dated the fifteenth day of
May, A. D. 1914, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 297, Page 110, assigned and
transferred and conveyed the said mortgage
deed, and the note, debt and claim thereby
secured, to one William B. Swan, and whereas,
said William b. Swan, by his assignment dated
the thirtieth day of November, A. D. 1915,
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 297, Page 112, assigned, transferred and
conveyed said mortgage deed and the note,
debt and claim thereby secured, to the undersigned, the City National Hank of Belfast, a
corporation duly organized under the laws of
the United Staus, and having its principal
place of business at said Belfast; and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now t herefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, the said City National Bank of Belfast claims a foreclosure of said
now

corner

mortgage.
Dated this thirtieth

furnish
need for your

we can

by C. W. Wescott, Cashier, duly authorized
3w48
D.

*

goods of every deFurnlgcrlptiou.
| ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
1
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop uie a

I

Fresh Stock of Figs,Dates, Confectionery,
Mixed Nuts and Table Raisins, Edam,
Pineapple, Cream Cheeses, Etc.
Give

us

your orders

postal card

™ -

ai

d you will receive

a

prompt

.'H

WALTER LOOMBb,
64 Main Street, Belfast.

Telephone 24»-3

Cord Wood Saws

early for Celery and Lettuce

H. L. WHITTEN & CO.

day of November, A. 1).

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF BELFAST.

IN THE GROCERY LINE

)

12»43

1915.

! Christmas Dinner

Coffee, Cocoa,
Salads, Sandwiches,

Of Hot Tea,

OUNTON,

ATTORNEY

October 25. 1915

Narrow

cars.

ROBERT f.

Savings Bank Building,

Cards

MOTOR CAR

Belfast.

Aiil CooDseMor at Law,

Congress
Playing

Successor to F. L.
I. O. O. F. Block.

AT THE

Furniture Store.

H. E. MCDONALD,

we

pictures.

a

75 IVIain

room

where there were tables for two or four,
with soft shaded lights, very comfortable for reading or cards, or where on?
could sit and rest and listen to a delightful orchestra. There are broad verandas
overlooking a park, and it was very entertaining for us to sit there and watch
those who passed through the park. One
colored woman has never been forgotten,
for her skirt was vivid green, her waist
was red, and a bright b:ue kerchief was
around her neck, and on her head she
bore, in the moBt majestic manner, a
huge bundle of clothes wrapped in a
white cloth. As for a color scheme, she
reminded me of one of the Randal! Parrish

vacuum

BEDS, S RINGS AND MATTRESSES
CINING, CENTER AND CARD T BLES

£1

sight-seeing

complete

GUNN’S SECTIONAL BOOK CASES

___MwunuuummmmmMmm

Belfast, Me•

a

A NICE LINE OF RCKERS

atmosphere

spent delightful evenings in

Greatly Reduced Frices.

complete brush carpet sweeper with
cleaner, and your wife will be delighted with it.
a

TP®®!

IgdgeErgthers

L TTLE

SWEEPER-VAC

man or woman

Sloan’s
Liniment

The motor

CITY.__

GET HER A WONDERFUL

that has rheumatism and fails
to keep and use Sloan’s Liniment is like a
drowning man
refusing a rope.”—A. J. Van
Dyke, Lakewood, N. J.

That this is

VO W K

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

H

testimonial unsolicited

"‘If I had my will it would
be advertised on every street

They

N»W

After the tree is trimmed, and the stockings
filled, and old Kris
Kringle is just about to come down the chimney, why not play Santa
Claus to your TIRED and DESERVING WIFE?

■

j
j

COMSAWY.

Mrs. Hartson Farrar of Belmont, is teaching
this district and boards with Mrs. L
3. Marriner.

Why those Pains? 5

^

CiWTAUW

Mrs. Mark Mendal of Northport spent a few
with her brether, Henry Ma-

visiting their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Harriman.

^

30 Years.

In Use For Over

Mrs. Arad Mahoney picked roses and buds
from her climbing rose bush, Nov, 20th.

days last week
honey.

corner.

Always Bought

recently.

tives

Here is

Children.

SEARSMONT.

Mrs. Albert Marriner spent

Mr.,and
in

|

a

the fair

week.]

began at Mt. Heagan Dec. 6th, Miss
Faustina Harding of this place, teacher.

drove up to the door drawn by a pair of
horses that had once been young and
spirited. On the box were two dignified
looking negroes, who were old,their hair
nearly white, and they wore livery of
blue with brass buttons. The door of
the house opened and a black mammy
with a white kerchief around her head
came out bringing several pillows which
she placed in the carriage. One of the
men got off the box, went into the house
and in a few minutes came out bringing
in his arms a tiny old lady. He put her
in the carriage, the mammy put the pillows around her, covered her tenderly
with a rug, seated herself opposite and
they drove away.
This seemed a picture oi life among
the wealthy before the war. Just imagine what that little old lady could tell
of the war between the north and south,
for the house next to hers, so we were
told, was occupied by Gen. Sherman during his stay in Savannah on his famous
march to the sea.

they

next

School

W. M. THAYER, JEWELER

In the streets cars the three rear seats
the car by a
are divided from the rest of
wire screen for the use of of colored peofor
ple, and they stan*i by their rights,
resent occupancy of these seats by

C. C. Clements was in Waterville, Dec. 1st,
attend a meeting of the directors of the
Farmers’ Union of Maine.

one

School began in this district Dec. 6th, Everett Gross of Prospect, teacher.

WE ENGRAVE ALL OUR ARTICLES
FREE OF CHARGE.

drawn,
over one
separate waiting rooms,
of which is painted “For Colored People.

strap, for that

and

The Kind Tou Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
"Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

to

Quite

Infants

for

Mrs. Ralph Arey of Thorndike was a recent
visitor at the home of her parents, Mr, and
Mrs. Marcus Littlefield.

PROSPECT FERRY.

Toilet Sets, Chafing Dishes, Umbrellas, Silver and Plated
Cut Glass, China and Fountain Pens.

were

a

JConclusion

o

old “Uncle Tom” and several
“Topsys," with their hair done up in
many curl papers.
We noticed how strictly the color line
for in the railroad station there
is

buy

week-end

Several from here attended a meeting of the
the W. C, T. U., at Mrs. W g. Twombly's in
Monroe, Dec. 3d.

tification.

of all n

description and Fobs.

an

to

was a

the home of his mother, Mrs. A. G.

L±rby.

strap was one of the means of iden-

[IJ

$3.50.

Virgil Linnell of Bangor
guest at

and^

}

from

Miss Maude Neally of Monroe was a reeent
guest for a few days of Mrs. R C. Neally.

we returned to ihe hotel one
afternoon,
the manager, who bad done everything
in his power to locate the trunk, told us
that as a result of much telegraphing
telephoning, it had been overtaken
in Colton, Kentucky, and it was then in
our room.
We were very thankful we
did not wake the old man way back in

[j

$2.00
Bracelets, Lockets and Pendants, Cuff Links, Chains

(Ware,
them

at

prices.

Our variety of CLOCKS exceed anything
you in the city and at right prices.
to

|J

to

*

AUTOMOBILE. STORAGE-ROOM FoiT_
car, dry and safe, always accessible. Low
>rice for winter. 45 High street. Tel. 315-3.
me

tf

Genuine Olonlangy, guaranteed, 30 inch,
$6.25, smaller sizes in proportion. Tilting
Send for catalog.
tabl.es, $14.50.
THORNDIKE MACHINE CO.
2m49
Portland, Maine.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending December 8,1915:
William H. Hall, Belfast, to William A. Mason, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Arvilla S. Webber. Belfast, to Herbert W.
Carr, Hinckley; land in Northport.
Edson Sherman, Islesboro, to Charles H.
Randiett, do; land in Islesboro.
Hattie P. Harvey, Frankfort, to Hannah
Malcolm, do; land in Frankfort.
Dallas C. Glidden, Frankfort, to Lizzie M

Parker, do; land in Frankfort,
Dallas

C.

Glidden,

Kingsbury, do;

"Butter-Kist” Pop Com is so crisp, fresh and pure,
it’s almost too good to share.
The very choicest, seasoned pop com,
popped just
right and the excess moisture dried out, then buttered
‘with pure creamery butter—untouched by hands.

“Butter-Kist”

Pop Com

"We simply put the raw corn in at the top
and the “Butter-Kist" Popper turns it out
sn big, snowy, tempting flakes, freshly salted
and buttered a delicious treat.

j

—

Come in and

it work!

see

li

\

[IV

I)
'J

a

bag

At

or carton

home to the kiddies

■■'■■■'

>»==

■

Mr. and

for
and sister.
Boston

—

damper movement throws the entire heat through the

special Magee Sheet Flues, and sends it around five sides
of the oven. This means a hotter oven and saves your fuel.
Magee glass oven doors make it possible to see the condition of your

roast or your

baking without stooping

or

opening the

oven

door.

Magee Ranges
equipped with gas ovens and gets
broilers, as well as open burners on top of the range.

r

are

iUVM IVVL/,

Chocolate Store.

Arey’s

fj

s~\

v-'INL

Monroe.
E. B. Lunt, Belfast, to Lillian M. Gray, do;
land ia iyiontVille.

,

p

Magee
Range” ^

Irving L. Perry, Belfast, to Charles W
Hamilton, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Simeon B. Rich, Winterport, to Roscoe L.
Clements, do; land in Winterport.
Frank H. Larrabee, Stocaton Springs, to
Bessie Larrabee, do; land and buildings in

«

Take

“It’s a Pleasure
to Bake with a

port.
Anna E. Butman, Searsport, to Amelia C.
Ford, do; land in Searsport.
Joseph C. Plourd, Monroe, to Andrew P.
Moore, Swanville; land in Monroe.
Chesley Matthews, Searsport, to Bertha J.
Kneeland, Brooklyn, N. Y.; land in Searsport.
Thomas Carew, Winterport, to Clara M.
Leonard, do; land and buildings in Winterport.

new, automatic machine that

a

Lewis

in Frank-

Hammett, Quincy, Mass., to Adelbert E.
Brown, Searsport; land and buildings in Sears-

popped
does nearly everything but make change.
in

to

buildings

fort.
Lizzie M. Parker, Frankfort, to Lewis Kingsbury, do; land and buildi gs in Frankiort,
Sarah A. Jordan, China, to John Northrop,
do; land and buildings in Palermo.
Fred C. Edwards, Boston, and Mrs. M. F.

“Divvy Up!”

is

Frankfort,

land and

Mrs. Marshall Rand have gone to
two weeks' visit with her mother

a

Maud Cooper entertained the whist
Friday afternoon. Mrs. Annie Durham got the prize.
Miss Margaret Watson is at home for a vaMrs.

—

club last

Dutch Brothers
i The Store ot Quality
and Fair Dealing
Native

cation of two weeks from
where she is

Mrs.
home.

FULL LINES

and

fanCy

Mrs.

=

n

Ac-

Last

OF

Leather Coats And

Tam O'Shanter Caps.

;

Sport Stockings.

Trimmings.

Sweater

Sets.

[Correspondence

New York, Dec. 6, 1915. Sicating is
evived and rivals dancing as a social

fversion, and skating parties, wnere the
few cut capers and the many look on,
the latest form of entertainment.
One of the lateBt smart affairs was an
held on the
afternoon skating party
are

artificial ice at the Hippodrome, where
only the guests exhibited their proficiency in the revived art, but some of
not

professionals

the best

were seen.

The

host and hostess themselves were qualified to rank with these and as stars in the
class which is

amateur

rapidly increasing

membership.
Sports At American
By all accounts Tuxedo and

its

Winter

resorts

are

Separate Skirts.
Naturally sport costumes bring special
demand for separate skirts, and
nothing

striking
plaids, stripes or colors
for Buch use, while every detail of
line,

patch

Journal.]

of The

Resorts.

other like
to rival the attraction of the

famous Swiss resorts now that the war
has cut these off. A mile long coast is

becomingness.

in

or

pouch

pockets,

buttons and

general man-tailored finishes,adds to the
desirability of these garments Jersey
cloth is a fashionable fabric, and comes

well

as

that is

as

increasingly

especially
pretty and suitable with suits built on
Hussar or Hungarian lines, and fur, is,
of course, the
type of shoe.

prettiest top finish

for this

Hosiery.
The very smartest things in silk
hosiery
are
very heavy and striped in three

With the vogue for outdoor sport there
naturally great demand for sport
clothes and accessories, and this field of-

and black, or black,
tie to mat,ch is de-

a

Verona Clarke.
~

—.

10c. and 15c.
ARE FOR

SALE

IN

CARLE &
Who

BELFAST

BY

JONES,

by special arrangement

have all the

patterns all the time.

W^NO WAITING

Elden

CENTER

MONTVILlE.

Rowell is in

Liberty

J. W. Wentworth sold
for $20.
A.

Gray

was a

at

George

Mc-

a

recent

veal calf

last week

guest of relatives

in OKI Town.

Ruth Hustus of Unity is at George A,
Choate’s.
Miss

E. Dyer of North Reading, Mass., is
at Walter Overlock's.
Mrs. E.

Mrs. Eliza G. Waterhouse is the guest of
her niece, Mrs. Leon Perry.

fers numerous opportunities for the
selection of useful and acceptable gifts.
Sweater Sets,
All the shops make enticing displays of
sweater sets, consisting of coat, hat and
scarf in Angora or brush finish, wool preferably. The scarfs alone in their picturesque bright colorings,or with matching hats, are most attractive and comfortable additions for out door use and
The gayest combinations of
sports.
colors are used, as well as a solid mass of
pure color in

blue, chicory,
pure white.

_

coral, Kelly
orange,

It’s all

a

green,

King’s

tans, grays and
matter of prefer-

digestion.
LIBERTY.
Hon. A. J. Skidmore
in

was a

The pupils of the Carter school will give an
entertainment at the Grange Hall Friday evening, December 17.

i

Wellington Chase

died Nov. 29th at
! his home in West Winterport. He was
Mrs. C. B. Knowlton visited her
daughter,
the
son
of
and
William
Mrs. George Dow, in Morrill last week.
Betsey (Littlefield) Chase and was born Aug. 17, 1837,
Waldo Hoit and Claud Knowlton, students at
in the old home at White’s Corner.
He
the M. C. I., Pittsfield, spent the
Thanksgiving went to California in his youth and spent
recess at their homes here.
several years there and in other States
Mr. and Mrs, Lester EL Shiblee of Brooks in the far west. He enlisted in the Civil
war and served 18 months.
After his
spent several days in town Thanksgiving week,
discharge he returned to his native town
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd.
(Winterport) and later married. His
Mrs. E. G. Norton left last week for an ex- first wife was Lmily Philbrook, who
i tended visit in Melrose
Highlands, Mass. She died many years ago. T wo daughters
from this union survive him—Mrs. Etta
will stop on her way for a few days in AuFowler of Sioux City, Iowa, and Mrs.
gusta, where she will visit her sic ter, Mrs.
Lizzie McGregor of Bangor. In 1886 he
Charles H. White, on Bangor street.
married Augusta Colson of Sandypoint,
Mr. Donald
Matheson, principal of Liberty who died in 1895, leaving the three chilHigh school, returned Saturday from a week’s dren—Carrie, who is the wife of Roscoe
vacation spent in the big woods in the Northern Ellingwood of Belfast, Mildred, the wife
of Charles Ellingwood of West Winterpart of Maine. He was accompanied on the trip
port, and Harold, who has enployment
by Mr. Clyde Wilkins, a college chum, who was
in Augusta. A grandson, Russell Colson
the lucky member of the party,bringing home
of Newburg, also survives. In 1897, Mr.
two fine bucks.
Chase married Elsie Carter of Waldoboro, who survives him. Nearly all his
life was passed in White’s Corner, but in
March, 1912, his buildings were burned
and he bought a home in West Winterport, where he had since resided. Mr.
| Chase
was honest in his business dealings
For Infants and Children
and had a sympathetic disposition and
was ready to contribute to the
needy or
In Use For
unfortunate or help those in illness or
Always bears
trouble.
He was a member of Northern
the
Light Grange, No. 6, of White’s CorSignature of
ner, and was mustered into E. M. Billings Post, G. A. R., of Monroe in 1884.
The funeral was held Wednesday afterTROY.
noon, Dec. 1st. Rev. Charles Lake of
Newburg officiated and F. W. Haley of
Harry Cunningham a id family have moved Winterport had charge of the arrangements. The bearers were his three sonsfrom freedom to the home of his
parents in

CASTOR IA

Mrs. Charlotte B. Cushman and little daughMargaret are in Bethel, guests of' her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Arno.
We had our first snowfall Sunday night.
Merrill Gordon and son George began hauling
their fire wood Monday morning on sleds.
ter

Isaac Paul received orders for barrel and
lime cask deads and has been working in his
mill the past two weeks turning out heads.
Union Harvest Grange elected officers last
Saturday evening. The grange voted to have
childrens night and Christmas tree on Saturday evening, Dec. 26th. One member is to be
reinstated next Saturday evening.

Froy.
The Good Will Club met Dec. 2d with
Mrs>
Stephen Barker and the Sunshine Society Dec.
9th with Mtb. Lizzie Smith.

Harry Rollins, a highly esteemed resident of
Froy, passed away Dec. 4th at the hospital in

Bangor, where he went a few weeks ago for
treatment. His age was 77 years
One son,
Frank Rollins of Troy, and two

J

in-law, James McGregor, Roscoe Ellingwood and Charles Ellingwood. and his

nephew, Albert C. Edmonds. The interment was in Pilgrim’s Home
cemetery.
A.

B. C.

FOR RHEUMATISH
As

soon as an

attack of

Rheumatism begins

apply Sloan’s Liniment. Don’t

waste time and

suffer unnecessary sgony. A few drops of
daughters,Miss
trained nurse, and Mrs. Bert Slotfo’s Liniment on the affected parts is all
Gordon of Belfast, survive. Miss Annie
you need. The pain goes at once.
was
A grateful sufferer writes:—“I was Buffering
with her father in his last
illness, The refor three weeks with Chronic Rheumatism and
mains were brought to his late home in
Troy
Monday, where services were held Tuesday, Stiff Neck, although I tried many medicines,
they failed. Fortunately I heard of Sloan’s
rhe interment was in Dixmont.
Liniment and after using it three or four days
The Sunday school at Cook’s Corner held a
am up and well.
I am employed at the biggest
successful entertainment at the schoolhouse
department store in S. F., where they
Friday evening, Dec. 3d, for the benefit of the from six to eight hundred hands, andemploy
they
Sunday school and Home Department The surely will hear all about Sloan’s Liniment._

Rollins,

a

program opened with prayer by Rev. William
Snow, followed by a song, “I’ll be a Sunbeam,"
by several young girls, a duet by Mr. Everett
Davis and Mrs. Sawyer, two
pantomines, and
recitations by Arthur Roundy and Erma
Davis,
•fter which a box sociable was enjoyed.

& Transient Stable

Washington street just off Fain street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
on

W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

REAL

FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORIA

FROM

BULFASTj

Belfast depart.

Investigated

Citypoint.
Waldo.
Brooks

Knox.
Thorndike.
Unity.
Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive....

Summer Homes and

Kents,

Bangor.

Clinton.
Benton.

Belfast, Me.

Pythian Block, \

Waterville.
Portland.
Boston, p ro......

Quarries,

j
!

TO

Factory

L-

j

35
47
59
05
13
*1 23
,1 35
3 00

20

25

35
47
59
05
13
23
^3 35
5 05
,5 11
5 20
5 25
[8 25

—

3 29
5 50

BELFAST;
Oil

AM

3 00
7 00

AM
8 50
PM

12 25

AM

Waterville.
Bangor

7 16

10 02

7 00
Benloo.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. *8 45

for Summer Hotels

Camps

Unity.
T‘orndike.

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE|

Knox

Brooks.
Waldo

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
in

PM

2
t2
12
2
t2
3
3
+3

112
12
12
1
1

I
I Portland. 12 00

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites ;

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change ir location for a new start

PM

12 20

*12 25

Riston. 10 00

_

Locations

and

7 05
t7 10
17 20
7 32
i7 44
7 50
7 58
1808
8 20
11 45
8 39J
8 48
8 54
11 50
3 20

Citypoint.

8 54
y *12
19 10
9 25
19 35
,945
9 50

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston
$5.25 from Belfast.

1

life.

10 08
10 17
10 30
no 40
1055
1] 05
tills
11 35
til 45
115.,
12 01
are now

H D WALDRON,
General Passenger
G. C. DOUGLASS.

Undeveloped Water Powers

General

Manager.

3
1
3
3
3
4

15
50
24
34
50
fO

499
4
4
4
14

17
25
40
50

,500
5 05
sold at

Agent.

Portland Maine.

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

j

Communications regarding
are

invited and will receive

locations
attentions

when addressed to any agent? of
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

the

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

A soluble

Antiseptic Powder

be dissolved in

water

as

to

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

needed.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douchei
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinfcham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority
Women who have been cured say
it is '“worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail
The Paxton Toilet Co.. Boston, Mass

For Sale

I

OFFICE

.informed of the World’s Progress in
JpraP
Z. Engineering, Mechanics and Invention. For

rather and Son and All the Family. It appeals
all classes—Old. and Young- Men and Women.
Jt is the Favorite Magazine in thousands of
homes throughout tho world.
Our Foreign
Correspondents are constantly on the watch
for things new and interesting uni it is

to

Written So You Can Understand it

|
AT

To let in

Odd Fellows block.
Inquire of
RALPH H. HOWES.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice;
a

In all

Courts.!

Probate

practice
2tf

specialty.

DR. f. C. LIBBY,
DENTIST,
37 Main Street,

Belfast, M.e

WANTED-TO BRING OR MAIL

their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. Single edge, such as
Gems, 25e. Gillettes, 36c; Durham Duplex,
60c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman, 72 Main street,
B elfset, Me.
tf

I

A1AGAZINB
300 ARTICLES 300 ILLUSTRATIONS

1

MEN

Children Cry

ESTATE

Cottages, Farms,

REDUCED FARES IN EFFECT-$3.00 TO
NEW YORK.
REDUCED STATEROOM PRICES,
Leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.00 p. m.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of ail antiseptics Is

after Sept. 26. 1915. traina connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville wi'h
through traina
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Roston, will run as follows:

Deeds Executed

STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND AND NORTH
STAR.

SPECIAL TOWOMEN

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
On and

AM

Titles

Tl

MAINE CEN1R4E RAILROAD

Notary Public,

MAINE STEAMSHIP I INF

business visitor

Augusta recently,

Annie

Is situated

»

Over 36 Years

TO SEND.

Lain's.

C.

A STANDARD FAMILY REMEDY

used is

Livery, Boarding

Eastern Steamship Lines.

For over forty years it
has been used as A TONIC
AND
STOMACH REMEDY. Peruna aids the appetite and gives new life, to

in cornered
circular are pretty and
popular, and hats of kid rival kid coats
and leather trimmings in smart
sport
get-ups. The high wrinkled top boot

shape

is

McCall Design

M

Headwear.
o’Shanter crowns,

nearly completed at the famous Jersey
colors, blue, purple
Club, and skeeing with Swiss Guides and
green and blue, and
skating will soon be in full swing there. sirable.

■v

cancer, aged 6J
the widow of the late Calel
a

PERUNA

especially

good, and tweeds of all sorts as well as
Coverts and whip cords are all well liked.
am

with

She was
Knowlton and was a hard working industrioui
woman, a kind-hearted neighbor, and hat
many friends. She leaves three children,wht
will miss a mother who was ever thoughtful o:
their comfort. The funeral service was conducted by Rev. Mr. Crocker and there werx
many floral offerings from friends and children. M. E Haley was the undertaker.

in numerous mixtures, as well as in
plain
tints.
Ribbed
velvets are

1

a reception was belt
hall for the new pastor, Mr

suffering

PRESTON’S

iORRIN J.OICKEY,

Hannah Knowlton died last week afte;

years.

is too

but hei

know that she it

Crocker, and family,and a very pleasant even
iug was passed. Cake and coffee were servex
at 8, and Miss S. A. Mansur in behalf of tin
people of the church presented Mr. and Mrs
Crocker with a pretty comforter. A program
consisting of music and recitations, followed
Mrs.

and

tonsilitis,

Thursday evening

in Odd Fellows

BROS.,
ence

of

severe case

FRYING FOR HELP

0. Snow, one of the oldest ana
best known residents of Winterport,
died Dec. 7th at his home in that town, Lots of it in Belfast But Daily Growing
Less.
aged 86 years. He was born in Winterport, the son of Edward and Mary
The kidnevs often cry for help.
a
and
was
resiTwin ng Snow,
life-long
Not another organ in the whole body more
dent of the town. He is survived J)y
two sons and two daughters, Mrs. Geo. delicately constructed;
Not one more important to health,
A. Cole of Winterport, Mrs. James
The kidneys are the filters of the blood.
Kneass of Philadelphia, W. B. Snow and
F. L. Snow of Boston. Until three
When they fail the blood becomes foul and
years ago he was engaged in the meat poisonous.
business in Winterport and Frankfort,
There can be no health where there is poisconducting a market and delivery team. oned blood.
The deceased was a veteran of the Civil
Backach. is one of the frequent indications
w. r,
having served in the 20th Maine
regiment, and was a member of Sunrise of kidney trouble.
It is often the kidneys’ cry for help. Heed it.
Grange of Winterport, in which he had
held many offices, and was an attendRead what Doan’s Kidney Pills have done
a
He
was
ant of the Methodist church.
for overworked kidneys.
man
who possessed many friends and
g |Read what Doan’s have done for Belfast
his death will be a loss to the commupeople.
nitv.
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, S6 Waldo avenue; BelHarry W. Stearns died, Dec. 5th at his fast, says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are a fine kidhome in Rockport after five days illness ney medicine. They have been used in my
with pneumonia, aged 41 years. He was family for a number of years and I and others
born in France and was the son of the have had
great benefit from them I willinglate Joseph B. and Amanda E. Stearns of ly recommend this medicine to other kidney
Camden. His father was the inventor of sufferers.”
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
the duplex Bystem of telegraphy. For
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
about four years the deceased had been a
—the same that Mrs. Wallace had. Fosterresident of Rockport. He was a man of
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
marked genius and was an expert machinist and electrician. He was generous and kind-hearted
in the extreme,
quietly aiding the needy and unfortunate
whenever the opportunity presented. He
ALL THE WAY BY WATER
waB a member of the Baskahegan Lodge,
F. & A. M., of Danforth,Keystone ChapFALL SCHEDULE.
ter, Camden, King Hiram Council, Rockland, Mount Battie Lodge I. 0. 0. F.,and
'
BANGOR LINE
Megunticook Encampment, Camden, and
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and CamJudith Rebekah Lodge of Danforth, and
den.
was also a member of the Knights of
Leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, ThursPythias, Camden, and of Canton Lafa- days
and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., for Camden,
yette, Rockland. He is survived by a Rockland and
Boston. Leave Belfast Tuesdays,
wife and two sons by a former marriage,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7.30 a.
and
10
and
6
Raymond
Arthur, aged
m., for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
years. He also leaves one brother, Ed- Bangor.
ward S. Stearns of Thomaston. Funeral
Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston,Monservices were held at the late residence days. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00
m.
Leave Bangor, Mondays, Wednesdays
p
on Dec.
8th, Rev. Charles L. Stevens,
pastor of the Congregational church in Thursdays and Saturdays at 11 a. m. for BosCamden, officiating. The interment will ton and intermedia £ landings.
be at Forest Hills cemetery, Boston.

Pattee’s daughter Izzie has been very
a

DEATHS.

Henry

a
large
U. Dec. 3d at hex
The next meeting will be with Mrs

weeks of

cessories.

RECENT

third Sunday in December will be ob
as Peace Sunday and the services a
j the church will be under the auspices of tin
; W. C. T. U. Our local pastor will speak.

--

Skating Togs And Sport

A

The

51 Main Street.
r=

and

served

Staple Groceries and Canned Goods

102.

Telephone

socially
present

T.

many friends will be glad to
able to be about again.

and celery,

DUTCH

was

Twombly entertained

of the W. C

sick with

ORANGES, BANANAS, GRAPES, NUTS, ETC.
choice POP corn

success,

Larby.

Native Fresh Pork,
Fresh, Smoked and Pickled Fish.
•

Evie

gathering

Ducks and Chickens.

|

was a

A

good crowd
free dance followed the sale.

Turkeys, Geese,

CHRISTMAS CANDIES,

Rebekah fair

The

financially.

Aroostook county,

teaching school.

THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

$39(00
-at-

I

The. Shop

Notes. Department (10 l'ages) contains
metical Hints for Shop Work and easy
ways for the
to do things around the Homo,
Amateur Mechanics (17 l’ages) for the Povs ami
<-»irl8 who like to make things, tel Is how to make Wiroless and Telegraph Outfits.
Fngines, Poats, Suowshoos.Jewelry, lined Furniture, etc. Contains instructions fortho Mechanic, Camper and Sportsman.
$1.50 PER YEAR
§
SINGLE COPIES. ISc
Order from your newsdealer or direct from the publisher,
Sample copy will bo sent on request.
1

layman,

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
6 No.

JACKSON & HALL’S

Michigan

Avenue. CHICAGO

4w48

Farm for Sale
t> IGGEST BARGAIN IN MAINE. OpporA-*
tunity knocks only once; your great
chance for prosperity and satisfaction is to
BUY NOW the beautiful home known as the
R obbins* Frank Berry-Heagan farm.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
F. E. ELKINS, 131 Eureka Street,
35tf
San Francisco, California.

For Sale
a

Sand and (travel delivered at
reasonable price.
CHAS. M. HILL,

Tel 306

Searsport Ave.
”

TRUCKING

NOTICE.

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking,
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Leave orders at the staoie corner of Main
and Cross streets,

prompt attention.

and

they will receive
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Guaranteed York in Chiropody, Manicurng

and

Sharrjoolrg.

Also

Keclil Work,

Full line of all kinds of Fair Work at ny

parlsrs
32tf

over

Sh.iro’s Store. Phmnix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

F, K. Sawyer, Dr and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild,Mr.
and Mrs. O. C. Atwood, Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
Whitcomb,Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colson,Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Mr. and Mrs. Edson
Fletcher. Misses Harriet Erskine, Mildred
Shute, Harriet Routes tone, Florence Colcord,
Winnifred Doyle, Orilla Whitcomb. Charles
Green, Charles Havener, Maurice Doliver.
Notes. The
Congregational Church
Silver Tea held in the vestry on Saturday
was a
hostess
Mies
Orilla
Carlon,
afternoon,
delightfully social affair Over forty ladies
braved the cold and strong * ind, spending two
pleasant hours chat ting and listening to
the pleasing musical program furnished by
Mrs. Summer C Pattee, violinist and Miss
Harriet N. Roulstone.pianist. Tea and goodies
were dispensed from two attractive tables,Miss
Lillian G. Runnells and Miss Harriette M.
Erskine, presiding at one; Mrs. James 11. Dun*
can
Miss Ethelind B. Havener at the other.
Mrs. Leroy Palmer and the Misses Annie
Whittier, Bernice McCaslin, Eleanor Closson
and Evelyn Young served The third Guild lea

SEARSPORT.
J. P. Walker of Bangor
week on business.

was

in town last

The schools in town will close .Friday for
winter vacation.

the

W. B. Twombly of ,Monroe
Monday on business.
J.
visit

in

was

j

town

L. Hamilton returned last week from
with relatives in Boston and vicinity.

a

Barge Khan arrived Dec. 11th from Perth
Amboy with 1,600 of coal to the P. C. .& W.
Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gray of
tended the funeral of Mrs. C. H.
6th.
|

Belfast atGilkey Dec.

huntTony Croce returned Monday from
ing trip in the vicinity of Patten bringing two
deer.
a

Carl Nickerson won the school contest for
for a five dollar gold piece, having 20,708
votes.

W. Co.

Steamer Georgian, CapL C. M Nichols, arrived at Delaware Breakwater Dec. 12th from
Hilo, H. T.
Meteor, Capt. Buranger, arrived
Saturday from Newport Newa with 3,700 tons
of coal to the P. C. c W. Co. |
Steamer

Mias Iona M. Nichols, who ia teaching
school in Derby, Me., arrived home Saturday
and is visiting her mother, Mrs. C. M. Nichols,
on W a ter street.

iiuju.i)
•on of

»«•*

uccii

uiauc

iui

v. nun.

r.

logical Seminary.

funeral
Belfast

port

get

to

1849. Parties
in touch with him,if

M.

is

He

now

orown,

living.

solicitor for

two

a

in-

Jack Croce killed a 35 pound red ft x in the
Got se river region briday.
The animal was
crossing a field not knowing that anybody was
to disturb him until Jack put the buckshot into him.

The first snowstorm of the winter came
About one half inch fell and
the weather since has been cold with northerly winds. Sunday was very fine, worm sun
and light wind.
^

The Current Events Club has postponed its
meetings until Jan. 5th, when it will be entertained by Mrs. Alice May Hichborn, East
Main street; topic, not yet determined.

The burning of the large cooper shop and
of machinery in Rockland last week has
given employment to a number of coopers in
Some ten in number went Monday on
town.

jfc Frank V. Davis, School street, is spending
the holidays with his daughter Faustina and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Lee D. Wentworth,
Portland, having left home previous to Thanks-

loss

■

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church will
hold a sale of fancy articles, aprons, food and
candy at the vestry this, Thursday, afternoon,
Dec. 16th.
Entertainment in the evening,
consisting of music, illustrated pantomime
and the farce, “After the Honeymoon.” Admission, 15 cents.

LADIES SEWING BASKETS
RATTING AMD CEDAR CHESTS
SEWING MACHINES

RECORD CABINETS
DINNER SETS
OIL AND COAL HEATERS
BOOK RACKS AND BOOK CASES

|

in

winter
past few

Dr. G. A. Stevens and Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
C. Treat, Church street, went to Belfast Mon
to place the batteries ot their automobiles

Are You

Mrs. Ermie Marsh and chiidren,
street, the Italian famliy who
in town the past year and a
half, accompar icd by his sister-in-law, Miss
took
Rina Gaizurelli,
Monday’s boat for Bos
ton to settle somewhere in an Italian com-

j
j
j
■

|

It you suffer with pains in your back and
sides or have any signs of kidney or bladder
trouble such as rheumatic pains, puffy swellings under the eyes or in the feet and ankles,
if you are nervous, tired and run-down, or
bothered with urinary disorders, Solvax will
quickly and surely relieve you of your misery.
Solvex is the most potent remedy yet devised
for ridding the system of uric acid and driving
out all the poisonous impurities which cause
It neutralizes, dissolves and
such troubles.
makes the kidneys sift out all the uric acid and !
poisotis left y the blood, and renders the kidneys and urinary organs clean, vigorous and

|
j
! healthy.

j

|

i
A. H. Howes & Co., the popular diuggists
say that no medicine ought to be paid for unj less it does the user some good. They there;1 fore sell Solv >x unaer a positive guarantee to
quickly relieve the worst cases of kidney
! trouble or refund the money. Try Solvax to-

|

I day

j
j
1

and if you cannot

see

and feel

a

decided

change for the better just go to A. A. Howes
& c,o. and tell them you want your money
back and they w’ll return it without question.
This is the strongest argument that can be
offered in behalf of any medicine.

been

|

11
Jg\

Df&L

S.

n

ioi=51[o1ict:—

Prepared

mr

for Fire?

|

Fjro or a
Pyrene Fire Extinguisher

Is what
letting

we

us

would call to you attention.

Don't put of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carleton of YVinterpori
Russ were uinnt-r guests Sunuay of
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Morton L.
Carleton, at the Titcomb house, Sylvan street.
Tne son remained over night, returning Mon- ;
day morning with his brothtr, who drove to
YY interport with a load of clams for sale.
The Pop Corn social held at the home of
Mrs, John Hall, Railroad avenue, on tne even- j
mg of Dec. 8th, owing to the inclemency pf j
ar u son

their

weather—our first

snow

storm—was

not

largely attended, but those present found the
occasion very enjoyable and a sm^ll sum was
Watch for the next social.

Mrs, Rufus Harriman, who holds the posi- I
tion of

housekeeper

for Mr. Fred W. Pote of

Belfast, after opening her house on Sandypoint Road for a fortnight, left last hriday lor
Old Town to visit her daughter aud husband, >
Mr. and Mrs. George Daley, after which she
will return to Belfast. During her stay in the
old home her son, Joseph G. Harriman, arrived !
from Halifax to spend a night with his mother, !
leaving Friday for Sunshine to visit his wife {
and iamily, preparatory to leaving for Wasn- i
ington, D. C ai d going thence to Jamaica to
join the yacht upon which he is employed.

o'

With the near approach ot Christmas, our
citizens (particularly the female contingent)
are busily searching for Santa Claus articles;
and the fine display of Christmas goods, ornamental, useful and instructive, shown by our
merchants indicates a home opportunity for
supplying all such wants. Have you seen the
latest bargains presented by Trundy at The
Fad, hiB tasteful decorations, etc? Books are
among his specialties. Ellis’ 10 cent store is
showing a good quality of things in that line
dishes, tinware and novelties for the house
and Christmas stockings, with its attractive
decorations in evergreen. The Lambert store
is tastefully decorated for the holidays in red
and green, carrying a good line of novelties
for the season’s trade. Don’t overlook the
Christmas cards, booklets, calendars and stationery and confectionery for sale by Wardwell. And the stock in each line, presented by
Goodhue & Co., M. R. La Fur ley, Ames’ Grocery Co., B. B. Sanborn and P. D, HopperVictor Talking Machines, Phonographs, silverware, ornamental china, skates and sleds, at
the first named, with choice groceries, tempting confectionery and delicious fruit at the
other places, assure one of the opportunity to
etjoy a really Merrie Christmas, in any of our
Stockton homes, without going beyond its
bounds for the necessary articles for the happy
holiday. Patronize home industries—“live
and let live.”
—

Sr

Life and

Property Savers.

iH

K

They represent

H

flj

We want to tell the story to you.

Iff
0
*

insurance at our cost $7.00 and $8.00.
We know its truth.

READ GARAGE & HAGEIM GO.
70 High street,

Belfast.

CARLE & JONES
Send
To

Christmas

[j

O

II

1
[]

Chapin Withdraws,

Greetings

Everybody and Offer Christmas Suggestions.

Are you looking for Gifts both Practical and
Useful, WE HAVE THEM.

Hon. Arthur ChapBangor, Dec. 12.
Bangor, announces nis withdrawal as a
the
for
candidate
Republican nomination for
“not willing to
Governor, stating that he is
make the long, hard personal contest that
in of

seems

necessary to be

If You Have Catarrh
Read This

CARLE & JONES.
Red Cross seals for Sale Here.

Hyomei

Four

Watch Results.

Dress

Very Truly Yours,

in the pri-

Burnham

was

in town

|

■

Carter
In Surry, November 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Carter, a daughter.
Conner. In Castine, November 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Merle H. Conner, a son.
Coombs
In Vinalhaven, December 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Emil Coombs, a daughter
Patterson. In Castine, December 3. to Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew J. Patterson, a daughter.
PlNEO. In San Paulo, Brazil. S. A December 11, to Mr and Mrs Charles Chipman Pineo,

\

minut

8

o'clock in the

forenoon, the

Times

a

Day

rapid

and

insPect the stock of HIGH GRADE
have selected for the

Holiday Season
new

patterns in Watches, Clocks, Cut
Glass
and Silver Plate, Fine Leather

__an<*

PRICES THE

I,

Goods.

Jewelry

of all kinds.

VERYToWEST

We shall be pleased

to show you.

CHASE &

*

-in

|

nn

j

I

I

DOAK.
i

■1r)--|.

Something

For

Ail

GLASSWARE
CHINA

CANDY
RIBBON

NECKWEAR
NOVELTIES
TOILET ARTICLES
EOS I CARDS AND
BOOKLETS, ETC.
■ALSO LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF
USEFUL THINGS.

L. J.

POTTLE’S

Successor to H. Davis’

5, 10 AND 25 CENT STORE,

Church Street,

Hay ford Block,

Belfast, Maine.

time when

■

j

Kodak!
jAXhristmas
I
I
|

WiH
Make

I

Somebody
Happy

!|

We have a complete line
of Kodaks at prices to fit
any purse. |Come and see
them or send for catalog.

I

I

|

Chase

&

...

PRIMROSE STREET

f

i oak.

Charles F. Hill, lot marked “Hill” on plan.
Giaubatista Marsano, lot marked “Marsano” on plan
Charles A. Ludwick, 2 lots marked “Ludwick” on plan.
.-

I

25 00
25 tK»
55 00

HIGH STREET
125 IX
marked McLellan School and City Lot” on plan.
Sarah L. Hubbard, lot marked ‘Hubbard” on plan. 25 00

I

City of Belfast,

lot

..

35 00
Sarah J. Neally, lot marked “Neally” on plan.
55 IR
Clarence M. Knowlton, 2 lots marked “Knowlton” on plan.
Calvin J. Richardson, lot marked “Richardson” on plan. 25
55
00
Charles W. Frederick, 2 lots marked “Frederick” on plan...
Dated at Belfast, this thirteenth day of December A. D. 1915.
CHARLES R. COOMBS,
C. W. WESCOTT,
RALPH 1 MORSE.
B, L. DAVIS.
Officers
of the city of Belfast.
Municipal

I

1

|

|
|

IN

BOARD

OF

City of Belfast, December
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS

13, 1915.

Upon the foregoing assessment it is hereby ordered that a hearing be had on Thursday
it
January 20th, 1916, ,.t 7 o’clock p. m. at the Aldermen’s room in said City, and that the t
Clerk give notice to each person interested, as required by Section 5, Chapter 21 of the K<
vised Statuses
CHARLES R. COOMBS,
C. W. WESCOTT.

*

RALPH I. MORSE,
DAVIS.
o' the City of Belfast.
Municipal
A true copy of the assessment and of the order of the Municipal officers thereon.
CARLE TON DOAK, City Clerk
Attest:
B. L.
Officers

and

Gives Prompt Relief.

The pleasantest, most convenient and most
scientific method for the treatment of catarrh
is Hyomei. Simply put a few drops of Hyomei
in the inhaler that comes with every complete
package and then breathe its air for a few
minutes, four times a day.
It seems remarkable that so simple a way of
treating catarrh will effect such quick relief,
but the most important discoveries of science
By breathing
have always been the simplest.
Hyomei in this way every particle of air that
enters the air passages of the throat and head
and goes into the lungs is charged with a healing balsam that kills the germs and bacilli of
catarrh and soothes and allays all irritation.
The first day’s use of Hyomei will show an
improvement and in a short time there should
Its action
be no further trouble from catarrh
is

we

j

the same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit:—a certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, situate in Monroe,
a son.
County of Waldo and State aforesaid, and I
In Belfast, December 10, to Rev.
Sellers
aounded and described as follows: Beginning
WHEREAS, The city of Belfast in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, ha
and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers, a daughter, Milat Monroe Center, at the forks of the roads,
structed and completed a common sewer in said
City, the location f which is as t ;
dred Estelle.
>ne leading across the bridge, and the other by
to wit:—Commencing at a man hole on
Bridge Street at the junction ;f Bridge an ! \
Snow. In Rockland, December 12, to Mr.
Samuel Jellison’s house, and on the southerly Streets; thence
in
North
Street to a man hole at the Junction of North and H
westerly
and Mrs John I Snow, a daughter, Adelaide.
? de of said road; thence by land occupied in
thence westerly across the
City or Mci*ellan School lot, so called, to a mai
; \\tBB Ir Ctrttr Moiivilie, December 3( 190? by Mrs Ryder, in a southwesterly course Waldo Avenue at the southwesterly corner of tne City lot; thence
southerly on Waldo Avenu
to Mr and Mrs. Jerry VWbb, a son.
about forty rods to a stake and stones; tnence
77
to a man hole on the corner of John
Street and Waldo Avenue, thence southerly
Wa. i
Wright
In Belfast. December 11. to Mr
southeasterly about ten rods to a stake and Avenue to a man hole on the corner f Primi
and
aldo
Avenue, th<
and Mrs. John Earl Wrignt, a son—Claude
to a point opposite the
stones; thence westerly about twenty rods tc
corner of lot of Charles A
also a branch
northwesterly
Ludwick;
the Emery Mill Stream; thence up said stream
Sumner.
said sewer as follows;
Commencing at a m in hole at the westerly junction of North and H p
about fifty rods to the Monroe Center b iilge;
Streets; thence southerly to a man hole at tne corner of John and high Streets; r. ence s ur:
thence northeasterly about eight rods to the erly to a point opposite the
MARRIED.
northwesterly corner of lot of Charles W Frederick, a pro:;,
[ire* mentioned bound; sut ject to any right ol
description of which common sewer made by A. I) Hayes, Civil Engineer in char:rj f tne
waj over said premises that may now exist, as construction of sa.d st-wer, is filed herewith; and whereas the
Carpenter Witham. In Bucksport, Decemexpense of constructing am
reserved in deed fiom Edward W. Gilmore tc completing said common sewer amounts to two thousand two hundred
Ai
ber 4, by Rev. Henry W. Webb, Raymond D. j
dollars, ($2,200)
Arthur J. Smith, dated February 28, 19> 7, and j whereas certain lots and
of
land
have
been
hem-fitted
said
common sewer.
parcels
and
Miss
Maud
Beatrice
by
Whitham, recorded in Waldo
Carpenter
County Registry ol Deeds,
Now. therefore, we, the undersigned. Municipal Officers of said City of Belfast, do doboth of Bucksport.
Book 287, Page 27.
termiue that the several lots and
parcels of land described in the following schedule are berieHaskell-Bucklin. In Morrill, December
.Also another certain lot or parcel of land
fitted by said common sewer to the amount set
opposite each lot or parcel of land and do here
1, by Rev. Nathan Hunt, Frank P. Haskell and
lituat* d in said Monroe and hounded and des- by estimate and assess
upon such lots and parcels of land and against tne owner thereof ui
Miss Amy C, Bucklin, both of Knox 7,
at the southeast
:ribeu as follows:
m possession, or
Beginning
person
whom
the
taxes
are assessed, the sum set opposite his natrm
against
Stanley-Hakriman.
In Stonington, De:orrer of the mill lot, so called, formerly ownthe following schedule towards
cember 4, by Rev. John E. Blake, Alfred Standefraying the expenses of constructing and completing su<
'd l>y Edward W. Gilmore; thence southerly
common sewer, to wit—
ley of Rockianu and Miss Kathleen Harriman
ibout five rods to the southwest corner of the
of Stonington.
NORTH STREET
Albert Ryder lot to a cedar post; thence westerly about five rods by a spotted tree to the Altana E. Dutch and Walter B. Dutch, 2 lots, marked "Dutch on plan....$ 50 <•
about
said
Btream
DIED.
itream; thence northerly by
Horace B. Smalley, lot marked "Smalley” on plan. 25
I
our rods to the mill lot before mentioned;
Violet A. Curtis, lot marked "Curtis” on
plan.. 25 iv
said mill lot to the place of Charles E.
hence
easterly
by
Philbrook, lot marked "t’hilbrook” on plan..
Burgess. In Hammonton, N. J., December
15 (H
leginniner; containing one eighth of an acre Waldo County General Hospital, lot marked
of
56
50 0;
Frank
Belfast,
3,
Burgess, formerly
aged
"Hospital” on plan
1 nore or less.
Ida F. Cilley, lot marked "Cilley” on
01
25
plan
7777
years and 8 months.
AIbo a mill privilege on the west side of said Horace A.
Grant, lot market "Grant” on plan.. 25 0<
Crockett. In Winterport, Dtcember 12,
tream, said lot running up to the main road, Jesse E. Staples, lot marked “Staples” on plan.
(U
35
Susan Crockett, widow oi Jacob Crockett.
neaning and intending to convey all of the
In Manchester, Mass., DecernCOOMBS.
Waldo avenue
and interest which Oliver Whitcomh
itle,
right,
Belof
East
her 8, James Coombs, formerly
iad in the above described property.
Rprf I. riunia 9 l«t-o
___i_
fast, aged 81 years.
W. L. GRAY,
Hiram Michaels, lot marked “Michaels” on
Hodgdon. In Hampden Highlands, Decem25 t
plan.
3w50
Deputy Sheriff,
Thomas Robinson, lot marked “Robinson” on plan.
ber 8, Capt. Mathew S. Hodgdon, aged 58
25 ('»'
John Parker,'lot marked “Parker” on plan.
25 (X
Chester L. Pooler, lot marked “Pooler” on plan. 25 (X
Fred A. Tibbetts, lot marked “Tibbetts” on
plan. 25 l11
Bradford P Gardner heirs, lot marked “Gardner” on plan.
35 CM
Mrs. Mary C. Clement, lot marked ‘‘Clement” on
35 DC
plan.
Willis E. Wight, lot marked “Wight” on plan.
15 00
John Ward heirs, 2 lots marked “Ward” on
plan. 40 Oo
Ralph W. Ames, lot marked “Ames” on plan.
20 00
John B. Myrick, lot marked, “Myrick” on plan.
20 OC
Fred D. Jones, lot marked Jones” on plan.
40 Or
Ora Sheldon, lot marked “Sheldon” on plan..
25 Ot
20 00
Ralph C. Johnson, lot marked “Johnson” on plan..

w

Breathe

We urge you to “Come in and look around”
whether you are a purchaser or not.

successful

maries next June.”

We are better prepared to fill all wants
in all lints than ever before.

Patterns, Silk, Silk and Wool, Wool, Silk Petticoats, Silk Sweaters. Silk, Lingerie and Crepe de
Chine Waists, Neckwear, Aprons, Boudoir Caps, Bathrobes, Bathrobe Blankets, Travelling Cases for Men
and Women, Side Combs, Back Combs, Barettes,
Necklaces, Pendants, Bags, Leather and Metal, Baby
Blankets, Silk Hosiery, Wool Caps and Scarfs, etc.

1

for the benefit of the Congregational

1

|J

show you these little

,

Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, Church street, who has
been suffering from a severe ill turn—a heavy
cold, aggravating a chronic stomach trouble—
which confined her to bed the most of last
week, has sufficiently improved to be about
the l ouse a portion of the time. YY e trust her
improvement may continue.

raised

>,

living

munity.

the

of

BORN.

and

Mr.

had

|

Mrs. W. B. McGilvery left Wednesday for a
10 days’ visit in Brookline, Mass-,, with her
sister, Mrs. S. R. Haines.

1 West Main

A J. M.

U

Miss Daisy Goodwin
Tuesday.

Mrs. Maud B. Corbett, Railroad avenue, was
given a surprise birthday party and handkerchief shower on the evening of Dec, 6th by
sixteen friends.
Parlor games wer*» enjoyed
and the occasion pronounced a decided success by all present.

NO MORE BACKACHE
NO MORE MISERY

j

|

30UNTY OF WALDO SS.;
ZZm
December 10th, A. D. 1915.^
Taken this tenth day of December, on execution dated November 16, 1915, issued on £
judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicia
Dourt, for the County of Penobscot, at a tern
thereof begun and held on the first Tuesday
af October, to wit, on the thirteenth day ol
November, 1915, in favor of Franklin R Patten of Hampden, against Eastern Maine Powei
and Development Company, a corporation duly
organized and existing under the laws ol
Maine, and having its principal place of business at Bangor, Maine, for three hundred and
eighty-n.ne dollars and two cents, debt or damage and eighteen dollars and seventy-twc
cents, cost of suit, and will be sold at public
auction on the premises in Monroe, in said
County of Waldo and State of Maine, to the
nighest bidder, on the twenty-second day of
January 1916, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon,
the following described real estate and all the
right, title and interest which the said Eastern
Maine Power and Development Company has
and had in and to the same on the fourth day
>f August, A. D. 1914, at eleven and fifteen

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

storage, the cold weather of the
days tendering auto traveling un-

pleasant.

day

lAlb lb 'it.

(b 1/i1

(Ail

See the

I Sterling

8TATEL0F maim
I

t0

i"vit1ed

which

1

In Belfast, December 14,
Stephenson.
ohn F. Stephenson, aged 56 years, 7 months
ind 8 days.
fcjfc'
In r Roxbury, Mass., December
Twomey.
.2, Minnie M., wife of William P. Twomey,
iged 45 years, 7 months and 10 days.

a

Established 1826.

ILrUUDS

J ays.

No better present for mother or wife than
HOOS1ER KITCHEN CABINET.

church.

l

5

LADIES DESK AND DESK CHAIR

i

j|

i erguson, aged 1 day
Gowen. In Thorndike, December 8, Mrs.
nn Amelia Gowen, aged 71 years, 3 months
a nd 8 days.
In Belfast, December 9, Mrs Bertha
Light
i laggett Light, aged 69 years and 8 months.
In Jacksonville, Florida, October
MASON.
widow of J. Bradford Mason,
Manila M
jrmerly ot Belfast.
Murphy. In Northport, December 12, Wilam Joseph Murphy, aged 43 years.
Quimby. In Bucks Harbor December 5, Aber Quimby, aged 79 years, 5 months and 1 day.
Richards. In Bangor, December 10, Harry
1 lichards, formerly of Bucksport.
Robbins. In Easton, December 9, Samuel
i bobbins, formerly of Belfast, aged 70 years.
Ryder. In Brooks, December 6, Winslow
i lyder.
Small. In Swanville, December 11, Bertha
, Jllen, daughter of Adelbert E. and Esther
eekins Small, aged 1 month and 7 days.
In Winterport, December 7, Henry
Snow.
< ). Snow, aged 86 years.
Stevens. In Belfast, December 13, Dorothy
i )., daughter of Herbert L and Lenora S. Dunar Steveri6. aged 1 year, 2 months and 21
f

ALL KINDS OF UPHOLSTERED ROCKERS

tumn.

a

>||c

Ferguson. In Belfast, December 12, Edith
Lonroe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred MJ

REED SEWING ROCKERS

Monday en route to West Upton, Mass where
She has been with
she will spend the winter.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wellman Hanson,
the
summer and auSandypoint Road, through

list of the officers and crew
of the new
Fannie, which cleared from
the Searsport customhouse April 24, 1865, for
Cardena, Cuba: Master, Charles G. Carver,
Searsport ; Rufus W. Fowler, first officer,
Searsport; John H. Tuttle, second officer,
Stockton; A. D. Day, Verona, cook; seamen,
Alfred E. Meritbew, J. C. Sweeney, Thomas
Sweeney, Cyrus H, Carver, Searsport, F. A.
Conant, Winterport; Otis Roberts, Verona;
Geortre Eames, Swanville.
Mrs. Clarissa
Garver, the captain’s wife,
Capt.R. W.
and Capt.
Eames
Fowler, Capt. George
Frank Carver, the son of the captain, are the
only known survivors of this crew.

ioc=

ears.

ROYAL PUSH BUTTON MORRIS CHAIRS

Miss Inez Han6on took the boat for Boston

is a
bark

c

ice are thawing an exclusive line of electric and oil table lamps made of reed,
copper and brass, the shadts are of reed
lined with silk and others hand painted.
If you wish the late i see our display.

•'Mr. Ernest Porter and son Leslie of Hampden were guests last week of Mr. and Mrs
John Hall, Railroad avenue, from Wednesday
18 the great
until Saturday. Master Leslie
grandson of Mrs, Hall.j

January.

—

Lamps

OTHER SUGGESTIONS

giving.

the boat and will work in Rockland until the
A; A, C. Co. plant opens up about the first of

number of other guests last
a Five Hundred party at her
home in Main street. Each guest was asked to
bring a gift, either a joke or hit or a “white
elephant’’ to be given as prizes. These were
done up in neat packages and placed on a table
and after the game was finished, along toward."
midnight, with Mrs Oliver C. Atwood at the
piano, the guests, with p irtners allotted by
match;'.g scores, marched about and at a given
signal stood in a circle Then, according to
the record made b> each in playing, each was
given a choice of gifts. When all had chosen,
the packages were opened and it was a most
A nibble table presided over
amu."ing atf-ir.
by Miss Evelyn Young and Miss Anne Whittier, on which grape frappe, sandwiches, olives,
nuts candies, niacaroonr,dates, and many other
dainties were served, was a popular center
between games, and the evening was one of
unusual enjoyment, Mrs Pattee is a charming
hostess
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Chester L. Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncar., Mrs and Mrs. S. M. Webber, Dr and Mrs.

|

I

Your Home

Light

Exclusive

|

Capt. Nathan.F. Gilkey of the ship Timandra,
recently operated upon in a Boston hospital. Capt. C. N. Meyers of Searsport is looking
after the ship, which is loading in Boston, during Capt. Gilkey's enforced absence.
was

~~

"

Let Us

Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fletcher and little
son Elden, Church street, spent Monday in
Bangor, principally for the purpose of securing photographs of Master Elden.
Mrs. Ella Sanborn of Morrill arrived last
Thursday to visit her daughter and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Brown, Middle street, leaving Monday to return to her home.

along Dec. 8th.

day Juniors and
Friday night at

IWE WILL DELIVER ANV TIME YOU SAY.
*

I'

Richard Goodere, West Main street, left
week on the steamer Millinocaet for a
trip to New York. He will return on the
steamer the present week.
The Cadies’ Aid society of the Universalist
parish will hold no further meetings until
after Christmas, the members being busily engaged in personal holiday work.

accident and life, and is
thriving business.

Following

SELECTIONS OR RE8ERVATION8

last

surance com paries,

doing

COME IN NOW AND MAKE

Mrs. Maria Blanchard. Sylvan street, spent
the latter part of the past week with her niece
and husband, Mr, and Mrs. Lewis Barrett, at
the Stone House farm.

A. Cook left Monday for Camden end

Hock land.

light you. But it is important that you make your selections as early as possible while assortments are at their best. All goods will be stored free of
charge until Christmas.

her

who was born in Searsin New York are anxious

in

Our store is a veritable Bazaar of Christmas GIFT-GIVING Suggestions. The
refined elegance and wide variety of these suggestions will surprise and de-

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Ephraim Brown,

8plendidly

so

Reflects Your Good Taste and
JUDGMENT.

was

Barge Herndon arrived Dec. 9th, from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to the P, C. &

by

Holiday Gift

No

At a
will be announced after the Holidays
recent meeting of the Sunday School officers it
voted to give the usual pariah party and
Christmas tree in the vestry on Friday evening,
December 24th. The offering next Sunday
morning will be med for this purpose. There
is great need of generosity Christmas belongs
to the children and this annual frolic has become very dear to them.
Investigation always
•hows some little ones who without the cheer
of the church trees would know very little of
the season's joy. If all such casea within your
knowledge were reported to the Sunday School
teachers, every effort would be made to meet
the need.
Remember this and the offering.
For the remainder of the month the pulpit will
be supplied with students of the Bangor Theo-

boys

Mrs. George K. Smith attended the
of her sister, Mrs. Susan M. Craig, in
Thursday. She was accompanied
daughter, Mias Frances E. Smith.

Give Furniture

TO

I

A five-room ground floor apartment with
modern improvements. Apply to
MRS. CHAS. A. LUDWICK.

2 Primrose St., Tel. 215-5.

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK,

BLANKETS

BLANKETS
BLANKETS
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS,

SEARSPORT. MAINE.
The annual meeting of the Stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
January 16, 1916, at 2 o’clock p. m„ for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year,
and for the transaction of such other business

lasting.

You take no risk in buying Hyomei. A complete outfit is inexpensive, but if after using
A.
you can say that it has not helped you A.
Howes & Co. will return your money. What
other treatment for catarrh is sold under a
guarantee like this?

LET
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may legally
5w50

come

before the

meeting.

A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
Searsport, Maine, December 13,1915.

White, Grey

and

Fancy,

Prices 69c. to $5.00.
Very truly youis,

Carle & Jones.

